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VOLUME 3, NUMBER 3 
AT DERDLIDE .•. 
A $200 nullwn. 1.9 m~llicn· 
squtm~{oor supu-regional 
specwlry mall ~ill be 
dr~cloped on 1395 acres atrht 
mtuchange of the 1-15 Fruway 
and the I 10 Freeway Tht mall 
-...,//open 1n Fall, 1993 
Major Sacramento-
Transportation 
Center Planned 
Area decision makers optimistic: 
It's a good idea ... but will Inland 
Empire concerns be heard? 
According to a recent report released 
by the Construction Awareness Program 
(CAP), the State of California, and more 
specifically the greater Sacramento area, 
may be on the cuuing edge of solving 
some of America's g ridlock problems 
and finding answers to balanced trans-
portation. 
Plans for a 2,000 acre transportation 
research and development center replete 
wi th the latest laboratory testing equip-
ment were unveiled recently by Pat 
Reames, a veteran CalTrans engineer 
who has been named to head the ambi-
tious project 
"Ambitious indeed," says State Sen-
ator Bill Leonard (R -25th). "But let's not 
get our hopes too high until we see 
something on the ground." 
According to Reames, "The Western 
National Research and Development 
Center would consolidate some 13 exist-
ing CalTrans faci lities and ultimate ly 
provide some 3,500 to 5,000 new jobs." 
Reames told city, county and chamber 
officials at a recent public forum in Yuba 
City that these numbers could double if 
Plt!a.rt! su "Rt!St!arch Center" Pagt! 3 
It was pouring rain and the sky was 
the same color as the ground--grey. 
The executive stood up and loosened 
his tie. His dress shin was soaked with 
sweat. He felt a stubble of beard. 
He didn't feel like much of a banker, 
and yet he had saved the company•for 
what it was worth. 
The new Federal rules had changed 
everything--the margin requirements, the 
documentation for loans. 
The bank hadn't been ready. Oh, yes, 
during the good old days--the Reagan 
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Loyally, the six young Japanese 
students put away their worn textbooks 
and gingerly bowed to their instructor 
before filing out to the tarmac in front 
of a jet-black Hughes 300 helicopter. It 
was a quiet March afternoon and the air 
was wet after a rain shower. In the dis-
tance you could hear cars driving by on 
Baseline Road. 
The City of Rialto, located west of 
San Bernardino, has a population of 
70,434. Bordered by rolling mountains 
and Oat s heep-grazing pas ture, one 
would be surprised to discover that vir-
tually every day eager young students 
from Japan make a shrewd investment: 
five months and $40,000 dollars worth 
of night training at the Rialto airport. 
The California American Research 
Information (CARl) Institute, located 
on the airport, was founded in 1978 and 
IS headed by President and Chief Pilot, 
Kazuyuki Komorida. The school, locat-
ed one mile west of Riverside Avenue 
on Baseline Roa, leases a 12,000 square 
foot hanger and two modular struc tures 
on the 400 acre airport. 
Why Rialto? Many ask. 
"Japan ha~ no aviation training 
facilities and their night lanes are too 
full to accommodate s tudent pilots," 
says Anna Murphy, a spokesperson for 
the ci ty. "It is very expensive for any-
one to Oy even small aircraft in Japan. 
CARl Aviation found the economic cli-
mate ideal here. The lease package was 
A Crisis 
A CARl student dips tht! nght wing of a Cessna 152 over tht! vast Inland £mpve. This 
atrcraft is the preferred traming vehiclt! for CARl studt!nts and costs roughly $30 dol-
lars per hour to opuale CARl ht!licopters cost over $155 per hour to opt!ralt!. 
attractive and housing costs for the stu-
dents were low. Although we do have 
restricted airspace, it is more economical 
and students receive more freedom than 
trainee pilots from other countries." 
Originally, CARl Aviation was 
based in Corona but later relocated to 
Rialto for reasonable rates and expanded 
operations. The impact, and to some 
degree the challenge has been increased 
air traffic. "In one and one-half years 
the airport has increased in operations 
what would have normally taken five to 
10 years to accomplish," says Murphy. 
Plt!a.rt! su "CARl" Pagt! 3 
of Sorts 
A II ught!S 300 trammg helicoptu 
tS strapped to the Rtalto runway 
during a March ram storm 
selling mys tery novel is now more 
real than ever. 
Great American Bank Sells Calif. Offices 
Today's bankers are a worrisome 
bunch in light of new Federal regula-
tory reserve requirements. 
Years-· it had been easy to cover, because 
things always got better. Housing starts. 
New car loans. You name it, you were 
doing better this week than last week. 
But then the cow pucky hit the prover-
bial fan, and the regulators were closing 
in--like hired hit men sent in by cattle 
ranchers to wipe out the sheep ranchers. 
The tired executive had opted for a 
merger to save the bank. It had been 
bloody. Damned bloody. The field of 
battle was littered with casualties. (''I'd 
rather be trying to take Baghdad," he 
joked to a colleague). But they were still 
afloat 
What sounds like a clip from a best 
Only recently, Grear Amencan 
Bank, with offices 1n R1verside, 
Temecula and Murneta, was forced 
to sell its California branc hes to 
Wells Fargo. 
"We will continue to exist after 
the sale of the California branches," 
Plt!au su "BanA:s" Pagt! 3 
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This Month in the Inland Empire Business ]ournal-----.J 
Chapin Medical 
Moves to Corona! 7 
Presently headquartered in 
Anaheim, Chapin Medical 
Company, a recognized leader in 
genetic engineering, will be 
, pulling up st.alces and moving to 
a striking new $3-million, 
22,000-square-foot Corona 
headquarters on April 22. 
Chapin's 1990 sales came in at 
just under $51 million. The 
fmn will provide several jobs 
for the community. 
Whirlybirds, Rialto and the 
Rising Sun 1 
CARl Aviation, recognized for 
years as Japan's top helicopter 
flight school, is innovating in 
Rialto. 
A Crisis of Sorts 1 
Great American Bank, with 
offices in the Inland Empire, 
sells to Wells Fargo in an effort 
to meet new capital reserve 
requirements. 
Transportation Center 
Planned 1 
CalTrans has submitted propos-
als to design and build a multi-
million dollar transpertation 
research facility in Sacrament<r-
but will Inland Empire concerns 
be heard? 
Riverside Convention Center 
Privatized 3 
Partners of neighboring 
Sheraton Hotel form a new 
company with intent to operate 
and market the Riverside 
Convention Center. But jobs 
may be losL 
Also 
People, Pl•en 
& Events ...... -···-·································· 6 
Tt. Llsta: 
Top Mortgage L.enden.-···-······· ....... 1 0 
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IelMa for tt.lntand Empl,. .• - .....•..... 18 
........................ ·-·-······················,, 
Disaster in 
San Bernardino 5 
Hopes for a developed Norton 
Air Force Base may be a mere 
dream and new toxic concerns 
unveiled. 
The Water Biz 8 
Recent rainfalls were a big help 
but a problem sti ll exists. How 
will the MWD solve the agricul-
tural crisis? 
To the Kitchen .. .for a Glass of 
Fresh Seawater 9 
The United States' first-ever 
desalting plant to open in 
Southern California. How can 
new technology help us over-
come drought woes. 
Construction on Ontario's new 
UPS Facility 11 
Job projections arc down, but 
facility will still be an economic 
plus to Ontario. 
Edltoriol.. ..........•.................................. 20 
IEBJ CloaeoUp ....... _ ........ - .•..........•.... .21 
RNI E.at•te Foeua ................•............ .24 
WMkend Time Out ......................... - .. 30 
Top Mortgage Pleks .....................•..... 31 
An-•• tor tt. Inland Empl ...... - ... 32 
Degree Programs in 
Information Science 
Master of Science 
The MaMgement of lnfonnation Systems 
Master of Science 
The MaMgement of Telecommunication Systems 
Master of Science 
Computer Information Systems 
Doctor of Philosophy 
The Management of Jnfonnation Systems 
Designed for both full-time and employed students who 
seek careers in the development and management of com-
puter information syste~s in organizations. ~ppli~atio~s 
for admission are now bemg accepted. Please d1rect mqmr-
ies to: 
Progroms In lnformotion Science 
The Claremont Graduate School 
Academic Computing Building 
The 
Claremont 
Graduate 
School 
Rolling Lab Operations Cost 
Insurers Billions 13 
Health insurance companies arc 
being "ripped-off' by night fly-
ers. 
Bargain Shopping 14 
This exclusive follow-up exam-
ines the impact of factory stores 
on the Inland Empire. 
Inland Empire a Real Estate 
Magnet? 16 
What does the CEO of Birtcher 
Construction have to say about 
the slumping economy. 
Foreign Loans by Fed 
Questioned 16 
Construction Focus 26 
How arc area construction com-
panies and contractors dealing 
with MWD c uts? 
Now's the Time! 29 
Why arc cruises the real bargain 
for today's vacationeer? 
Paying Taxes can be a 
Pleasure 31 
Profit planning. What is it, and 
how can it help during tax sea-
son? 
Inland Empire Caucus 
Established 33 
UCR's recognized Robert 
Auerbach questions the ethics of 
the Fed in foreign lending. 
Small Business Loans 
too Risky? 37 
Finding a Job in the Inland 
Re-employment Rights for Empire 39 
Returning Soldiers 17rr~~~~~~~~~~~~, 
@uott of tl:l~ Jnontl) 1 
lnlond Empl,. Calendor ........... 33 
S.n Gorgorlio Pus News •...... 34 
Corporote Proftle ..................... 36 
Inland Empl,. "-<>ppe ••..•.••.•. -.38 
B•nluupteiM ............................ 40 
N- Busl.- Llatlnga. .......... 41 
The single best predictor of 
growth Is previous decline, 
the single best predictor of 
decline Is previous growth, 
and the single best predictor 
of death and failure Is 
stability. 
Dr. David Birch. MIT Economist at 
the Moreno Valley Economic 
Development Conference. 
- 1 ( 
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CARl Aviation finds the 
'Right Stuff' in Rialto 
"CAR/" from Page 1 
According to CARl Aviation Presi-
dent, Kazuyuki Komorida, the school is 
considered the most elite of its class in 
Japan. 
Some 95 percent of the stu-
dents are japanese. It's no 
wonder that few American 
an American student, and recently they 
had four graduates from Australia. 
Today, the nine-year old school takes 
on an influx of 60 to 100 pilots at various 
stages of training. For $40,000, the stu-
dents receive air-fare to the United 
States , housing , flight-ground training 
and issuance of a U.S. certificate. This 
complete package includes fixed-wing 
(airplane) and helicopter commercial rat-
ings and t.alces six months to complete. 
All the money is paid in advance in 
Japan. "Only about one student in 100 
fails to complete the course, " notes 
Komorida. 
students can afford a 
tuition which for only five 
months is higher than most 
private four-year schools. 
"About 80 percen t of our students 
aspire to become professional pilots," 
said Komorida. "Some students are 
financed by companies that have flight 
jobs waiting for them upon retum ... others 
are financed by family or friends." 
Convenienlfy renamLd as "GA Residen-
tial"," GreaJ American will contiluu to 
operale loan off~ees likL this one aJ 1700 
iowa Ave. in Riverside. How~n~er, lend· 
ing is expected to be stringenl and tMre 
flight instructor for the school. "They arc 
in a learning environment eight hours a 
day, six days a week ... we even pro-
vide them with studying facilities at 
their apartments--it's a very intense 
situation." 
According to McMillen, the Rialto 
school was recently visited by the top 
two helicopter companies in 
Japan .. ."Thcy took some of our students 
that hadn't even completed their training 
yet," said McMillen. "It was as if they 
will be certain limils on wMre "GA" 
offices will be allowed to compete. 
The pilots are initially trained in sin-
gle-engine aircraft and gradually transi-
tioned into helicopters. Many of the 
pilots either have aviation jobs waiting 
for them at home, or they enter into a 
transportation field which will utilize 
their license ratings (i.e. JAL Airlines). 
The CARl "Recruit Program" t.alces 
in groups of students (usually around 20 
at a time) directly from Japan. "They 
enter into an 'academy-like' environ-
ment," says Mike "Mac" McMillen, the 
airport's operations manager and chief 
A determWd CARl co-piiOl debriefs after a trip 
in tM Be/1204 trainU&g aircraft. To dale, 90 
~rcenl of CARl's stt.llknls have never been in a 
small aircraft before arriving aJ tM school. 
Other students cycle into the pro-
gram by the day and attend the school 
just to get certified. 
Presently, CARl has 20 aircraft--
Cessna 1S2s and 172s, a Piper Arrow, 
a Seminole for twin ratings and eight 
helicopters. There arc roughly 25 
employees, incl uding IS flight L-------------------J 
instructors, one-third of whom arc 
Japanese. Certified Right Instructors 
(CFis) arc paid anywhere from $15 to 
$25 per flight hour with top pay for 
helicopter insttuctors. Salaried CRs 
start at $1500 per month. CARl has a 
full -time staff of six mechanics to 
keep its equipment in the air. The 
school often retains two or three grad-
uate students for a year to act as pri-
mary flight instructors. 
The school houses its students in IS 
leased apartments within a few miles 
of the airport, and provides vans to 
transport the students. 
Some 95 percent of the students arc 
Japanese. It's no wonder that few 
American students can afford a tuition 
which for only five months is higher 
than most private four-year schools. 
Occasionally the school will take on 
Rialto Airport OperaJions MlJJUJger "Mac" 
McMillen (left) and CARl Presidenl Kazuyuki 
Komorida cruise aJ 5 ,000 feet in a 
Cessna CiJaJion. 
we're saying, · ... we'll take this guy, this 
girl, and this guy ... we'll finish their train-
ing.'" 
To date, 90 percent of CARl's stu-
dents have never been in a small airplane 
or helicopter before arriving at the Rialto 
school which advertises in Japanese avia-
tion publications . 
The management style in and around 
the CARl facility is far more regimented 
then one would find at the average U.S. 
school. "I have never met more well-
mannered, disciplined and 'fact-oriented' 
students," says McMillen. "They will 
challenge you as an instructor ... but they 
never do so unless they are absolutely 
PleMe see "CARl" Page 5 
"Research Cenlu" from Page 1 about concrete a thousand years 
businesses locate in the same area. ago ... but 1 guess I'm wrong." 
'The project will have four overrid- According to Leonard, a major por-
in_g objectives," says Reames. "Clean air, tion of Cal Trans research is not attribut-
lcsscning dependency on fossil fuels, bet- cd to key traffic issues, but rather in 
tcr and more efficient usc of existing preparing defenses for law suits where 
transportation infrastructure, and safety." Cal Trans is sued by injured parties 
Senator Leonard , however, was where the freeway all but 'jumps out at 
somewhat disappointed in 1986 when he them'. 
visited Sacramento's Translab, a research "They do rc-inactments of acci-
facility already owned and operated by dents, they verify engineering data and 
CaiTrans. "I expected to sec at least plans, they provide extra witnesses for 
some resemblance of where the Attorney General and pre-
we're going to be in the 21st sent an array of liability cases 
Century," says Leonard. which prove that the frce-
"But to my disappointment, way ... or the state property was 
the research was not what I not at fault," says Leonard. 
expected. 1 found that they ·Again I realize these issues 
were studying the lifecycles may be important, but when I 
on concrete and road reflec- heard the word 'research,' that 
tors rather than the more was my idea of what they 
important dilemma of how to should be doing." 
relieve gridlock and traffic ~~t::~~~~~~ Leonard is not the only 
congestion--especially in [=~~d:.:.:.:.~ff J~~~,.r~~== -~~~ ~~~;;~~~~!!~i area politician with optimistic areas like Los Angeles and l vi ws on a centrally located
the Inland Empire. I'm not research center. Congressman 
saying that the research is AnartisfsconCLptionoftMWestunNaJionaiTransponaJion George E. Brown, Jr., repre-
uselcss--it's just that 1 ReseNCh and Development Center. senting the 36lb Congressional 
thought we knew all there was to know District of Calif., feels that lbe Inland 
"Banks" Conld.from Page 1 
said Brian Luscomb, a spokesperson 
for Great American. "Right now we 
currently have branches in LA and 
Northern California, as well as loan 
offices throughout the state. The Wells 
Fargo transaction won't be complete in 
three to four months." 
According to sources, the transac-
tion was necessary for survival Great 
American needed a major and immedi-
ate infusion of capital, and at the end of 
... tlu transaction was neces-
sary for survival. GreaJ 
American needed a major 
and immediole infuswn of 
capiJDJ, and at the end of 
1990, the bank could nol 
meet any of the regulaJory 
capiJDJ requirements ... 
1990, the banlt could not meet any of 
the regulatory capital requirements set 
by the Federal Reserve. Even with the 
sale of the bank's California branches 
to Wells Fargo, Great American will 
still be short of the regulatory capital 
requirements needed. 
According to Luscomb, a new capi-
tal plan set by the bank will help them 
meet new reserve levels by year end 
1994. 
The plan calls for an increase in 
retail deposits in non-California 
branches by roughly 10 percent annual-
ly. These deposits will be used to fund 
home loans which can in turn be sold in 
the secondary market. 
"We as well as other institutions are 
finding that in order to comply, we 
don't necessarily have to increase our 
assets, "says Luscomb. "The ultimate 
solution will be to maintain capital lev-
els while decreasing asset size.· An 
increase in non California retail 
deposits would be one such alternative 
for downsizing assets and providing 
another source. 
The final premium of the Great 
American sale is still subject to adjust-
ment based on deposits at the branches. 
The agreement called for the bank to 
receive a premium of about $492 mil-
lion. 
"It was not really an exchange of 
cash," said Luscomb. "Rather it is 
more of a balance sheet adjustrnenl 
PWut! su "Gn111 AmuicQil" Pate 14 
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Research Center may not be 
Answer to Inland Empire Gridlock 
conld from Page 3 
Empire area could be a much better 
region of the state to locate such a facility. 
"There's already some research be mg 
done here at the Air Pollution Center at 
the University of California in Riverside 
(UCR)," says Brown, who also chairs the 
Science Space and Technology Commit-
tee in Congress which has jurisdiction 
over transportation, technology, energy 
issues and research programs." 
The college has several types of 
alternative fuel vehicles in operation--
including methanol buses, hydrogen-pow-
ered vehicles and electric cars. "I think 
OW' area could benefit much more if such 
a center were located closer to the real 
tnnspOI18tion problem." 
s.n. Bill uonsrd 
.. .lets's not get our 1 
hopts too high 
l"ltil Mit SU SOIM-
thilag 011 the 
groulld. 
According to Reames, the planned 
CaiTrans research center would include 
research labs and testing facilities, an 
educational and conference center for 
r.:======:;-ti· of ormation shar-
·ng, a full-scale 
est facility incl-
uding nine miles 
through the legislature," says Jack Raudy, 
a CAP spokesperson. "It should be all the 
way through by April--it would be nice to 
see the contract by year end, and ground-
breaking in 1992 ... it's not too far away." 
f freeway, eight 
interchanges, four 
miles of arterial 
roads and two 
of city 
How soon can 
.-IH would benefll l we expect to see 
more iflt wert such a facility? 
located closer to "The Con-
the real tmns- 1 struction Aware-
portatioll prob~m. 1 ness Program 
L:===-==-=-=~(CAP) will get 1t 
Who will be involved? 
"We're looking to bring the labs 
together and put everything under one 
roof," says Raudy. "General Motors 
wants to join in and we've already 
received letters from six other major car 
manufacturers who want to have a role in 
this thing." 
According to Raudy, there are sev-
eral emission device organizations which 
have expressed Interest in the project. 
Raudy was open minded to the fact 
that Inland Emp1re concerns will need 
attenuon. "The Sacramento area is not 
parochial m the sense that n w1ll not serve 
all of Southern Cahforn1a or all of the 
I'LA'D E:\1PIRE Cou~CIL EXPLAINED TO 
PAL:\1 DESERT CHA\'IBER MEMBERS 
I I nland Empire economic devel-
opment surpasses political 
boundaries' was the message from Keith 
Buder, March 20, to Palm Desert Clwn-
ber oC Coounerce members. Butler, vice 
pRllideot d the Economic Development 
PanDrnbip of Riverside, spoke at a gen-
cnl au:mbenhip breakfast held at Palm 
Valley Couatry Oub, Palm Desett. as be 
c::xpa.iocd the history and 
powlh of the Inland 
Papire Ecooomic Coun-
cil. 
The council, he 
reported, is moving 
ahead with aggressive 
promotion of the Inland 
E.mpire, including both 
Riverside and San 
Benwdino counties and 
lbe eastern area of Los 
The counc1l takes part m trade shows, 
with a traveling ellhibit, and will partici-
pate in the April 3-4 Inland Empire 
Show~ at Raincross Square Conven-
tion Center, Riverside. 
Among the council's efforts, he 
noted, is the cooperative effort to atttact 
the U .S . Air Force's Space Systems 
Division from its outmoded location, 
near Los Angeles In&emalional Airport. 
to March Air Force 
Base. This suggested 
move would provide 
3,000 more jobs for the 
San Bernardino Area 
while utilizing a field, 
already owned by the 
Air Force, destined for 
decommissioning. 
Angeles County. The Keilll Bwlu of the /roland Empire 
council's efforts, he EcOIIOI1UC COfUICil and ReM 
The council, he noted, 
"is new, but doing well" 
Its first publication, 
" including Inland 
Empire statistical infor-
mation," is to be 
released soon as "a 
handout for potential 
F ugau, vice pres1dettl of eco-
noccd, are supported by nomic deve/opmelll ftx the Palm 
bolh Riverside and San Oeserr Cltamber ofComti'IUCe 
Bernardino counties and 
clients." 
A111Ufis S COIIctptiOII 
of wlult..,. MriDI mw 
Western Region ofiM r•utuell c•ttJu 
for that matter," llligltl look like. 
said Raudy. "The,~-----.. 
reason why Sacramento was chosen is 
probably due to the fact that there are 
already an array of State Transportation 
labs located there. I think that in the end, 
everyone will benefit--different counties 
can always plug mto this thing." 
APRIL 1991 
portation Committee couldn't agree on 
when to install some of the undergrotmd 
hardware--it's been an uphill battle." 
Leonard feels that like the Foothill 
Freeway issue, area leaders will have 10 
toil if they are to see action on any future 
proposals.6. 
by Phillip Dimenl 
Accordmg to Senator 
Leonard, if Inland Empire con-
cerns are 10 be heard, area lobby-
ists and deciSion makers will have 
to be a bit more "n01sy" to beat 
the heat from Los Angeles . 
"Don't hesitate or wait to be asked t:~~;;;;;;;; .... --~~; 
for a contnbuuon," says Leonard. 
"I earned a very important bill 
regardmg the proposed Foothill L------------:--:--.--: ...... 
Freeway a few years ago, but 11 Rmrsulo's MdioaN>I-t1Yd bo=u cowld bt. pl"'for tlv pro· pos~d raNJCit cu&Ju if W Rtv.,-suU TraNH A.ttftC! ( /lTA) 
died because the Senate Trans- .. P"'"""'.,. "' •ff•ru"' '"'"support for t1v co.c•P' 
RIVERSIDE CONVENTION CENTER 
PRIVATIZED BY "RENEW REAL" 
On Tuesday, March 19, the River-
side City Council voted unanimously to 
enter into a contract with Renew Real 
Properties Inc. to operate and manage 
the Riverside Convention Center begin-
ning April 1, according to Bill Harper, 
managing director of the Greater River-
side Visitors and Convention Bureau. 
Partners Joe Pravratil and Bruce 
Juel, co-owners of the neighboring Sher-
aton Howl, won the contract with the city 
undo' the name, ReMW Real. 
. "After submitung our proposal to 
~nvauze the convention center's opera-
lion and markeung functions, we felt 
preny good about the seven to zero vote 
we rece1ved from the city council," said 
Pravratil. 
The unanswered question at this 
point is how many current employees ?f 
the Visitors and Convention Bureau will 
lose their jobs under the new ownershiP· 
"Obviously, we're going to have 10 
increase revenues and decrease costS-
it's just part of the deal," said Pravralil· 
"It is our hope that we will be able 10 
· no keep most of the people, but there 15 
certainty that we will be able to kCCI' 
everyone." 
Presently the visitors and con~en· 
lion bureau employs some 30 full·tiJne 
and 30 part-time people. 
Please see Page 16 
Co11••llliD" 
Ce11ter: 
The Ben H. Lewis 
Hall, R1venide'5. 
down town conventiOII 
center. IS a funCtiO~ 
multlpurpose facihl}' 
that can acconunodalt 
by tbe California Department of Com-
merce, each providing $10,000 to fund 
ecooomic development efforts. 
These efforts. be said, are also sup-
pci1Cd by local businesse' "coo~ 
.-nually. ~C~Di-annually or quarterly to 
a yearly $400,000 budget. 
Butler noted that the council is an 
outgrowth of the old "Keep Riverside 
Ahead," suessmg that it is not an entity 
of the Greater Riverside Chamber of 
Commerce, but rather "a spinoff." 6 
groups from 25 10 
30,000 people. 1l!C 
center has over 
92.000 square feel of 
mulu-use space. 
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Disaster ' lD Bernardino? San 
m t wasn't long ago that San Bernardi-~ no pubhc opinion rode high with 
hopes of lavish developments and thou-
sands of new jobs for what will soon be a 
vacant Norton Air Force base. 
According to one source, the whole project was a pipe 
dream from the beginning and now the debate has shifted 
from developing the area to cleaning up what may be a 
nightmarish mess of EPA worms. 
game ... but somelhing else to play a game 
wilh ever changing rules." 
While Ariss has shed light on real 
concerns, the IVDA still fights to keep 
the situation under control. "It's all a 
matter of judgement," said Bob Miochell, 
former Lorna Linda city manager and 
chairman of the IVDA. "I think the mas-
ter developer can come up with someone 
to res tructure the whole thing--but of 
course that will be subject to IVDA eval-
uation. The question of whether or not to 
accept a greatly modified proposal is 
very real. Conuary to many beliefs, this 
is not something we can do overnight. 
Selecting the right people for the job will 
be a long process." 
But again, the climate has changed 
and the date draws closer when San 
Bernardino's largest employer will leave 
the area, along with some I 0,000 jobs. 
On Thursday, December 13, after 
hours of deliberation, the Inland Valley 
Development Agency (IVDA), a deci-
sion-making body of area business lead-
They came to the table 
with a most creative and 
doable plan but "doable" 
is now a far-reaching 
word. 
ers and politic ians, chose (from a pool of 
four) Norton International Partners 10 be 
the master developer of the 2,000-acre air 
base after the United States Air Force 
completely vacates the area in 1994. 
Plans were for the Norton partnership 10 
conven the facility into an international 
trade center. 
Nonon International Partners was a 
group comprised of three "too big to fail" 
entities. But fail they did, and now the 
only remaining partner is lddo Benzeevi 
of Benzeevi Holdings Corp., who unsuc-
cessfully proposed a similar development 
in Moreno Valley in the mid-1980s. Ben-
zeevi is looking for another partner with 
enough clout to provide S6 billion for a 
project that may take up to two decades 
to complete. 
Why the Breakup? 
"They came to the table with a most 
creative and doable plan," said Sam Hen-
ley, executive vice president of the San 
Bernardino Chamber of Commerce shon-
ly after the decision was made allowing 
Norton International to develop the base. 
But "doable" is now a far-reaching 
word. The key partner to drop from the 
deal was Wau Industries, a multi-million 
dollar developer from Santa Monica. 
Watt was the biggest financial contributor 
to the partnership, a nd declined further 
suppon on the grounds that it may be dif-
ficult to meet the functional needs of the 
partnership. The other lost partner, Bech-
tel Enterprises, a San Francisco-based 
international building and construction 
fmn, has all but withdrew from the pro-
ject, agreeing to help Iddo Benzeevi only 
if someone is found to replace Watt. 
CARl Students Display Discipline 
"CAR!" from Page 3 
sure they are correct--many times they 
are." 
"Well behaved, that's how I'd 
describe them ," says Barry Fisher, 
Rialto's assistant city manager. "The 
Japanese students wilo have come 
here to learn have had to meet strin-
gent standards in o rde r to 
qualify ... they know what they want 
and they work hard for it." 
late this spring." 
"While we are considered 'small' by 
most standards .. .l'm very proud of our 
Qlil 
CARl AVIATIO"\; 1'\:C 
With 270 aircraft, the traffic pat-
tern at Rialto is both unique and busy. 
In addition to CARl's eight hel i-
copters, there are several other rotary 
wing companies and organizations 
operating off the field. 
LocaJed on IM /my Riallo Avporl, CARl Avia-
tion see/cs 10 1ram young sludenJs to become 
professioMI ltelicopler pilots. The RUJ!Jo Air-
pori is OM of few locaJions offermg an adequate 
"I'd say we see some 300 opera-
tions per day," says Richard Scanlan, 
manager of the Rialto airport. 
"Bes1des CARl, which accounts for at 
least 40 percent of our business, our 
major users include the San Bernardino 
Sheriffs aviauon division, the Mercy Air 
Ambulance, Western Helicopters, and 
Art Scholl Aviation. We expect to begin 
construction on a new 5,850 foot runway 
A yoWlg Cerlified Flighl lns1ructor (CFI) briefs 
a CARl class before a ltelicopler exerctse. 
noise buffer for lhe loud macJUnes. 
facility," says Scanlan. "Few airports can 
boast of helicopter capability ... they're just 
too noisy. We have an open space advan-
tage, and it's nice 10 know that our facili-
ty plays a small part in the ever increas-
ing role that helicopters will have in the 
aviation industry." 
The airpon itself is thought to con-
tribute some $21 million annually to 
the local economy. The CARl school 
provides a large chunk of that figure. 
"In 1989, CARl was about half the size 
it IS now," says operauons manager 
McMillen. "At that time the students 
were spending about S 1.2 million in the 
commumty for direct serv1ces--that's 
mcludmg thetr housmg, food and trans-
portauon. For a small community, it's 
mce 10 have thiS kind of capnal mfu-
sion." 6 
A Question of Ethics 
Unfortunately, a new can of worms 
has spilled. First, some of the original 
development cand idates are no longer 
interested in working with the IVDA, 
accused of being unfai r for allowing 
Benzeevi an elltra 60 days to fmd another 
partner. According to the original "game 
plan," if the chosen candidate could not 
fulfill their plans, they would have to 
withdraw-relinquishing their title to the 
next qualified developer. 
A Can of EPA Worms 
But today, the area is less attractive 
for development than ever. What happened? Norton Interna-
tional lost two of their partners--along 
with any real hopes of adequate fmanc-
ing. The IVDA's decision 10 let Benzee-
vi seek a new par-
On March 25, at 7 a.m., a meeting 
was held in San Bernardino, to discuss a 
tner spread confu-
sion and doubt 
among many of 
the original candi-
dates. 
On March 25, at 7 a.m., a meeting was held 
in San Bernardino, to discuss a critical 
"When they 
assembled thei r 
plans it was clear-
ly understood that 
if you were cho-
sen, you could not 
change affilia-
Issue. There were some 22 known toxic 
waste sites on the base. Sites that contain 
washed-out areas of air craft, used chemi-
cals buried underneath hangars, and mas-
sive leakage and dripping from the largest 
underground refueling system In the world. 
tions ," says David Ariss, California 
Commerce Center director, and one of 
the original candidates that teamed up in 
an unsuccssful bid to develop the area. 
"There was to be no adding or subtract-
ing ... but what do we see. Bechtel and 
Watt pulled out, and Benzeevi is still 
given time. " 
Ariss went on to explain how the 
selection process was slightly altered. 
Instead of simply asking for qualifica-
tions from the candidates, many were 
asked to submit proposals too. "It doesn't 
make sense to ask for someone's proposal 
without first thoroughly evaluating their 
qual ifications and ability to hold together 
in the long run. It's one thing to play a 
c r it ical issue. There were some 22 
known toxic waste sites on the base. 
Sites that contain washed-out areas of air 
craft, used chemicals buried underneath 
hangars, and massive leakage and drip-
ping from the largest underground refuel-
ing system in the world. The debate has 
shifted from developing the area to 
cleaning up what may be a nightmarish 
mess of EPA worms. Norton Air Force 
Base is on the EPA's National Priority 
list. Few lenders would even consider 
supplying funds to developers under this 
much environmental scrutiny. It's just 
not worth it. 
Please see '"Norton" Page 32 
San Bernardino's "Shopping Center" for 
Financial Products 
T he San Bernardino Central Credit Union Board of Directors recently 
approved construction of a new two-
story, 18,000 square foot branch and 
office facility at their present S ierra 
Way branch loca-
tion. 
The new facility 
will contain the 
fi rm's largest 
branch office, as 
well as Central 
Lending, Collec-
tiOns, Marketing 
and subsidiary corporation offices. 
San Bernardmo Public Employees 
AsSOCiation, located next to the San 
Bernardino Central Credit Umon, is also 
bu1ldmg a new bulldmg at the same 
location. "The entire project will look. 
and feel like a large plaza," said Ron 
Thomas, a spokesperson for the credit 
union. "It will cover roughly one square 
block in downtown San Bernardino and 
will be the only major building project 
in the downtown 
area--especially in 
the 'blighted' area 
east of Sierra Way. 
According to Tho-
mas, the new Sierra 
Way office, sched-
uled to open in late 
December, will be 
hke a "Shoppmg Center" for financial 
products and serv1ces--including per-
sonal and group msurance, auto broker-
age, financ1al planning and investment 
as well as traditional products. 6 
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Spaet~ .\\ailable at Business 
Bu~ers' f.\pO 
Space is now avaalable for those mter-
ested in exhibiting at lhe Business Buyers' 
Expo, to be held May 16-19 at the Ana-
heim Convention Center. 
I a~ lor .Join' l bcr .\dwrti-.inn 
,'\. Ik ... ign '"' t hoff, president of the national home-equi-ty lender. 
The Business Buyers' Expo features 
several hundred companies displaying 
products and services that the profession-
al office buyer needs for day-to-day busi-
ness operations. 
ROMld D. Taylor 
Uber Advertising & 
Design, Upland, recently 
announced appoinunent 
of Ronald D. Taylor as 
account executive in 
charge of industrial 
accounts. 
Taylor brings to his new position 30 
years of experience on both sides of the 
advertising business. 
A graduate of Oklahoma University 
with a B.A. degree in Information Design, 
Taylor is also a certified business commu-
nicator. He has won numerous design and 
illustration awards during his years in 
advertising. 
In business locally for 13 years, Uber 
Advertising & Design is a full-service 
agency offering a broad range of advertis-
ing, marketing, design, overseas printing, 
and public relations services including 
fully computerized in-house capabilities.t. 
~ dtclll .loith ( hi no \ alil'~ 
John Odeuo, senior 
vice president and man-
ager of Chino Valley 
"'lank's Pomooa office, is 
)leased to announce that 
John Felton has joined 
t 
Chino Valley Bank as John Felton 
commercial lending offi-
cer in the bank's Pomona office. He 
brings with him over 32 years of progres-
sive experience in commercial lending 
and managemenL 
Chino Valley Bank is the largest bank 
headquartered in the Inland Empire and 
San Gabriel Valley serving the business 
community within fifteen conveniently 
located off tees. ll 
" toor1.1 to llandil' ( ;m l' rn-
llll'll t \lf;tir' t 
Fred Noble, president of the Northeast 
Palm Springs Property Owners Associa-
tion, announced the hiring of Stoorza, Zie-
gas & Metzger, IncJinland Empire to han-
dle the association's government affairs. 
Wilcox will oversee the operation of 
the office, including marketing, loan origi-
nation, underwriting and documentation. 
In addition, he is responsible for the 
supervision and staff training in various 
aspects of loan origination and analyzing 
and evaluating loan requests. 
The new Ontario office is located at 
3602 Inland Empire Blvd., #A-130. The 
telephone number is (714) 466-5667. The 
lender specializes in 15-year, fixed-rate 
home-equity loans. 
Prior to joining ADVANTA Mortgage, 
Wilcox was vice president of loan admin-
istration with Pacific First Bank for four 
years. Previously, he was with California 
Federal Bank for more than six years. 
Wilcox graduated from the Consumer 
Banker's Association's Graduate School of 
Retail Bank Management at the Universi-
ty of Virginia. A resident of Glendora, he 
is past chairman of the League of 
California Savings Institutions' Con-
sumer/Commercial Lending sub-commit-
tee and an instructor for the Institute of 
Financial Education and the AlB. 
ADVANTA Mortgage Corp. USA is one 
of the nation's leading second mortgage 
origination and servicing companies with 
more than $600 million in receivables 
owned and serviced. t. 
Ua\ is lndustri~s Promotes 
'\~\\ Oflicc & Sal~' \lanagcr 
After six years with 
the company, and 
recently completing a 
stint in the military 
reserves, Bryan Davis 
has been appointed sales 
and office manager at Bryan Davis 
Davis Industries, Inc. 
According to senior vice president Art 
Leiman, "Bryan started out doing every-
thing from sweeping floors to working on 
the assembly line. He's had experience 
with every facet of the company, and 
we're happy to have h1m move up." 
Noble serves as president of Wintec 
Ltd., operators of windmill farms in the 
San Gorgoruo Pass. Many of the North-
eastern Property Owners Association's 
members also own wind energy farms. 
Founder and President Jtm Davis notes 
"Bryan had to earn his stripes, and we'r~ 
proud to have him as pan of our manage-
ment team. His duties include sales 
administration and managing our front 
office. ll 
na, id h.lin:.:~r '\amed Inland 
Ernpin· Rl·:.:innal \ il'c Pr~'idcnt t 
"The aim of the Business Buyers' Expo 
is to provide the professional office buyer 
with a comprehensive problem-solving 
and resource-rich venue that covers the 
entire spectrum of purchasing for today's 
business," said Stan Chambers, BBE 
associate producer. ll 
,h,nciation of Bridal 
Con,ultanh 
Lorri Aguilera, of San 
Bernardino, has joined the 
Association of Bridal 
Consultants. 
Aguilera operates 
Unique Brides, 2924 
t 
Sepulveda, San Bernardi- Lcrri Aguilera 
no, serving brides in the Inland Empire. 
She is a full service wedding planner. 
The Association of Bridal Consultants 
based in New Milford, Conn., is the onl; 
organization dedicated exclusively to 
serving wedding professionals world-
wide. t. 
Unn't \li'' the Train~~ y 
All Aboard! ~ ........ R ........ ti. 
The Orange Empire Railway Museum 
loc~ted i.n Perris, will be holding it~ 
s~ng nul festival on April 27 and 28. 
R1de aboard old time trolleys and trains 
including a live steamer that will be run~ 
ning to the Perris depoL 
For more information regarding this 
event, please call (714) 943-3020. ll 
<;r~~n 1-. l~cted CCI-. Pre,ident t 
William G. Green, senior vice presi-
dent ~ Roben Bein, William Frost & 
Assoc~tes. ~ been elected president of 
the California Council of Civil Engineers 
and Land Surveyors in adjacent counties 
for 1991. 
Green was senior vice president at 
R~Fs . Temecula regional office in the 
Riverside/San BemardiOo chapter of the 
CCCE ~ LS and is a licensed land sur-
veyor WI~ ~0 years of experience 10 lhe 
fi.eld of C1v1l engineering and land 1 _ 
rung. He has ed . P an serv as project manager 
for numerous engineering design and 
"The Happy Solution' "Wind is an extremely viable, efficient, 
non-polluung source of energy," Noble 
said. • And wmd energy conunues to 
make a significant contribuuon to the 
quality of life in our desert communities.· 
Stoorza, Ziegas & Metzger, which 
recently opened a branch office in the 
Inland Empire, offers comprehens1ve ser-
vices including government affairs, public 
relations, and marketing communica-
tions.ll 
Bank of America [!iJ 
announced that David J. 
Klinger has been named 
regional vice president of '-' 
its Inland Empire Region-
al Commercial Banking 
Office located in Ontario. 0 uJ J Kl' 
\t•' '' 1' \lo rt :,:.l :.!l' Corp l "\ 
\ ppo111h D.t n \\ ilt·o, . h 
( )nt.u 111 1\r.llll h \l,an.a :.:t·r 
In this posiuon, av tngu 
t 
Dan Wilcox has been named Ontario 
brarteh manager of AovANTA Mortgage 
Corp., USA, according to Dennis R. Eick-
Klinger, 52, will manage the bank's three 
commercial banking offices 10 Rivcrside 
Ontario and Brawley. He will be responsi: 
ble for the bank's industrial and commerc1al 
lending activities in San Bernardino, River-
side and Im~l counties, and the Imperial 
Valley agn busmess and dairy business 
around Chino. He also manages the bank's 
Riverside main office. fl 
APRIL 1991 
surveying assignments throughout South. 
em California and manages the Temecula 
office to accommodate development in 
Riverside, San Bemard10o, and northern 
San Diego Counties. 
Robert Bein, William Fro t & Associ-
ates is a multi-disciplinary co nsulting 
engineering, planning and surveymg ftrm 
with offices in Southern and orthem 
California. ll 
'\cw Ofticers Installed y 
ew officers were recently installed fix 
the Greater Riverside Employer Advisory 
Council: Cap'n Zoli, Brandi & Friends, 
as president; Pam Macek, Pam 's 
Bookeeping Service, as vice president 
and Karen Powell, Powell's Bookkeeping 
Service, as treasurer. 
The Employer Adv1sory Counc1l is a 
partnership between employers in the 
Riverside County area, with regular 
meetings. Call 788-4149 for membership 
information. ll Pleas~ T~~.rn to Pag~ 37 
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JUST CALL TOM FOR 
SALES· SERVICE· REPAIR 
RENTALS • ACTUATION 
1-80().427 -1854 
1410 E FOOTHill. BLVD , SUITE "M·, Lf'LAND 
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Inland Empire Offers Growing Room for $50-Million 
Mark C. Johnson 
Presidelll 
Chapin M~dical Company 
rr=f'l he call comes in to Chapin Med-l.!.J ical Company at 2:00a.m. from a 
community hospital more than 40 miles 
away. With a sense of urgency added to 
her appropriate professional restraint, a 
nurse from the emergency room 
describes the foUowing scenario: A fire 
broke out during the night at a neighbor-
ing apartment complex, and 15 victims 
with life-threatening burns have been 
brought to the hospital -- the closest 
facili ty available. 
The hospital does not have lhe blood 
products on hand to provide adequate 
care for all of these patients, and more 
victims may be on the way. Within min-
utes, the necessary supplies have been 
loaded on to Chapin Medical's helicopter. 
They wiU reach the hospital in less than 
20 minutes. 
This dramatic chain of ev• ts may not 
happen every day, but it certainly is a 
familiar story to Mark Johnson. He is the 
44-year-old president and chief executive 
officer of lhe therapeutic plasma products 
distribution company he started in 1974. 
Therapeutic plasma products distribu-
tion is, admittedly, not a line of business 
Chapin Medical Company 
few. These life-sav1ng products are cost-
ly, rangmg from $100 to $1 , 100 for a tiny 
vtal. 
In addition to distributing human 
blood products, Chapin Medical also 
offers genetically-engineered drugs 
whach are synthetically produced in the 
laboratory using "host cells." According 
to Johnson, this is an area expected to 
experience enormous growth over the 
next 10 years. Currently, Chapin, a 15 
percent share of the blood products mar-
ket, and Johnson are hoping to secure an 
equal percentage of the genetically-engi-
neered drug market 
"This really is the cutting edge of 
medicine today," he said. "Scientists are 
using genetic engineering to seek cures 
for AIDS, cancer-- all of the most fright-
ening and mysterious diseases facing our 
society. There is an excellent 
chance that cures will be discov-
ered within the next decade." 
Chapin Medical is a difficult 
business to classify. The compa-
ny's primary competitors are the 
manufacturers from whom it pur-
chases its products (such as those 
mentioned . previously), and 
regional distributors and "mom-
and-pop" operations. Chapin 
occupies a unique niche in this 
market as a company distributing 
nationally. 
A fire broke out during the night at a neighboring 
apartment complex and 15 victims with life-threatening 
burns have been brought to the hospital-- the closest 
facility available. The hospital does not have the bwod 
products on hand to provide adequate care for all of 
these patients, and more victims may be on the way. 
Within minutes, the necessary supplies have been wad-
ed on to Chapin Medical's helicopter. They will reach 
the hospital in less than 20 minutes. 
that I really enjoy designing buildings, 
and the architect (Greg Watkins of 
Irvine) and interior designer (Karen 
Elliott of Tustin) came up with terrific 
ideas I couldn't resist." 
The building, completely funded with 
cent to the Corona Airport -- both of 
which helped us secure a helipon license 
from the federal govemmenL • 
The move to the new Corooa location 
will almost double the size of Chapin 
Medical's office and warehouse space, 
"I believe the key to our suc-
cess has been the personal service, 
reliability and convenience we 
offer," said Johnson. "Customers 
can count on us to deliver the 
products they need 24 hours a day, 
seven days a weelc. That's really a 
challenge in this industry, because 
the products are manufactured 
from human blood plasma which 
often can be scarce. • Chapin Medical employees hand. off~ ~rg~ncy d~livery to company presidelll Mark John.son, as he 
Johnson must be doing some- prepares to ptlOl htS ;etltelteoptu to a medical c~lllu cii.S/01'110. 
thing right. His sales for 1990 
came in at just under $51 million -- a 65 
percent jump 
over last year's 
total. He expects 
that figure to rise 
to $75 million 
this year, and his 
ultimate goal is to 
reach the $200-
to-$300-million 
range within the 
next 10 years. 
the company's retained earnings, will 
house 27 employees in sales, marlceting, 
order entry and processing, accounting, 
warehousing and distribution. All of the 
operations necessary to run the 
business -- from customer orders to 
delivery -- will be centralized 
under one roof. The headquarters 
also will include a heliport for 
emergency deliveries anywhere 
from San Diego up to Santa Bar-
bara via the company's jet heli-
copter. 
and none too soon. 
"This move is part of an important 
overall transition process for the compa-
ny," said Johnson. "We want to become 
familiar to most 
people. Simply 
described, John-
son's company 
purchases blood 
parts from large 
suppliers around 
the world -- well-
known names , 
such as Baxter 
Pharmaceuticals, 
the Swiss and 
American Red 
Cross and Cutter 
Labs ·- and dis-
The curr~lll offtees of 
Presently 
headquartered in 
Anaheim, Chapin 
Medical will be 
Plans for the move to the Inland 
Empire were initiated three years 
ago, driven by Johnson's desire to 
find reasonably priced land in a 
convenient location with easy free-
way access and a local pool of 
potential employees. "And it didn't 
Chapin M~dical Company in ANJiteim. 
tributes these products to hospitals and 
medical centers nationwide. 
Blood pans are used for hemophilia, 
tetanus and rabies vaccines, therapy for 
pregnant women with RH-immune dis-
ease, immune serum globulin for patients 
with immune deficiencies, and medical 
procedures for open-heart-surgery, trau-
ma and bum patients -- just to name a 
pulling up stakes 
and moving to a strilcing new $3-million, 
22,000-square-foot Corona headquarters 
this April (the move-in date is targeted 
for April 22). Johnson admits that $3 
million is more than "anyone in his right 
mind normally would spend on a build-
ing of this size." He explains, "This has 
been a labor of love. I have discovered 
Chapin Medical employees load supplies for 
war~hof!Sing and lkliwry to the company's I'Mdical 
celller cMStomers naJionwide. 
hurt that this is one of the few cities in 
Southern California that does not outlaw 
private heliports as part of the general 
plan," added Johnson. "They are permit-
ted by the city, and our location is adja-
the nation's leading sales and distribution 
company for bio-tech products. We've 
definitely got the people for the job, and 
now we've got some growing room. • fl 
By JentJ Joue11 
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H,_,for 
A,U 1,1991 Sch,varzkopf's Quick Water War 
The Washington State Annexation Campaign Columbia River, which 
flows 3SO,OOO gallons 
AW/4CS Spoiling Intruding C.nadla.. of potable water per 
'We predict a 
quick victo-
ry--inside of six hours. • 
That was the confident word from Gen. 
Norman Schwarzkopf, who took time 
out from his clam-digging vacation to 
help California increase its water supply. 
The target was the mouth of the 
second into the 
Pacific Ocean. "All 
the people in the 
state of Washington use 
only about one percent of 
the water," says Schwarz.-
kopf. "We intend to leave them 
with that one percent plus another 
one percent for growth. We'll pipe 
98 percent down to San Francis-
co." 
Tile Kuwait Offensive 
The general hinted only at a general 
tactic for the coming offensive. "We11 
use the 82nd Airborne to create a diver-
sion on the east side of the state. We11 
hope to distract enough reserves and 
National Guard so that we can capture 
the riverhead and start to build our 
pumping station." 
The general expects only token resis-
tanCe. "They have to remember that I'm 
a four-star and outrank every military 
person in the state. They have to real-
ize they work for me." 
The state of Washington will be 
designated a county of California. All 
police cars will be repainted in CHP 
colors. Oregon will be given an ultima-
tum as to wbethtt to go along with the 
Californizalion of the West Coast or be 
occupied once Wasbington is secured. 
·we liked Washington the way it 
was: says the general, "but hell's bells, 
to let all that water go to waste was 
criminal." !':!. By Wallace ~ss 
"My daughter is so proud of me. I've just 
switched to a new, challenging career. 
Thanlcs, AppleOne:' 
Hundreds of sabsfy1ng fulltlme posrtlons are offered by 
AppleOne, the Wf!S.'s fastf!S-grOWing Independent employment serviCe. 
New careefl Pleased offspnng! For a quck-start call our nearf!S office! 
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The Water Biz 
From Famine to Feast, All in One Week 
But the opposite is also true. If it is a dry 
winter, the initial numbers allotted 
might not be able to be met. 
was a cloud 
no bigger than a 
man's hand. The 
prospector 
blinked. The sky 
~ was cobalt blue--
~66 ~ ~ it had been 
A ~ ~ ~ ~ blue forever. 
U A ~ ~ The ground 
U ~ \) was parched, 
~ A ~ dry as dust. ~ U The droplet hit 
his hand. It was a 
big droplet. A fat 
one. 
He looked 
up. The cloud see-
med small. He 
opened his 
mouth. Maybe 
be could catch the next drop in 
his mouth. 
More drops bit. Then it was 
like a bucket being overturned. 
The rain poured in sheets. It 
was a waterfall from the sky. A 
tidal wave was building. His 
body was tugged, then be was 
pulled off his legs. It was water, 
water, everywhere ..... 
nus '"'"'~ may ,. O"''U. Bw ;, w MtJU.Ar to do wiU. u.c 
,.111 ...-, j1Dw;. allocaud =wtd cJw '""' of Calif om": 
E .,~A if we ~w~Yc a IO,.,..,,.tiaJ dowltpOilT ou wed:, tl tloc.nt. I 
af!tct t1w o••rall p/4N of t1w M•CTOpoli14A Wour Dinrid. 
The Metropolitan Water District is 
scheduled to receive 16S,OOO acre-feet of 
water in 1991. An "acre-foot" is 32S,851 
gallons. This is only 10 percent of its 
request from the Water ProjecL In Jan-
uary and February, approximately 
126,000 acre-feet was delivered, which 
leaves only 199,8511efL 
Tbe Metropolitan Water Disuict also 
receives water from the Colorado River, 
and this year it will be allowed to pump 
at full capacity, for a total of 1.3 million 
acre feet from that source. 
Just how much water each water dis-
trict gets isn't computed on the rainfall 
for the month before, but the original 
allotment is decided as early as October 
of each year for the whole coming calen-
dar year. After the requests are turned in, 
the "numbers are crunched" and allot-
ments are made on a variety of factors, 
such as: rainfall, reservoir status, snow-
pack, the height of the water in the Sacra-
mento River, and then the allotments are 
made to each of the Water Districts (con-
tractors). 
As the rain falls through the winter, 
tbtte is 90I1lC flexibility in the system, as 
the Meu-opolitan w~ Disttict is able to 
iDcteale tbe amount or w~ delivered. 
A somewhat sore point for 
the farmers is that agricultural con-
tractors' deliveries are allotted up to SO 
percent before any cuts are made in the 
urban water supply. 
The Near-Empty Reservoirs 
The Metropolitan Water District's 
water supply ultimately comes from two 
large reservoirs, one in Oroville, and the 
other called the San Luis reservoir. 
If you compare the figure s, one is 
down nearly SO percent, the other more 
than SO percent from a year ago. 
Oroville 
San Luis 
3/14/90 
2,034,000 
1,739,000 
3/14f)l 
1,163,000 
831,00 
The March rains may have changed 
things for the better, but un~ they start-
ed, the state had zero storage water left in 
San Luis reservoir. Both reservoirs had 
been "drawn down" on water supplies to 
cover things like pre-ordered delivery, 
delta outflow, fish requirements, etc. Nor-
mally, they would be replenished by win-
ter precipitation and the spring snowmelt, 
or, in the case of San Luis, by pumping 
from the Delta. 
In the Oroville reservoir, they kept 
more water retained in 1991 in anticipa-
tion of the droughL 
Why can't the water from 1990 be kept 
to 1991? It doesn't work that way--the 
demands on it, (from people who have 
contracts for delivery of fish and wildlife 
and for Delta outflow), mean that the 
water that was in storage from 1990 had 
to be used, even if there was no new 
water supply in sighL Fortunately, the 
March rains came. 
The impact of the water shortage won't 
be felt, the Meuopolitan Water District 
spokesperson, Alan Jones, says. "The 
effects will depend largely on how the 
local agencies decide to use the water 
available. The economic effects don 't 
become major until the rationing nears SO 
percent, but obviously there are excep-
tions. If lawn and landscape watering are 
banned, landscapers will be out of work. 
If new pools are banned, pool contractors 
are affected." 
The ripple effect on the economy is 
seen when you think of all the uses for 
water. Even the construction industry will 
have to pull back on construction if 
there's a moratorium on new connections. 
Farmers Hurting 
One of the hardest hit users of water 
this year is the farmers, who are only get-
ting 10 percent of the water they asked 
for. According to Alan Jones, this is 
enough to Jceep some trees or vines alive, 
but he admits that "farming can't be done 
with 10 percent of normal water." Of 
course, tbere is no law against farmers 
pwnping more water 01' buying it from 
anocber source. They migbt abo be able 
to reclaim water used once already. 
,.,__ ,.,.,.. ,..,. 11 
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To the Kitchen ... For a Glass of Fresh Seawater 
m magine going to the kitchen sink 
~ for a glass of fresh seawater. 
That's precisely what the resi-
dents of Avalon, a small community on 
Catalina Island, will be doing this month. 
Using a popular technology known 
as "reverse os mosis," the island is 
capitalizing on a small desalting plant 
that will literally provide 132,000 gallons 
of fresh water per day and 48 million gal-
lons per year. The Catalina plant, which 
was built through the joint efforts of SCE 
and The Whitehawk Partnership, Inc., is 
to be officially dedicated on April 2S . 
For the first time in our history, the 
United States will see how a little ingenu-
ity and a lot of hard work can combine to 
help overcome one of the most crucial 
natural disasters in California history--the 
five year drought. 
Experts say tt's only a matter of time 
before Los Angeles and other maJOr ctties 
i n Southern California also turn to 
desalinization. "We're convinced that 
the desalting process will play a big role 
in the water scene of So. Calif," says 
Rhodes Trussel, senior vice president of 
Pasadena-based James M. Montgomery 
Engineers, which is launching a major 
effort in desalting technology in anticipa-
tion of growing demand . 
Now, Cali fornia' s long-running 
drought, combined with the contamina-
tion of ground water wells and tightening 
environme ntal regulations, is forcing 
government and business to take another 
look at desalinization as another option to 
quench the thirst of Southern California's 
booming population. D. 
by Phillip Diment 
Southern California Edison Company 
Seawater Desalinization System 
Santa Catalina ls•and 
How much did it cost to build the ~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~;;~~~;=~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~il 
plant? Nearly $3 million. That aver-
ages to $S.S7 to $6.76 per 1,000 gal-
Ions. This number varies, depending on 
the number of months per year the planl 
• N oVV ~1*~-""' ~e~~~F YOU WANT is operated. Yes, it's more expensive; while 
mainland water costs rough! y $1,000 
per acre-foot, desalinated water costs 
averages $1,815 per acre-foot, but it 
works. In fact, for coastal communi-
ties, desalinization may be the on ly 
viable option for obtaining fresh water 
in the next ten years. 
For the first time In our history, 
the United States will see how a 
little Ingenuity and a lot of hard 
wol1c can combine to help over-
come one of the most crucial 
natural disasters In 
Csllfornla history 
How exactly does it work? 
Reverse osmosis, or desalinization, is a 
process whereby seawater is forced 
under the pressure of some 800 pounds 
per square inch (psi) against a micro-
porous membrane which allows only 
water molecules to pass. It's a complex 
process, and about two-thirds of the sea 
water which passes through the facility 
is rejected and relllmcd to the ocean as 
brine. 
The $3 million facility jointly engi-
neered by David A. Boyle Engineers of 
Santa Ana, a nd SCE, is expected to 
help alleviate the five years of drought 
on the island, and will be turned over to 
SCE, which supplies the island with its 
water, gas and electricity. Edison will 
own and operate the plant at Pebbly 
Beach, located next to the electrical 
generation plant. 
This plant is the first on the West 
Coast to convert seawater to public 
drinking water," said Jim Hornbuckle, 
western division vice president for 
SCE, "and indeed represents a unique 
partnership between private and public 
enterpnse." 
One of the co-engineers of the plant 
said that similar plants could be useful 
up and down the coast. "This is the 
only solution for many communities,'' 
said David Boyle, owner of David A. 
Boyle Engineers. The fact that more 
have not been built is attributable to 
foot-dragging by governmental agen-
cies, he claimed. 
TO DO BUSINESS IN THE 
INLAND EMPIRE ... 
THIS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT 
BOOK YOU'LL EVER OWN! 
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THE INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS JOURNAL ANNOUNCES 
THE 1991 BOOK OF LISTS 
ONLY 
$27.50! 
The potelllio/ econom.k busi.Jtess growth in the lnl<utd 
Empire is trewutulous--maybe unparalkkd anywhere in 
the United Stous ... You, our rMders, luave told us tlual 
our /isis are the best k4d sourus avai/Qbk for 
marlding your products aNI sef'>'ius i.Jt the /nl<utd 
Empire. WeU, hue it is! Over 4,870 lfUlll hours 
tkdicaud to research for this publication-. we, at 
the Inllmd Emoia Busi.Jtw JournqL be/U"" tlual the 
IriOn informd our rMden are, tile 1r10re you wiU 
1111 Book of Ullt., RlJJ& 
• ,_ YMr IIUb«:rlptlon to 1M 
ttMnd E,.U. su.~,_ Joum.J 
.. d. oopy of !IN,,., 
E-F--~ 
be abk w capitaliu 011 furure oppottullidn. 
SEND NAME, ADDRESS, PIIONB NUMBER;AND CIIECK FOR Sl7~+S2~ SI/IPPING AND II AN DUNG TO -INU.ND EMPIRE BUSINESS 
JOURNAL, 3401 CENTREu..KE DRIVE, SUrTE 620, ONTARJO, CA !11761 
·FOR MULTIPLE ORDERS OF JOBOOICS, CALL (7U)Jfll.l015-
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Top Mortgage Lenders in the Inland Empire 
- Ranked by Percent of Market Jan. · Feb 1991 
.Bank Name % or I.E. Market Mortgage Amount$ #Offices in I.E. % 1990 Loan Vol . Parent Co. Top Local E:~.ecutlve 
Address Mortgage Count Avg. Amount$ # Offices Co. wide -FH A/VA Yr. Estab. Title 
(from Jan.) -Single/Multi Family Yr. EsL I.E. Phone l'iumber 
Security Paclflc Nafl Bank 3.55 74,357,297 67 Bnlc. Off. I Res. Ln. Ctr. 0% Sec. Pacif. Corp. John Dugan 
1. 3737 Main St., 51h Floor 847 87,761 625 Bnk. Off. 21 Res. Ln. Ctrs. 100% (+2-4 units) 1871 Asst. V.P./Ln. Mgr. 
Riverside., CA 92501 N/A 1929 (714) 781-1101 
Bank of America 2.96 60,694.457 51 N/A N/A RJJvie 
2. 303 North D St. 996 61,841 855 N/A 1904 Sr. V.P JDist.Mgr. 
San Bernardino, CA N/A 1927 (714) 381-8493 
Dlrec:tors Mq. Loan Corp. 2.95 60.250,525 14 32% N/A A. Gary Anderson 
3. 1595S~SL 563 106,806 39 100% 1964 Chairman/CEO 
Riv~side, CA 92507 0% 1964 (714) 784-4830 
Great Western Bank FSB 2.56 52,467,258 N/A N/A Gn. Wstrn. Fncl. Corp. James Montgomery 
4. 8484 Wilshire Blvd. 477 110,216 401 93% 1887 Chairrnan/Chf. Exec. 
Beverly Hills, CA 90211 7% 1887 (213) 852-3411 
PrudeDtlaiiD.sJAmerlca 1.80 40,000.000 N/A N/A N/A Alexander Glloff 
s. 225 West Hospitality Ln. Ste. 300 I 40.000.000 N/A N/A Dist. Mngr. 
San Bernardino, CA 92408 N/A (714) 889-5850 
Home Savings of America 1.62 33,540,630 15 SvgsJ4 Lndg. 0% H.F. Ahrnanson & Co. Richard Deihl 
6.. 4900 Rivergrade Rd. 799 112,303 174 SvgsJ56 Lndg. 92% Hme. Svgs.: 1889 Chairman/CEO 
hwindale., CA 91706 7%/1% other Ahrnanson: 1928 (818) 960-6311 
1'\ua Fulldillg Corp. 1.51 30,617,461 2 15%(FHNVA& Plu. Svgs. & Ln. David A. Powers 
7. 9227 Haven Ave. Ste. 110 239 129,364 12 Sngl. Fmly.) 1985 Bmc:h. Mngr. 
Rancbo Cuc-.nang.a. CA 91730 N/A 1989 (714) 941-3540 
Tbe Bank of California 0.97 21.514,063 3 N/A Mitsbshi. Bnk. Ltd. N/A I. 293NonhDSL 22 977,912 53 N/A N/A N/A San Bmwdino, CA 92401 N/A N/A (714) 383-0430 
Poatou F1nt Fecl'l SAL 0.92 17.723,406 14 0% N/A Robert Nichols 9. 350 S. Gcey Ave. 94 188,547 20 93.2% 1892 CEO Pomona. CA 91766 1.2%/5.6%(Conun.) 1892 (714) 623-2323 
WorldS&L 0.90 18.435,579 3 0% Gldn. Wst Fncl. Corp. WND 10. 1901 Harrison SL 141 130,966 88 93% 1912 WND Oakland. CA 94526 7% N/A WND 
Redlands Fed'l Baak 0.89 18.306,525 
-15 BmchsJlLndg. N/A Redlands Fdrl. Robert Wiens 11. 300 East Swe SL 120 173,061 
-15 Bmchs./2 Lndg. 82% 1890 PresJCEO Redlancb, CA 92313 14%/4% (Comm.) 1904 (714) 793-7213 
Pacltk First Baak 0.88 16,977,650 4 N/A Pcfc. Fst. Bnlc. (Sttle.) Ben Wood u. 2600 Michelson, Ste. 600 17 998,685 6 N/A N/A Sr. V.P. Irvine, CA 92715 N/A (714) 863-7213 
Franldla Mtp. Capltal Corp. 0.825 16,998,667 0 N/A Frldn. Mrtge. Joe Pierce 13. 17S42 B. 171h SL 118 144,027 3 N/A 1988 Acct. Eltec. 1'1u&in. CA 92680 N/A 1988 (714) 730-8484 
Ccamulllty Baak-lDJd. Dlv. 0.78 15,006,033 
-6 Bmclt./1 Ln. Offc. N/A Community Banlc Steve Janda 14. 210 East Citrus Ave. 19 789,791 
-19 Branches N/A 1945 First V.P. Redlands, CA 92313 N/A 1975 (as Bnlc of Rinds.) (714) 793-9511 
Provldeat s..-BHt/ProFed MlJe. 0.725 16,020,877 9 10% Prvdnt. SY!lgs. Bnk. Craig B1uodtn 1.5. 37S6 Cenual An. 65 246.475 9 90% 1956 Presidenr/CEO Riverside, CA 92.506 10% 1956 (714) 686-6060 
Calllonala Fed'1 Baak 0.65 14.379,867 I 0% Cal. Fdrl. Bnk. 16. 10590 Bueline Rd.. Ste. 8 92 156.303 19 90% David Cain 1926 Asst. V.P./Dst Mgr. Rancbo Cuc-.n0111a. CA 10%/100% (Conv.) 1981 (714) 989-7739 
CGuatrywlcle FulKIIa& Corp. 0.625 11,988,878 4 40% CtryWd. Fndg. Corp. 11. ISS North Lake Ave. 9'2 130.314 39 60%(Conv.) Randy Wlllox Puadena. CA 91109 1969 Reg. V.P. 0% 1975 (714) 886-5318 
Great Amtrkall Baak 0.61 13,456,825 I 53% 11. 1700 Iowa Ave., Ste. llO 75 179,424 54 76% Grt. Amer. Bnlc. Bruce Frederick 1885 AssL V.P./R£ Ln. Mgr RiYcnide, CA 92507 N/A 1982 (714) 784-8lll 
Clll'-k IIS8 0.605 13,.411,S~ 2 0% IJ. 360'llal.t Bmt*-Bivd. Ste. 8130 28 478,984 144 90% CitU:up Rkhard Udster Oaurio. CA 91764 10% 1816 Area Sls. Msr. 1991 (714) 466.{)760 
s.a-Buk!CA 0.55 12,221,990 2 N/A 
-
12545 Central Ave. 17 718,941 107 N/A Smwa Bnk, Ltd. S. AguUar Qino, CA 91110 N/A 1686 V.P. 1986 (714)627-7601 
c.-.,.., ... G.S4 11,906,sS9 6 0% IL 100 Nordt Cilia /wte. 78 Ul,648 120 IOK (l-4 Unita) Cat. Svp. Fnc1., lne. Jack Habdallk W.C~CA91791 1935 V.PJ Reg LoanS 0% 193S (818) 967-1591 
,.: 'nu is • pMNJiist on~. NIA - Not ApplicMM WND - Woutt Not Disclose nl• - not •vailable n,. inform•tion · . . ,d 
To ,. "-'dour knowledge the informlllion supplied is accurllle a of preu time. While evwy elton is mllde to ensu~ 1~ the above list wa.s obtained from ths companiss lis .,d 
~ «r0t1 .omlltinw occur. P,.._ Hfld c:orrec:tioM or ~ion• on oompMy letteri~eaito: n,. ln'-nd ". e ~uracy and thoroughness of the list, omissionS . ~ 11714 • Rtuatdledby Pttl Olnwrtllltd lft(Tid ldhony. Copyrflht fief Inland EmpireBum.aJourrW. O.:'!J:::,.BuslfleSs Joumlli, :UOf CMJtrelalce Dr. #620, Ont.nt'• 
, sy of 7RW Ahtketing SeMc. and individulli ,_.. 
•~~--·._ 
GLORIA ALLRED 
Pres1dent of the 
Women's Equal 
R1ghts Legal Defense 
and Education Fund 
Ms Allred IS an 
aHorney and cur· 
rently appears weekly 
as a commentator 
on KABC:rv Eye 
W1tness News. 
BOBBIE GEE 
Ms Gee began her 
career shanng the 
platform around the 
US w1th the famous 
Z1g Z1glar She 1s the 
only female speaker 
to have her message 
1ncluded 1n the 
famous '"Masters of 
Success" tape senes 
featunng Amenca·s 
greatest speakers 
PATRICIA FRIPP 
In 1984, Patr1c1a 
Fnpp became the 
f1rst woman pres1· 
dent of the Nat1onal 
Speakers Assoc1a· 
t1on . She also has 
rece1ved the Counc11 
of Peers Award for 
Excellence. the 
h1ghest recogn111on 
for professionalism 
1n speak1ng 
• 
JUDITH BRILES 
Jud1th IS a Director 
of the National 
Speakers Associa-
tion and author of 
e1ght books She IS 
a frequent guest on 
Oprah, Donahue. 
CNN. Good Mormng 
Amenca. and the 
Joan R1vers Show 
Inland Empire Business Journal, Entrepreneur and 
Entrepreneurial Woman Magazines Present ... 
Women & Business 
• Over 50 Learning Workshop 
Seminar Sessions! 
• "Positive Actions in Negative 
Times, Helping Your Business 
Thrive in an Economic 
Downturn" 
• "Political Activism - How 
Women Can Get Involved" 
"How to Access Boards & 
Commissions" 
• "The Juggling AcUBalancing 
Your Personal & Professional 
Lives" 
• "Steps to a Dynamic Career 
Change in the 1990s" 
• "Finding Your Focus - The 
Key to Personal and 
Professional Fulfillment" 
• Nationally Recognized 
Keynote Speakers 
• Advance Reservations $79.00 
• Price Includes Five Workshops, 
Breakfast, Lunch, Three Keynote 
Speakers, Reception 
• Make Checks Payable To 
INLAND EMPIRE BUSINESS 
JOURNAL 
Date: Saturday, May 18, 1991 
Time: 7:30 am - 6:00 pm 
Place: Maruko Hotel & 
Convention Center, 
San Bernardino 
Expo 
Co-Sponsored By: Haas Advertising; 
IBM (Riverside); San Bernardino 
County Central Credit Union; KCKC/ 
KBON; San Bernardino Downtown 
Mainstreet, Inc.; Independence 
Bank; Faust Printing; Inter Valley 
Health Plan; Vicenti, Lloyd & 
Stutzman; Maruko Hotel & Convention 
Center; AppleOne Employment 
Services; Eldorado Bank SBA loan 
Department; Redlands Community 
Hospital; Reid & Hellyer; AT&T 
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The Top Nine PPOs 
Ranud by Inland F.mpirt f:nrollmrnt 
Company '•me Enrollment Staffma IE Cootr.cu Profile Top Loal hec. Address Inland Emp Staffma Co. Wide IE Hospuah Parent Comp.ony Tule C.ty/S~atefllp Comp.onyw>de I E. Office• !'hySiaans IE. lleadquaners Phone/Fax 
Total OflioeJ f'hySICI&nS Co. wide Year Founded I.E. 
l. Blue Cross of California 77,475 N/A N/A Blue Cross of Calif Leonard D. Schaeffer 
21555 Oxnard SL 741.464 3.500 N/A Woodland Htlls Chainnan/CEO 
Woodland Hills, CA 91367 2 30,445 1982 (818) 703-3900/N/A 
II 
2. Community Care Network 45,000+ 8 17 N/A GeorgeS. Murphy 
9265 Sky Park Ct. N200 9 mtlhon 285 720 San Otego CEO 
San Otego. CA 92123 N/A 14,700 1984 (619) 278-2273!278- 1262 
8 
3. PPO Alliance 28.906 none 12 N/A John C. Funk 
21800 Oxnard Ste. 550 700,000 35 1,200 Woodland HtUs Prestdeni/CEO Woodland Hills, CA 91367 none 12,000 1984 (818) 710-7767J710-7835 
3 
4. ConserviCare 28.700 0 21 ConserviCare Elwyn L. Raffello 5762 Bolsa Ave. NIOI 447,000 8 1.300 Hunungton Beach, CEO Huntington Beach. CA 92649 0 36,000(CA) 1986 (714) 894-5755/892-2945 
2 
s. Blue Shield Prefernd Plan 20,000 10 22 N/A usan Blais (Blue Shield of CA) I mtllion 3,500 \,658 San FranciSco, CA District Manager 202 E. Airport Dr. Ste. 160 1 36,000(CA) 1984 (714) 885-9915/885-8661 San Bemardmo, CA 92408-3404 9 
6. CareAmerlca Life Ins. Co. 1,800 est. none 10 CareAmenca Health Plans, Inc. Jerry A. Torgerson 20520 ordoff SL 6.769 350 (wtth HMO) 530 Chatsworth, CA Exec. Vtce Pres. Chatsworth, CA 91311 ·6191 none 3.236 1988 (818) 407.2223/407 2359 
3 
7. Pb)skal Therapy Provider n/a n/a N/A N/A Michael Weinper Network Inc. 2milhon 9 N/A Woodland Hills President 21243 Ventura Blvd. n41 n/a N/A N/A (818) 883-7876/883-0669 Woodland Hills, CA 91364 2 
6. CareAmerlca Life Ins. Co. 1,800 est. none \0 CareAmerica Health PI artS, Inc. Jerry A. Torgerson 
20520 Nordoff SL 6,769 350 (with HMO) 530 Chatsworth, CA Exec. Vice Pres. 
Chatsworth, CA 91311 -6191 none 3.236 1988 (818) 407-2223/407 2359 
3 
7. Pbyskal Thenpy Provider n/a n/a N/A N/A Michael Welnper 
:-letwork Inc. 2mtllion 9 N/A Woodland HtUs Prest dent 
21243 Ventura Blvd. N241 n/a N/A N/A 't818) 883-7876/883-0669 
Woodland Htlls. CA 91364 2 
8. Admar Corporation n/a N/A 6 AdmarGroup Richard Toral 
850 Town & Country 2million 168 N/A Orange, CA CEO/President Or1nge, CA 92668 0 27,000 1979 (714) 953-9600/953-9060 6 
9. Pru Net N/A N/A N/A Prudential Ins. Co. Alexandra Lukawsky ~!arable 5800 Canoga Ave. 486,356 N/A 13,925 (So. CA) Woodland Htlls, CA Dtr .. /Heahh Care MgL Woodland Hills, CA 91367 N/A 26,740 1983 (800) 553-2952 
:'f ., _\'ot \~plaUJblt \r;VD : \\ () uld Not Duclos~ No x- not aYaalobt T M 1,YormatLOn 11'1 tM abO\It Jut wa.r oblamtdfrom Ott compantU luttd To tht bt.st of our k,no,..,ltdgt tht '" /Or111iJI IOII s uppiltd t.ro.;cwatt as of 
rrtJ~ tl.I'PW Wlult tvtry tf!orr u ~to t rut.tu thr aa wa,·y and thoroughtttH oftN lis t. omuswfU and l)pograplu; a / trrors JorMIUM. -ccwr Plau t stnd corrtciU' I'\S or oddttiD!tS 0 11 company ltlltrlttoclto 1 ht In/aNi£,.. . ,.,. 81UIMSS l owrnDI 340/ C<nJr-<lai« Dr ~~~0. Onwrw, C.1 91764 Ru<arch<d byS1tpkn Tuci«r Copyn&hl / 990 1 EBJ 
The Top Ten HMOs . 1 
Ranud by Inland Elflpirt Enrollmrnt l 
AdJrus lnhndEmp~ \looC.: Type lnl""d Ernp 
Jfl fKh .. <.. ~p '•l1ent Care Lt.~ I op Local E:\ti..Uli\IC 
Co Vi tde IIO>p. Group I f. Cll~j$Utefhp Company Virde I I Fmplo)<:es Comp.ny,q.te l'lt)Sta.ons I E. T!tiC llosp I~ . Phone/l·u Co \\ tJe Ernplo)ees Fed QuahfteJ Ph) u .. lln C. W1dc ll »p Toui 
I. Kaiser Foundation HO'>pital 300.000 HMO I Hosp. & 8 Med. Office N/A 8 \'elson Toebbe 9961 Sierra Avenue 6.5 mtlhon 3.300 28 Hosp. & N/A I llospttal Admtntstrator Fontana. CA 92335 66.000 200+ Med. Offices N/A 28 (714) 829-5315 yes N/A 
l rlf1Jt. \.temhen h1p Off~c.c Ct II II 
2. Health Set 124,531 Network/IPA I 18 40 Lowell 8. Ellis 650 Hospttality Lane Ste. 200 847.945 21 12 260 18 Reg. Manager, Sales/Marlo.cung San Bernardmo. CA 92408 850 yes 284 Prun. Care/975 Spec. 260 
17,457 (714) 383-76001383 7629 
3. PaclfiCare of Calllomla 120,000 Network 0 25 40 5796 Corporate Ave. 498.000 0 6 150 25 
Richard Llpeles 
Cyp-ess. CA 90630 630 President yes 1,200 \50 (714) 236-55501236-5054 10,200 
4. PartDen Healtb Plan 62,625 lPA I 68HMO N/A 303 Easl Vanderbtlt Way 87.071 250 24 Tom Williams N/A N/A Exec. Director San Bemudino, CA 92408 50.000 N/A 5.300 N/A (714) 386-3140/386-3330 N/A 
5. FHP HealD Care 37,300 Staff, Grp, lPA. NtWrk 3 10 19 Tbnotby Brady 6370 Mapolia Ste. 300 615,000 300 17 N/A 0 
Riverside. CA 92806 8275 yes 800 2+2 Nun. Fac. 
RegiOnal Vice President 
5,000 (714) 784-1330{782-5075 
6. later Valley Healtal Plu 32,SOO IPA I 16 N/A 300 S. Pork Ave. 1300 36,500 114 1 24 N/A 
James E. Taylor 
Pomona, CA 91766 114 yea 896 CEO N/A (714) 623-6333/622-2907 1,396 
7. CanAID«ka So. Calll'onla, IDe. 30,000 IPA 11111110 II 10 20520 Nordbofl' 134.692 00118 3 S9 Larry D. Gray 
Cluuworth. CA 913 tl-6191 350 no 11 Presdimi/CEO 1.161 S9 witbPPO 6,875 (818) 407 ·2206/407-2359 
L Loma Ll8da Healtb Plan 7,400 Netwook I 12 WND 268 W. Ho&pitality Lane 87,000 15 3 84 LlndaHoclgH 
San BerNrdiDo. CA 92408 \60 no 10 President 600 73 (714) 885-8899/885-0808 3,400 
'· 
Cf&na Healdrplana d eaur. 542,000 (Calif) IPAJStaff Staff: II IPA: 13, Staff: 1 
50S Nor1h Brand Blvd. 2.1 million NA IPA: 57 112 (So. Calif.) I Bert B. Wagener 
Olcndale. CA 91203 4,400 (Calif.) 33 IPA: 19, Staff: 85 PA: 13. Staff: 1) President/Calif. Region 
ya I 0,440 (Calif.) N/A (818) 500-6262 
10. Callf0111laCarc N/A Netwook 1 N/A 
21555 Oxnard SL 324.625 N/A 11 196 35 Leonard D. Scbael'fer 
Woodland Hi!IJ, CA 91367 3.502 no N/A 16 Chainnan,CEO 
8670 196 (818) 703-3900 
filA • HOI AppliuiM WNO •. W....W N01 Duclo .. triG • --114M Tlv ilt/-•011 ill llv Gbow liM...,.,._,_ 11v ._.uu lutod To 1/v bul . F U.... WW. ._, 41111 11 _,j, 10-Jlv tu:cwoey tMd IAor""'lwtul ofllv liM,-tMd ,.,.,.,wc.J uron- occw. Pleou HNJ of-~· J/v uof«-'w• 111pp/ild., «<MrOU os of ~.......,JowM.:UOI ~Dr.l620, 0-"'· CA 91764 -~II! Slop/we T..UV -C.,ipi/99011../JJ «>no<lU.uor...W-. 011 c-,xvoykU•rltuJd 10 Tlvlo/4NJ 
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Rolling Lab Operations Costing Insurers Billions 
rm nknowingly, thousands of consumers are vic-~ timized by fraudulent medical schemes costing 
billions of dollars each year. 
One of the most prolific is the so-called "rolling 
lab" operations estimated to account for as much as 25 
percent of the nation's S 17 billion annually lost through 
various forms of private health coverage fraud and 
abuse. 
In California alone, total losses may be as high as 
S4 billion per year, according to the State Department of 
Insurance Fraud Bureau. 
Rolling labs exploit the public's naivete about the 
indiscriminate use of broad health screening tests. The 
ploy is frequently perpetrated through use of cunning 
telemarlteting techniques. 
The basically short-lived clinic operations recruit 
Cheap rolling Lab schemes 
total$17 billion annually in 
health care losses. 
Between January and June 1990, the organization 
averted payment of an additional $3.5 million in fraudu-
lent rolling lab claims. 
Blue Shield investigations also look at other areas 
of fraud and abuse--ranging from "staged accident" 
claims 10 billings for service never provided. 
In all areas of its investigative activities, the orga-
nization has averted losses of more than $8 million 
under both private and government programs in the last 
few years. 
The administrative costs of fraud delection are far 
outweighed by the savings. For every dollar Blue 
Shield of California spends 10 detect and prosecute 
fraud, the organization saves about $8.40 in charges. 
Fraud detection is probably one of the most pow-
erful cost containment tools available in our industry 
today. Undoubtedly, it offers a proven method for 
curbing excess that can seriously inflate the price we 
must all pay for health care. 
Many in the health insurance field would like 10 
see new federal laws enacted 10 put more teeth inlO 
detection and prosecution efforts--namely, laws that 
would malce medical opera10rs more subject 10 crimi-
nal prosecution. 
Please see "Rolling Lob" Page 15 
patients with offers of "free" diagnos- ~~~::;:;~~:::;:====================================ffi 
tic tests under the guise of "preven-
tive care." 
Targeting only those with health 
coverage, the clinics worlcing out of 
mobile van units or temporary office 
locations perform routine, non-inva-
sive procedures such as heartbeat and 
blood pressure measurements. 
Usually there is no attempt 
made to contact the patient's personal 
physician 10 justify medical necessity 
for any of the tests performed. 
Instead, the clinics bill health 
carriers and insurers directly for 
amounts up to S I 0,000, even 
$40,000, in claims per patient seen--
or, in some cases, NOT seen. 
Attempts are made to collect 
payment by entering false diagnoses 
on claims. When thts fails, due to 
corporate fraud detection efforts, the 
clinics sometimes htre collecuon 
agencies to seek payment of demed 
claims from the consumer. (In such 
cases, the demands for payment 
should be referred back 10 the carrier 
by the consumer.) 
Industry investigations into the 
problem reached a climax recently 
with the award of $18 million in a 
civil suit brought by three in!litrers 
under the Racketeer Influenced and 
Corrupt Organizations Acts against 
two health care providers who mas-
terminded the rolling labs scheme in 
California. 
While these operations prolifer-
ated primarily in the Orange County 
area. it has been estimated that there 
may now be as many as 800 "copy-
cat" rolling labs flourishing through-
out Southern California. And the 
problem appears 10 have spread to 
other states, including Arizona, Flori-
da, Michigan, Missouri and New 
York. 
Investigative efforts by federal 
and state authorities connnue to focus 
on crimmal as well as civ1l violations 
of the law by rolling lab schemes. 
Meantime, health care service 
plans such as Blue Shield of Califor-
nia and health insurance carriers have 
also made significant progress in 
stemming the tide of losses due to 
medical fraud. 
In 1989, shortly after formally 
establishing an anti-fraud unit, Blue 
Shield saved $1.5 million through its 
combined fraud de~ection efforts. 
Rate your health benefits plan 
0 Choose your own doctor from 
hundreds of panicipating, private-
practice physicians. 
0 Community-based, locally managed. 
0 High level of member satisfaction, 
measured regularly. 
0 Choose from nearby community 
hospitals. 
0 Friendly, personalized service. 
0 Emphasis on quality care. 
0 No claim forms to worry about. 
0 Competitive rates. 
0 Can be reached any time, any day. 
0 Long record of stability and service. 
If you checked all ten, you're probably already covered 
by Inter Valley Health Plan. 
If not, perhaps you should look into the Health Maintenance Organization 
that's so well regarded by employers and employees alike. 
If you're an employer who'd like to know more about these attractive benefits, 
just ask your insurance broker. Or call Inter Valley in Pomona or Riverside. 
Inter Valley Health Plan 
300 South Park Avenue, Suite 300 • Pomona, CA 91766 • (800) 843-3520 
6800 Indiana Avenue, Suite 100 • Riverside, CA 92506 • (714) 788-6766 
A Non-Profit , Federally Quali~d HMO 
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Inland Empire Stores Bring New 
Meaning to the Word "Bargain" 
Future Underwriting to be .., 
Stringent 
thw other pnces look htgh. 
Then, too, one has to constder the contrast of the 
costs of daily operation of the full-retail stores. Some 
two-man shops m Beverly Hills probably have to sell 
$5,000 wonh of merchandise a day to keep their doors 
open. They can't afford to drop prices 40 percenL But 
take an outlet store in Barstow -- they can sell that 
Kalvin Klem at 40 percent off because, fli'St, they are 
selling a manufacturer's overstock, and, second, because 
the cost of keeping that roof over their store in Barstow 
is about V!Ot.h that of Beverly Hills. 
"GreaJ Amencan"from Page 3 
They're assuming the liabilities, (the depostts), which 
total about $6.3 billion. And to offset those liabilities, 
we're transferring our assets, primanly loans." 
While Great American will continue to maintain 
branches outside of California , the loan offices in 
California, including one office m Rtverstde, will be 
renamed as "GA Residential Lending". 
GA Residential will not be affiliated with Wells 
Fargo. The exchange agreeme nt calls for a non-
compete clause whereby GA Res tdential cannot 
compete in the Wells Fargo market or use the name 
Great American in thetr loan operations. 
Hustle and Bustle ... with pnces on lavish dothes cut by 60 
to 70 percent, it's no wonder that Desert Hills in Cabazon 
IS a shoppers "Dream Come True· 
The manufacturer/designers are wary of promoting 
their factory outlets in one way, though. They like to be 
able to unload excess inventory on them, but they would 
never list the factory outlet stores in their ads in 
Cosmopolitan , the ads that say "you can find o ur 
merchandise in Ontario and Barstow," but want their 
primary status retailers to continue to make the full-retail 
Underwriting on future loan acuvity is expected to 
be more stringent in the home loan markeL~ 
by Phillip Diment 
f 'B argain." 
They say that Helen of 
Troy had "the face that launched 1,000 
ships," but the word "bargain " can 
launch 1,000 shoppers before you can 
get the word out of your mouth. 
Imagine a shoppmg center built 
where there are nothmg but bargains--
famous name designer brands pnced at 
20 pen:ent to 80 percent off the prices 
you see in Century City, or Beverly 
Hills. 
Tlu difference is that, in a 
factory outlet store--you 
miss tlu luxurious ambience 
of the full-retail store. 
Tlure are no marble 
entranceways, no brass 
railings, no luxurious 
tropical pllmts and 20-foot 
lllll ceilings. But, on tlu 
otlur hand, tluy are a far 
cry from tlu quonset hut 
syndrome of the early 
discount stores -
Now you see the appeal of the so-
called "factory outlets." 
What is the difference between a 
factory outlet store and a regular full-
relail s10re 7 
The difference is that. in a factory 
outlet store you miss the luxurious 
lmbiellce of the full-relail store. There 
are no marble entranceways, no brass 
railings, no luxurious tropical plants 
and 20-foot tall ceilings. But, on the 
other band, they are a far cry from the 
quonset hut syndrome of the early 
discount saores, too. 
The ironic thing about the outlet 
stores is that they have creme-de-Ja-
creme products for sale in rather 
ordinary settings, as if a Datsun dealer 
in Barstow decided to stock a few 
Lamborghinis and Ferraris on the floor. 
Please see "Bargain" on Page 17 
Will The Real 
#1 SBA Lender In America 
Please Stand Up 
E 'eryonc ~cern~ to be clatmmg to be the '\auon·~ number one SBA lender 
thc'c day,. But when the 'taus-
uc~ arc made known. <mly one 
company <.an make thts claim 
Fo r seven stratght years The 
Money Store has been America s 
number one SBA lender both m 
number of loans and tn total 
amount loaned 
The Money Store got to be the 
auon's large't by offering great 
r.Jtes. up to 90"/o loan-to-value, 
up to 25 year terms. quick 
·lender Authorized loons 
1. The Money Store 
1nveslmenl Corporotion ···-S 1 bb, 1 SS,300 
2. Trotkn linr loolo. ____ .. _ .... S79,160,ISO 
3
· Gnorn•nr foo4i"!l····---·-··-··ssa. 237.100 
4
· Gulf l•trico SllC ··-····-···-····$41 ,619,300 
S. Ink of <•-•rco .............•...• - .. S40.27UOS 
6. lourhwosr <-do1Copiroi ...... S39,221 .3SO 
1. Meckaniu Norianollank ............ 136.106,000 
a. ITT ............................................ S33,SS9.S9t 
q. lndo,tn4onct Mtri!Jigt .. ...... 12l , l1I,OOO 
IO.likorry Nalionol laM ............... IH.•a2.SOO 
appro,·al and fnl'ndl~ 
senKe on loans up to 
I mrlhon \Xc srx· 
ualtze m small 
busmess loan., 
uwolv mg o'" ncr 
u.,er real est.tte 
Check the num-
bers for yourself. 
then go with the.: 
best TI1e Money Store.: 
can 1ohow you hm\ 
ea'} It rs to own your 
own commercial prop 
Crt) for your bu'!ne,., 
'DIE MoM:r aua:· 
I N VESTMENT CORPORATION 
(714) 983-8100 
Ask for Bob Rmhchild 
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Covered Wagon Tours 
A small company, located in the 
Coachella Valley, makes 
money the "old fash-
ioned way," by attract-
ing bus iness from 
tourists, and the curious, 
while providing unfor-
gettable experiences for 
those who use their ser-
vice. 
Covered Wagon Tours 
provides for valley visi-
tors a glimpse into the 
past by operating desert 
fnnge-toed ltzard. The 
lizard, until the pre-
serve 's creation, was 
fas t becoming exti nct 
in one of the fastest 
growing areas of the 
country where develop-
ment plans have the 
Coachella Valley well 
mapped OUL 
Developers know 
the preserve well, 
because each piece of 
property developed is 
taxed for preservation 
of the fringe-toed 
lizard's reserve. 
Fawcett and Allen 
are well versed in the lore of the Old 
West. They know horses, and mules , 
from their work as farriers. During the 
summer "off-season," when they weren't 
busy with work at the polo fields, they 
tours by covered wagons L.£.....:::...;_..;..~.....,---...1 
pulled by teams of well 
trained mules. 
Covered Wagon Tours operates in the 
Coachella Valley preserve, a wilderness 
area northeast of the community known 
as Thousand Palms. Using mule teams, 
once the standard of transportation in the 
desen, these unique tours provide fasci-
nating glimpses into life experiences 
from pioneer days. 
The company was the idea of a team of 
cowboy horseshoers from this area, Craig 
Allen and Neil Fawcett. In 1989, Allen 
Covered Wagon Tours pro-
vides for valley visitors a 
glimpse into tlu past by oper-
ating desert tours by covered 
wagons pulled by teams of 
well trained mules. 
and Fawcett used their blacksmithing 
skills to construct three covered wagons. 
Except for the modem appurtenances of 
rubber tires, the coveced wagons are the 
"real thing." They then created Covered 
Wagon Tours and began operating, using 
mule teams to pull the wagons through 
one of the most fascinating areas of the 
California DeserL 
The preserve is controlled by the 
Bureau of Land Management. No motor-
ized vehicles are allowed in this last area 
of desert reserved for the endangered 
Tlu idea of mule drawn cov-
ered wagons, and a business 
focused on showing tourists 
tlu real desert, was a IUIIural 
for them. 
were off prospecting, or enjoying the out-
of-doors. Both have a natural respect and 
love of the desert and have discoveced in 
Covered Wagon Tours a way to both 
enjoy and benefit from it through busi-
ness. 
The idea of mule drawn covered wag· 
ons, and a business focused on showing 
tourists the real desen, was a natural for 
them. The tour business also gave them a 
break from shoeing many of the thou-
sands of polo ponies brought to the desen 
each winter for matches at the elite Eldo-
rado and Empire Polo Clubs. 
Today, they offer two-hour tours with 
close-up views of desert plant and 
wildlife and stops at Pushwalla Canyon 
and Hidden Palm Oasis. 
Covered Wagon Tours provide, for a 
while, a complete break with the pres-
sures of today's fast paced life. 
The pace of the mules pulling the wag-
Health Carriers Receiving 
$40,000 Bills 
contd.from Page 13 
For example, under the recently 
passed "False Claims Act" in Mas· 
sachusetts, it is now a crime to submit 
fraudulent insurance bills. 
But, equally important, there is 
much work to be done in educating the 
consumer about medical fraud. Greater 
emphasis needs to be placed on taking 
preventive action to avoid medical 
schemes that cause such appalling 'losses. 
All sectors of the health care financ-
ing and delivery system need to coopctat.e 
in this effort. Physicians can help by 
advising their patients always to consult 
them first concerning 111y kind of testing, 
"free" diagnostic screens, or other ser· 
vices offered to the public. Pmooal doc· 
10n .-e far better qualified than anyone 
else to know the efficacy of health ser-
vices in the care of their patients. 
In addition, professional associa-
tions and medical societies can assist in 
informational campaigns to alert patients 
about the dangers of fraudulent schemes. 
This is precisely what occurred in 
Southern California a few years ago with 
rapid appearance of rolling lab opera-
tions. Full page advenisements, headed 
"Waming ... free medical tests could be 
hazardous to your wallet.," were placed in 
local papers by the Orange County Medi-
cal Association. 
Supporting these activities should 
be organized information programs 
implemented by health carriers. For 
example, Blue Shield of California is 
currently preparing such an effort by 
designing a series of messages to be 
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Inland Empire .1. 
Profile-Sonny Bono Jr 
Short job description: 
Mayor o f Palm Springs, CA - Pop. 
39,000; restaurant owner/operator; 
Singer-song writer- actor. 
Short biograpby--bigbligbting major 
accomplishments: 
1960s song writer/performer with 10 
gold records to credit. 1980s Opened 
frrst of the Bono restaurants in Holly-
wood, CA. Currently owns Bono in 
Palm Springs, Elected to four year term 
as mayor in 1988--landslide victory. 
Residence: 
Palm Springs, Calif. 
ons is slow and relaxing. A trip with 
Allen and Fawcett is educational, as well, 
as they and their tour guides keep run-
ning commentaries on the desert. 
A tour highlight is a meal in the great 
outdoors, complete with sizzling steaks, 
hot coffee or hot chocolate and an atmo-
sphere only a privileged few, today, can 
enjoy. 
Covered Wagon Tours offer unique 
glimpses into the ecologically sensitive 
deserL They are the only "semi-mecha· 
computer-printed on "Explanation of 
Benefit" (EOB) forms sent the subscriber. 
EOBs give details on claim benefits 
paid; the provider rendering the service; 
date of service, and charges. Subsaibers 
will be asked to make sure the indicated 
provider was seen for the service speci-
fied and that charges appear to be correct. 
If not, any discrepancies should be 
reported to Blue Shield. 
Additionally, other consumer educa-
tion and public affairs activities are 
planned, including newsletters and public 
service announcements. 
In a related effort, Blue 
Shield of California is also coop-
erating with the Health Care 
Finance Administration in pro-
moting a special "Check With 
Your Doctor First" program for 
Medicare beneficiaries. Under 
this program, Blue Shield will 
assist as ombudsman in alerting 
benefiCiaries to avoid misleading 
marketing schemes--specifically, 
Family: 
Married to fo rm er Mary 
Whitaker of Pasadena. Father of 
C hasare, Chianna Maria; 
Christy and Chastity (prior mar-
riages) 
Best thing about the Inland 
Empire: 
The Environment 
Personal Accomplishments: 
10 gold records. Recognition as 
a serious politician. Successful 
entertainer/businessman 
Concern: 
Taxes. Need for tax reform. 
Last book read: 
Shogun. 
Favorite drink: 
Coffee. 
Favorite Sport: 
Tennis, followed by skiing. 
Last vacation: 
Hawaii. 
Favorite restaurant: 
Bono! 
Last movie seen: 
Silence of the Lambs. 
nized" mode of transportation allowed in 
the preserve. Park rangers are the only 
people allowed to access the area in a 
vehicle. Coveced Wagon Tours p-ovides 
both regular and custom chartered tours 
for groups of 10, or more, passengers 
with deluxe adventure tours featuring 
narrated tours and chuclcwagon style din-
ners...1. 
For in{of7N11ion, conJact 
Covu~d Wagon TOIUs aJ 
(619) 347-2161. 
for medical supplies and equipment not 
covered by Medicare. 
In summary, losses due to medical 
fraud in this countty have got to be more 
effectively controlled and avoided. Most 
importantly, schemes li.lce the rolling labs 
need to be stopped before they starL .. by 
getting consumers themselves to rebuff 
misleading marketing pitches. 
Again, the best defense of our industty 
against fraud and abuse is a well· 
infcnned, forearmed consumer. ~ 
H t7ry S. Smillt 
is via pnsi-
d611 of COft· 
s-raffain 
for Bt-Slti611J 
of c Glifontitl. 
But it works. Outlet stores meet 
everyone's needs all the way around. A 
manufacturer, for instance, may have 
overestimal.ed the appeal of some items 
in his line. By estabhshing his own 
outlet SUlres, be can send the overstoCk 
leftovers to those saores to sell, where 
the full-retail saores that carry his or ber 
line wouldn't want to lalce on the exua 
merchandise and wouldn't want to sell 
._ ____ it-atapricesolow~titwould~!:~::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::::~::::::::::~~~~~~~~~::::~_j------------------------------------------------------------------------------------
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Inland Empire a Real Estate Magnet? 
With a work slowdown and a sluggish 
economy, what does the future hold? 
wh1ch large anchor tenants are mvolved," 
he ads. 
T he Inland Empire has been on a 
• fast-track since the mid-1980s. A 
general upsurge in cofl)Orate moves has 
made it a son of distribution facihty 'cen-
ter'. But the Inland Empire hasn't topped 
there. In the late 1980s the area experi-
enced the relocation of several company 
headquaners, branch office openings and 
a major increase in new housing starts 
There are some new hurdles construc-
tion and real estate professionals will 
encounter in the very near future. New 
Air Quality Management District 
(AQMD) rcstncuons are currently in 
effect with others on the books. "Many 
manufacturing plants are or will be faced 
with rehabilitating fac11iues to conform to 
the new, stricter enforcements," says 
YoungqUISt, adding, "Users seekmg to 
and retail projects. move to California are recon-
Sidering due to these regula-
uons." 
For awhile at least, the 
Inland Empire was a real estate 
magnet, but with a major work 
slowdown and a sluggish econ-
omy, what does the future hold 
for development and construc-
tion in the region? According 
to Andre.w L. Youngquist, 
president of Birlcher Construc-
tion L1m1ted which maimams a 
full branch office in Ontario, 
the Inland Emprre will conun-
ue lO show growth and pros-
penty-but it m1ght take a few 
Andr~w Youngquist 
"The work ts there tf 
you au wtUtng to 
find 11 
Another potential obstacle 
the construction-real estate 
mdustry will face is Californi-
a's drought. "California is 
experiencing a severe lack of 
water which translates into 
lack of construction will-serve 
leuers from the Metropolitan 
Water District. " Says 
Youngqu1sl, "Some construe-
lion may be delayed if the 
years to regam ILS ongmal momentum. 
"The slowdown of 1981-1982 was a 
direct result of overbuilding," says 
Youngquist. "The slowdown of the 1990s 
is due to the savings and loan crisis and 
overbwldmg." YoungqUist says that the 
commerc1al prOJects ex•sung 1n the 
Inland Emprre were overbuilt, proJecting 
a 3-4 year walling period before total 
absorpuon of these properues. The 
industrial market is constantly changmg 
accordmg to user-defined needs, land 
availability and cost. M1chael Ferro, 
marketing associate at BU1Cher Construc-
tion L1mited's Ontario office, lists the 
pro.JCCLS currently in the plannmg or con-
struction stages as large distribuuon cen-
ters, bwld-to-suiLS and design/bwld facil-
iues. "Retail is still strong; there are 
malls planned for the Inland Empire m 
water becomes too scarce." 
Wllh normal ramfall this year, 
Youngqu1st feels the s ituauon will be 
resolved 1n approximately two years 
when water levels stabilize. 
Both Youngquist and Ferro agree that 
even w1th a lull m the work load, the 
Inland Emp1re encompasses several "hot 
spots" m wh1ch real estate acuvny conun-
ues to progress. "R1verside is expenenc-
mg an increase m activlly due to the 
aggress1ve redevelopment plan of the 
cny," says YoungquiSt, adding, "R1alto 
and Victorville are also acuve areas due 
to the low cost housmg land avrulabihty." 
"The work IS there if you are wllhng to 
find 11." says Youngquist "It JUSt takes a 
liule while to crank up the machine after 
a pause m the acuon." t;. 
M~g Epst~VIIS the director of publiC re/a. 
tioru for Birtcher Construction Luniled 
BROOK 
FURNITURE RENTAL 
Relocation Service~ 
WHAT WE OFFER 
• Complete packages available, including 
housewares, linens, appliances and more! 
• Transportation information 
• Area demographic and recreational information 
• Apartment complex information 
• Commerdal office suites 
Brook's Relocation Department will work with you or your 
Human Recources Director to assist with all your 
relocation needs. 
For free Information call 
1-800-888-6423. Box 3548 (toll free In California} or 
1-818-964-7158 (Other states} 
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Jobs Could be Lost 
1n Riverside 
contd. from Page 4 
Details of the contract state that the 
city subsidy will be eliminated. "That's 
the key," says Pravratil. "We get to keep 
all the revenues--up to S 1.5 million. It 
didn't cost us much--if fact we didn't pay 
a price per se for the 
with the city to operate the facility on an 
interim basis until August 1, at which 
time permanent arrangements could be 
settled. 
"Whether we operate it or someone 
else is still to be answered," said Peters. 
"We have not been involved with it in 
transfer, but we are say- ~--------..., 
ing to the city that we "It would be a 
will operate it without hundred years 
having to put in the oper-
ating subsidy they've put before that audi-
the past. It has always been 
operated by the visitors and 
convention bureau, howev-
er it could be to our benefit 
to manage the facility see-
ing as we are sensitive to 
an groups' needs. 
in before." torium would 
One factor still k .r; , 
pending a vote concerns ma e a proJ it ... Peters projects that the 
facility will eventually be an auditorium located in 
the facility. The contract with Renew 
Real excludes their operation of the audi-
torium, which for many years has hosted 
civic and cultural events but never really 
turned a profit. 
"It would be a hundred years before 
that auditorium would make a profit," 
said Mary Lee Peters, duector of the 
R1vers1de Ar~ Foundation, a local org:J-
niation currently worlung on a contract 
managed by the Arts Foun-
dation or an off-shoot of the foundation, 
possibly a private organization. Similar 
to the Renew Real contract, the city 
would cover the auditoriUm's basic 
expenses allowing the chosen organiza-
tion to operate and manage the facility 
for mutual comm umty benefit. 
By Phillip Oiment 
Foreign Loans by Fed Questioned 
111111 $30.1 b1U10n fund that the Fed-
!i,l era! Reserve uses to loan money 
to foreign countries comes under fire in 
a published an1cle by a Umversity of 
California, R1vers1de economist. 
Roben D. Auerbach, 
professor of economics 
and finance at UCR's 
Graduate School of 
Management and a for-
mer government econ-
omiSt, writes that the 
Fed uses the 28-year-{)ld 
fund to make the loans 
without congress1onal 
oversight The Fed uses 
the fund to help control 
the fluctuauon of mter-
national exchange rates 
and to make longer term 
foreign loans. 
mation or act on at themselves, g1ven the 
extremely high rewards that arc possible 
from such acuv1ty," Auerbach wntes. 
Auerbach draws in part upon his 
experience as staff economist to Rep. 
Henry Reuss, D-Wisc., wh1le Reuss was 
servmg as chairman of 
the House Commmee 
on Bank1ng, Finance 
and Urban Affa1rs. 
In an article pub-
bshed in the mternation-
Robert Auubach 
Auerbach helped pre-
pare a letter from Reuss 
mqumng mto a S360 
million loan to Mex1c0 
in 1976, a transaction 
that, according to Auer-
bach's article, could 
have played a part in 
Mexacan poliucs by 
maintaining the price of 
the peso pnor to an 
elecuon. The wquiry 
was turned back by the 
Fed wnh the 1mpllcll 
al JOurnal "Public Budgeting and Finan-
cial Management," Auerbach calls for 
Congress to assume budgetary control 
of the fund. 
"At the very least, the Congress 
should rcqu~re that mmutes be taken at 
the (FED committee) meetings so that a 
record of diSCUSSIOns on domestic and 
foreagn transactions IS made," Auerbach 
wntes. 
"With all thiS recent auenuon to the 
budget, it's ume to ask that these loans 
not be h1dden off-budget," he said in an 
interview. 
The Fed's use of the fund also raises 
the possibility of "msider abuse" of 
irlfonnation on exchange rates, which is 
Jl8S:Sed along during the agency's trans-
acuons, Auerbach wri&es. 
Some people "at foreign central 
banks and within the Federal Reserve 
may have an incentive 10 sell this in for_ 
message that such questions could cause 
mternauonal marke~ to be "damaged an 
some senous way," Auerbach wnteS. 
Aucrba~h\ an1clc trao.:cs the h1stol) 
of the Fed's pracuce wh1ch was quietly 
begun in 1962 w1th a fund of only SSO 
million. 
Economic and poliucal events of the 
early 1960s, together w1th the Kennedy 
administration's "determmauon" :o con-
trol the international pnce of the dollar, 
paved the way for the Fed to set up a 
system that would bypass congressional 
approval, Auerbach wntes. The Fed's 
system also nlled out any veto power ~y 
the Treasury Department, which IS 
authorized by Congress for fore1gn 
exchange operations. t;. 
Robert A~~ebacla crvrenlly serves as a pro-
fusor a1 Ul'liv~rsity of Ca/iforl'lia, Rill~rsiiU 
GradMD111 Sclwol of ManiJgillfiDil· 
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"Bargam" continued from Page 14 planned to break ground by February 
1992, adding 35 additional stores. Re-Employment Rights for 
Returning Soldiers Miss White doesn't like the word "left-over" to describe the merchandise for 
sale. She says that the clothes come from 
three categories: 
D ue to the Persian Gulf War, there has been considerable concern 
expressed by employers about the re-
employment rights of veterans and 
reservists. The most commonly asked 
questions are as follows: 
Cars pack the lots on an evening in 
Cabazon 
•over-buys by manufacturers 
•seconds 
•test marketing of new s tyles 
She ays they all come in a full range 
of sizes. The discounts range from 20 
percent 10 70 percent off. 
One disconcerting note, 10 the shopper 
with bigger eyes than the wallet, is that 
these stores m this center don't offer their 
own credit cards. 
The Factory Merchants of Barstow IS 
promoung the center by radio ads, bill-
boards and in event-announcements in 
vanous publications. 
Q. Is an employer required 
to excuse a worker for mili-
tary duty? 
A. Yes, all employers 
regardless of size whether 
private industry or federal , 
state or local government 
agencies. 
A. No, they should remain on the 
employer's inactive payroll. 
Q. How long must an employee be 
employed to be entitled lO re-employ-
ment? 
A. There is no time test, 
even if they only worked 
one day as an employee, 
as long' as they were hired 
to work for an indefinite 
period of time. profit so that they will continue to stock 
their garments. It's a symbiotic relation-
ship--the fancy store gets status by selling 
the designer name brands and the design-
er name brand gets status by being sold in 
the fancy store. The factory outlet stores 
are the new "life saver" that allows the 
manufacturer/designer to salvage some 
money out of a line that he guessed 
wrong on and overproduced. 
M1ss Whne says that some of the 
stores in the center are listed in manufac-
turer ads in women's magazines, which 
could become a trend. Q . Must reservists give 
notice? 
Barbara Lee Crouch 
Q. Do temporary employ-
ees have re-employment 
rights? 
Discounts on top of Discounts 
The Department Store Picture 
The merchandise at factory outlet 
stores is already discounted 20-70 percent 
when it goes into the store. But. unlike a 
department store where the merchandise 
is constantl y turned 
Clothing manufac-
turers are not happy 
with the way depart-
ment stores are being 
bought up, right and 
left, whic h leaves 
them less places to 
retail their clothes. 
The merchandise at factory 
outlet stores is already 
discounted 20-70% when it 
goes into the store. But, 
unlike a department store 
where the merchandise is 
Plus the fact that constantly turned over every 
those department 
stores that do buy 
their clothes tend to 
narrow in on just a 
few garments they 
like, leaving whole 
lines untouched. 
Where the manu-
facturer wanted to 
make a showcase of a 
whole new line, the 
department store 
six months or less to entice 
shoppers to come in and 
"see what's new," a factory 
outlet store will let the 
merchandise sit until the 
excess inventory is reduced. 
To move it, they will keep 
cutting the price until it's 
almosj,down to their cosL 
over every six months 
or less to entice shop-
pers to come in and 
"see what's new," a 
factory outlet store will 
let the merchandise sit 
until the excess inven-
tory is reduced . To 
move it, they will keep 
cutting the price until 
it's almost down to their 
COSt 
Money magazine 
gave the example of a 
Calvin Klein store sell-
ing a blouse that was 
originally priced $120 
in a retail store, $60 at 
their factory outlet 
store, and finally 
buyer diminished the impact by choosing 
one or two items out for his or her store 
to carry without carrying the whole line. 
marked down to $20 in the factory outlet 
store when it didn't sell for several 
months. 
Money said the factory outlet is the 
"end of the road" for most merchandise. 
ThrfWar 
Factory outlets have so far not engen-
A. No, but in the interest of sound 
employee-employer relations, the 
reservists should advise the employers as 
soon as possible after receiving their duty 
orders. Employers should request and 
retain a copy of the duty orders. 
Q. Does the employer have pay obliga-
tions? 
A. No, employers are not required to pay 
wages or reimburse wage losess for 
employees while they are serving in the 
military. 
Q . Must they be treated the same as 
other employees on leave? 
A. Yes, reservists must also be alJowed 
to participate in insurance and other ben-
efits offered by an employer under esta~ 
Iished rules and practices relating to 
employees on leave of absence. 
Q. Must they receive paid benefits when 
called up for military service? 
A. Yes, if paid benefits are continued for 
other employees on leaves of absence, 
reservists should receive similar coverage 
such as vacation, sick pay, pension, etc. 
Q. Can employers terminate reservists? 
A. No, someone hired for 
a shon-term period (casual and nonrecur-
rent period) is not eligible for re-employ-
ment rights. 
Q. Do reservists have right of return to 
the same job? 
A. Yes, if veteran is still qualified to per-
form the duties of such position. The 
employer, however, has an option to 
place reservists in a job of like seniority, 
starus and pay. 
Q. Can an employer hire a replacement 
for employees on military leave? 
A. Yes; however, the reservist has the 
right to bump such a replacement. 
Keep in mind that the above answers 
are general m nature. For further clarifi-
cation, check with the Merchants and 
Manufacturers Association (714) 784-
9430, the Veteran's Administration/Re-
employment Section (800) 352-9592 or 
your labor law counsel. 
Barbara Lu Crouch is the Inland Empire 
Managu of th~ California M~rclaants and 
Manufacturus Association. Hu office is 
located in the Mission Financial C~ntu az 
3600 Lime Strut, Suire 326, Rivuside, CA 
92501 . PlaonL(714) 784-9430 .:1 
By Barbara u~ Croucla 
The Vacation Shopping Trip 
While many of the managers of retail 
stores in the high-status areas may find it 
hard to believe, there are statistics that 
prove that, to many customers, a trip to 
an outlet store is, in a way, a mini-vaca-
tion for the family, or a stop-off on the 
way to vacation. Barstow, for instance, is 
a well-known stop-off point/jumping off 
point to the desen. Dune-buggyisLS, off-
road motorcycle riders, etc. journey east-
ward by the hundreds of thousands each 
weekend from Los Angeles. Now, many 
stop to shop at the outlet store in Barstow 
as part of their weekend getaway. So even 
though the outlet stores original! y set up 
far away from retail hubs so as not to hun 
the sales of the full retailers, now the fact 
that they are so far out ties in with week-
end getaway plans of many families. 
dered much opposition from retail stores ------------------------------
because most are located "out there," too 
The Barstow Success Story 
According to Maggie White, the Fac-
tory Merchants of Barstow factory outlet 
shopping center is a roaring success. All 
52 stores are leased, and there is so much 
demand, that a phase II of construCtion is 
far for the majority of shoppers in the city 
to drive to on a mornmg shopping trip. 
Money coined the phrase "forbidden 
zone" for outlets considering locating in 
the big cities and suburbs. If the factory 
outlets choose to situate in those areas, 
there could be resistance from major 
retailers. 
lronicalJy, though, as more and more 
people move to the Inland Empire, and 
fill out the fields with houses, the suburbs 
will surround the Factory Outlets and 
they won't be "out there" anymore like 
they are now. They w1ll compete with the 
department stores and smalJ independent 
shops and the pnce war will really benefit 
the consumers. t;. 
By Wallace "Yss 
Water! 
ContinJ411d from Pag~ 8 
If he can't get enough water, a farmer 
might have to plant only the pan of his 
acreage that he can get water for. 
Lawns Doomed 
The lawn may be an endangered 
species. But the Metropolitan Water 
District sees waste water, properly 
treated, as a solution for commercial 
areas usmg lawns, and golf courses. 
Ccnrunly, says the spokesman: "It is very 
unlikely that golf courses will be 
chmmatcd, or that lawns will disappear." 
But "xeroscaping," i.e. landscaping with 
plants ana ground cover, is becoming of 
interest to everyone, of necessity. It's like 
the old song: "If you can't be with the 
one you love, love the one you're with." 
By Wally Wyss 
Ad Deadline 
for Next 
Issue: 
April 20 
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The Name Game 
Small businesses often find 
th emsel ves in a d ilemma 
when selecting a name to 
represent who they are in the 
marketplace. 
w1thout spendmg money on advcrusmg agcnc1es or con-
ultants who can charge upwards of S 100,000 to create, 
develop, and mruntain busmcss names? Yes, of course, 
and here are my thoughts. 
Mary F. Smith, Ph.D. 
(01 anked 14th nationally in terms of total popula· ~ lion, the Inland Empire Area (Riverside, San 
Bernardino, Palm Springs, Chino, Ontario, Rancho 
Cucamonga, Redlands, Upland areas) is experiencing 
terrific growth with now over 2,434 ,100 residents . 
Overall, the area is nationally ranked 21st in total effec-
tive buying income, and ranks 17th in total retail sales. 
With that kind of growth and buying power, many may 
consider starting a small business to tap this market. 
Tbe Easy Way Out 
Oearly, a potential owner may want to attach his/her 
name to the business. It certainly is an easy method. 
But, simply attaching the owner's name without identify-
ing the product(s) or service(s), in some way, doesn't 
mean much (for example, Jim's Place). A small busi-
ness doesn't have the miUions of dollars Exxon had to 
get its name out to the public and develop an image 
around it. And, then again, using your name can be 
quilt a gamble if the business fails. 
Small businesses oflen find themselves in a dilemma 
when selecting a name to represent who they are in the 
marketplace. The business name should serve as an 
identifier and crea1e an image. A poor name selection 
could confuse and drive away business. Can a potential 
small Inland Empire business find a meaningful name 
Growth, Change, Ideas 
and Creativity 
Wh1 lfll4fld Empire Firms 
Need llutoYatiYe Ideas to 
Keep llP Willi Clu,.ge 
Beverly Johnk 
rowtlt ••II Clt••l' -- t':"'o wor~s . that are 
always used in Inland Empire descripuons, usu-
ally preceded by Fat - fast growth and fast 
cban&e· ltl«u 11114 CF'MIMiy -- two words, preceded by 
LMI Of, dial describe how businesses here can prosper 
Names With Meaning 
In general, a bu mess name should be simple, easy to 
remember, and convey an 1mage to the customer that IS 
congruent with marketing strategies and target markets. 
A good name can easily, and inexpensively, bring cus-
tomers into the busmess. ames with meanings are the 
most successful, and a name could most certainly sug-
gest a logo. For example, a core drilling company could 
use the owner's name along with the product, Smith's 
Diamond Core Drilling Company, and create a visual of 
a core popping out of a concrete wall shaped like an "S" 
as the logo. This logo can then be used on business 
cards, brochures, and stamp-imprint machines. 
Consider some other points when naming the busi-
ness: 
• What image do you want to project? 
The best in the InlaNJ Empire at doing something 
reliable. pride of wor/ananship. 
Be careful about being too whimsical. A bookkeep-
ing service or tax service wouldn't want to be too cute. 
• What attributes of the product or service are most 
important? 
Friendly service, conven~nce.fast, quality work. 
• What is the big seUing idea for marketing the product 
or service? 
We're Redl/lllds' fxst copy center. 
• What business names do your competitors have? 
Make a list by going through the telephone book. What 
are their weaknesses? Use a name that positions you 
against the competition. 
creative thinking to help it stay competitive and prof-
itable in this dynamic market area. 
What You Can Do 
You can't demand a new idea from yourself, it's not 
that simple. But you can learn and practice techniques 
that break your established thinking pauems and cause 
you to look at your challenges differently. 
1. Look at one issue at a time. Identify something 
that is dissatisfying to you. Set aside a specifiC time to 
focus on iL 
2. Go for lots of ideas quicltly. The best way to get a 
good idea is to start with many. The fasler you can get 
the ideas 001, the more you wiU get. 
3. Separale lhe idea generation from the evaluation 
of lhese ideas. Have two separate sessions. When you 
tbe most wilb Ibis rapid growth and change. -------------, 
Because Ibis area is so dynamic and things Take a second try on your 
stan to evaluale the ideas, 
identify the positives in 
them fllSt. are happening so quickly, there's .pro~ly laue trom a totally different 
not 1 business in the Inland ~pu-e .w~h direction. Look at the IIIIIUII ~ould DOl benefit from creauve thmlung btlclcWIIrdtl. Descrlbe It aslf 
npt DOW. If ,..J.#-
Fine. So, next Tuesday you and your were com,-.vv wtf)' IIUC-
sWr are going 10 be creative. Right?! ceiiSfully; then, look at all 
Wrong. The normal life of 1 business the parts thBt made It so 
does not lend itself to being creative on successful. 
demand. Habits, heavy workloads, "we've L-------------....1 
4 . Use creativity 
helpers to juggle the way 
you think. 
•A sit "How would 
___ do this?" Fill in 
the blank with a wide vari-
ety of people -- a grand-
mother, a very rich com-tried !bat before,· roulines, time pressures, 
and expectations of what the other person will say 
before tbey say it, all hinders creativity. 
petiiOr, your best customer, a 10-year-old or a famous 
person. Answer the question as many ways as you can. 
Wa.y You Caa't Afford to Let These 
Reasons Stop You 
You and your company constantly need innovative 
ideas 10 lteep ahead of the changes going on around you 
in lhe Inland Empire. The price is too great if you face 
technology, let alone the competition. S1ruauons accept-
able before are too costly to cootinue. You need new 
ideas to help you plan or build a new program m the 
most effective way. 
• Taite a second try on your issue from a totally 
different direction. Loolt at the 1ssue backwards. 
Describe it as 1f it were completed very successfully; 
then, look at all the pans that made 1t so successful. 
• Focus on a small part of the ISSue. It 1s eas1er 
to come up with 1deas to deal w1th a small part of the 
problem than 1t IS to deal w1th the complex ISSue all at 
once. Focusing on a small part pushes you to new ideas 
J.OSt.ead of takmg thmgs for granted. Now, more than ever, your business needs iMovauve, 
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• What products/serv1ccs m1ght you expand mto as 11 
grows, or because of compeuuve pressures? ames 
shouldn't be too hm1ting. Suppose you open Drapenes 
of Upland, and then find that you later need to sell 
wooden shuuers and other types of blinds. Long-tenn 
thinking is important when selecung a name. 
• Who are your customers? What do they need that you 
can provide? How is it that the business will satisfy cus-
tomers beuer than competitors? What different ethnic 
groups will be in your market? 
Baby boomers want convenience and fast, quality 
work for the right price. 
You may want to make sure your name works in other 
languages. The Inland Empire Hispanic population, of 
549,200, ranks as the 7th largest Hispanic market in the 
nation. 
Advertising agencies and consultants often use focus 
groups to research markets, come up with new product 
ideas, select company logos and slogans, and the like. 
A small business can do the same thing by bringing 
together trusted and valued friends who might be in the 
market for the product/service the business sells. Brain· 
storming with this kind of focus group in a free-wheel· 
ing atmosphere should result in lots of good ideas for the 
company name. 
"A fledgling company's name is critical for small 
business," says Mr. Paul Edwards, who has edited The 
Fuji Home Office Guide, a frre booklet with tips for 
naming a home business. You can get this guide for 
more advice on how to select a name for a new business 
by writing to The Fuji Home Office Guide, P.O. Box 
1738, Ridgeley, Md. 21681. 6 
Mary F. Smith, PhD. is an Associate Professor of Mar/wing 
in the School of Business and Public Administration, Califor· 
rua Slale University, San BuNUdino. She received her doc· 
tor ate from the University ofTaas at Arlington. 
• Fill in the blank, "It will scare the competi-
tion to death when they hear we are doing " 
Ask "How can I make this more auractive 
to. ___ _ ?" 
• Make a comparison to something totally 
unrelated to the challenge. Describe a good golf game 
with sights, sounds and feelings. Build on these words 
to foster ideas for your problem. These wide-ranging 
associations give you tools to think differently about a 
problem- they become catalysts to your thinking. 
5. Write down the thoughts you have. After you are 
done, sort and summari.z.e the ideas and distribute them 
to all participants. The list helps generate more ideas a 
foster creativity another time. 
6. Have fun, bring toys. Do something that obvioUS· 
ly maltes the generation of ideas fun, something differ-
ent from the rest of your work day. Play will generate 
more ideas than being deadly serious. 
7. Thinlc of yourself and your company as being cre-
ative. Tell yourself you are. As you practice these teCh-
niques, you will be. 
Wlaere You Use Creativity in Your 
Business 
Creativity maltes it easier and more efficient for Y~ 
business to come up with options for important chal-
lenges it is now facing . How about using it for beiW 
customer service, more comprehensive planning, beuel' 
ways to deal with growth and better sales presentations? 
-- the opportunities are boundless. . 
If it sounds like creativity can do anything, well, It 
can. Think about it Do you have a business challenge 
~here innovative ideas wouldn't help ensure your ~~ 
~nued success in the Inland Empire? Practice creauvllY 
m your busmess. The results are valuable. 6 
Beverly JohnJc and her company, Op~n Optwns, coaches b~~Si· 
MoSSes rn usrng creativuy for their advanJag~. She was 111iJ11· 
agu of sales training and IMNlgenu!nltraming at the Orange 
CoiUII'j R~glstu befor~ becoming its first pusonnLI drr~cwr 
For qrustr.ons, call Beverly at (714) 947-7075. 
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Jacobs Works to Rehab People 
and their Houses 
Goldman "Jake" Jacobs 
looks optim1suc when he 
talks about the future of 
Banning's downtown and 
east s1de. "You have to be 
optimistic," he said, refer-
ring to his role as execu-
tive director of Banning 
Panners for a Revitalized 
Community (BPRC). He 
was also recently named 
to the Riverside County 
Affumative Action Com-
mission. 
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NEWS MAKERS 
San Bemard mo, and auended Chapman 
College and UC lrvme. He maJOred m 
bus1ness adm1nistrauon at Cal State 
Fullerton. 
While still m col-
lege, Jacobs worked for 
Security Pacific Bank 
in Buena Park, in data 
processing and the loan 
department. Following 
completion of a super-
VISory tra1n1ng pro-
gram, he rose to the 
posiuon of ass1stant 
v1ce pres ident-opera-
tions in a San Diego 
branch. 
of 1ts top-rank1ng Laurels Award. He 
was saluted "for bwldmg Alaska Atrhnes 
mto a textbook example of success under 
deregulation. H1s 12 years of leadership 
have expanded the airline's route system 
at a measured pace while buildmg its 
fleet. " Dunng Kennedy's tenure, Alaska 
Airlines revenue grew from less than 
SlOO million to more than Sl billion . 
Now at 52, when most CEOs are JUSl 
assum1ng power, Mr. Kennedy has 
stepped down. He sa1d, "My wife and I 
have hoped to one day be able to devote 
more time to Chrisuan service. Th1s 
move will allow us to realize that goal." 
Concerning Kennedy 's move, the 
Anchorage Times wrote, "It is an uncom-
mon event when a high ly successfui 
business leader re-
As the new chrurman of the board of 
MISSIOn Av1auon Fe llowship, Kennedy 
JOins an orgamzauon of acclrumed former 
businessmen and decorated "Right Stuff' 
pilots. These, too, are men and women 
who have sacrificed the poss1billty of 
lucrative career opportumties for the pnv-
ilege of followmg Christ through servmg 
others. 
MAF 1s one of the largest swgle-
engine Cessna airlines in the world, a 
Chnstian consoruum operating 83 air-
craft m 19 countries. The MAF team fl1es 
missionaries, national evangelists, B1ble 
translators, relief workers and supplies, 
doctors and medicine, medical emergen-
cy patients, and community development 
teams m Africa, Asia, and Latin Amenca 
Somewhere in the The non-profi t BPRC last mon th awarded its 
first low-interest loan to a Goldman "Jt1U" Jocobs 
Jacobs entered the 
real estate field, becom-
ing a licensed agent. 
Ownership of a residen-
nounces life at the very 
highest executive level 
in favor of a new career 
in simple service to oth-
ers. That's what Bruce R. 
Kennedy is domg, in a 
move that might astonish 
those who don 't know 
this particular airline 
chief. 
world, an MAF plane or heli-
copter takes off or lands 
every four minutes. In six 
weeks, a single MAF pilot 
flies over more ground than 
David Livingston covered in 
his 26 years of missionary 
travel. 
low-income resident to 
rehabilitate his home. Jacobs, who has 
been on the job for about eight months, 
has th1s ph1losophy about his work: "We 
can redo houses, we have the bricks and 
mortar. But you have to work with the 
people, on their self-esteem and on quali-
ty of life issues." 
Jacobs will be addressing such issues 
in the months ahead, beginning with a 
survey of residents to obtain demograph-
ic information. "We have to get a handle 
on what the people need," he said. 
A job fair will be held in the fall. But 
f~tst, the agency will conduct a workshop 
to help people get ready to mret future 
bosses. "We have to educate people who 
don't know how to fill out a job applica-
tion, or how to dress for a job intemew," 
Jacobs said. 
Born in Oklahoma, he was ra1sed in 
tial rehab business and 
subsequent work for a non-profit housing 
rehab agency prepared him for his present 
posiuon. 6 
By Don Haley 
Alaska Airlines' Ex-CEO Joins 
Ministry of Aviation Fellowship But Bruce Kennedy is 
an uncommon man. And 
it was quite in keeping 
with his deep religious 
conviction and his hum-
ble, quiet character that 
he would dec1de there is 
more to life than a big 
salary and all the perks 
that go with being the 
Bruc~ K~nnLdy.[ormu 
CEO of AlasluJ Airlws, 
now chamno.n of M tssr.on 
Aviazion F~llowship in 
R~lands 
In his new capaclly, 
Bruce Kennedy will be serv-
ing about 5 million less pas-
sengers. And MAFs annual 
budget totals less than two 
percent that of Alaska Air-
lines. But Mr. Kennedy's cor-
porate move offers great per-
sonal rewards. For countless 
poor and ailing people on the 
fringe of civilization around 
Bruce Kennedy has been elected 
Chairman of Mission Av1ation Fellow-
ship's (MAF) board of di rectors . Mr. 
Kennedy had served as a member of the 
board for eight years previously. His elec-
tion occurred shortly after relinquishing 
the top position at Alaska Airlines after 
years as CEO. 
Av1ation Week and Space Technology 
magazine named Kennedy as 1990 winner 
chief executive officer of one of the 
world's most acclaimed aviation compa-
the world, MAF is truly a 
godsend. Usually, it is the only v1able 
means of transportation--and often means 
the difference between life and death. 6 nics." 
Apartment Homes ... 
With The Accent On Home 
DELMAR AT 
MASTER-PLANNED 
TERRA VISTA 
In Rancho Cucamonga, near schools, parks, shopping and morel 
Full recreation facilities are on-site. And these apartment homes 
offer an array of outstanding features including private garages 
with openers and washen:/dryers. 
From the San Bernardino Frwy (1-10), take 
Haven Ave. north to Foothill Blvd. Go right 
on Foothill I mile to Milliken Ave. then left 
1 block to Church St. Turn left again I block 
to Elm Ave. then light to Del Mar. 
Open daily 9 a.m. to 5 p.m. 
(714) 980-RENT 
lewis.,Homes t N 
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Editorial 
' 
Remembering Terry Anderson 
In a season of religious celebration 
and a time of prayers of thanksgiving for 
The new peaceful world order 
President Bush envisions will be a 
hollow one unless Anderson ( held 
hostage for six years). and the other 
hostages are freed to be a pan of it. 
· the freed prisoners of war and returning 
warriors from the Persian Gulf, may we 
all pray for the safe release of Terry 
Anderson. 
' 
Evolutions 
For those of you who have been 
Inland Empir~ Business Journal readers 
for some time, you will note some 
significant design and editorial changes 
over the past six months. 
You will notice larger type, 
streamlined headings, expanded new 
business listings, more readable pull-
quotes, more in-depth corporate prof1les 
and more story jumps on left-hand pages, 
making more right-hand pages available 
for our advertisers. 
We wish to thank Terryll Smith and 
Phil Dirnent for a job well done. 
More Bureaucracy Not the Answer to Bureaucracy 
Remember, back 25 years ago, 
when the American Medical Association 
(AMA) and the business community 
adamantly opposed Medi-Care as the 
first stop towards socialized medicine? 
have created so many unwieldy public 
and private health care bureaucracies, that 
the only solution is one giant bureaucracy 
to bail us out of the mess. 
How ironic it is that today the 
medical societies and large corporations 
are leading the movement for national 
health insurance. By an Orwellian use 
of the phrase socialized medicine (bad), 
is now national health insurance (good)? 
The current argument is that we 
Brilliant logic. The bigger and more 
centralized bureaucracy, the more 
efficient it will be. Ha? After all in just a 
year, the Resolution Trust Corporation 
has spent only billions to resolve the 
problems of hundreds of insolvent S&Ls. 
Or have they? ls the anecdote to a poison 
more of the same poison? 
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Presley Bill 929 Addresses Inland Growth Problems 
Senator Robert Presley recently 
introduced the fourth major growth 
management control bill, aimed at get-
ting a handle on critical urban problems 
ranging from fast-approaching com-
muter gridlock to uncontrolled popula-
tion growth, from conflicting zoning 
plans to increasing air pollution levels 
as in Riverside-San Bernardino Coun-
ties. 
Presley's bill, SB 929, would provide 
for coordinated regional and sub-
regional planning, and would offer state 
planning assistance and fmancing from 
funds, such as rail bonds and gas tax 
money, to local governments to encour-
age them to participate. 
Approaches envisioaed in tbe 
Presley bill: 
• Multi-county and regional plan-
ning: In existing multi-county planning 
areas, such as the six-county Southern 
County Association of Governments 
(SCAG), the Association would be 
required to formulate a growth manage-
ment plan in conjunction with the exist-
ing air quality (SCAQMD) and trans-
portation agencies. 
• County plans: Counties in SCAG, 
ABAG, and SACOG would draft 
growth management plans compatible 
with those in the above plans. 
• Within-county plarming: The bill 
would encourage growth management 
planning within a county, such as pro-
vided for in the existing Coachella Val-
ley Association of Governments and the 
Western Riverside County Association 
of Governments covering major por-
tions of Riverside County. 
SB 929 is the result of more than two 
years of study by the Senate Office of 
Research, in response to 1988 legisla-
tion authored by Senator Presley. Based 
on extensive research, the bill proposes 
three major reforms: 
• Setting strong state policies for 
economic development and environ-
mental protection to guide growth deci-
sions, and creating a state Conservation 
and Development Commission, to over-
Senator Robert Presley 
see the state policies and plans. 
• Requiring existing regional agen-
cies to develop a comprehensive region-
al strategy for air quality, transportation, 
and housing, encouraging regional 
agencies to reorganize to become more 
efficient and cost effective. 
• Empowering ci ties and counties to 
create a sub-regional planning process 
so that local communities can jointly 
plan the facilities, services, and environ-
mental programs needed to preserve the 
quality-of-life at the local level. 
"This bill can really help fast-grow-
ing areas like the Inland Empire and the 
Central Valley," Senator Presley said, 
"by assuring a beuer match between 
new jobs, affordable housing, and ade-
quate transportation, parks, schools, and 
other public facilities." 
Presley expects SB 929 to initiate a 
vigorous and healthy debate over the 
best way to manage growth in Califor-
nia. "Governor Wilson has said he will 
be an active player in planning and 
managing growth, and there is strong 
interest among my colleagues in the 
Legislature," said Presley. "Most 
importantly, the hundreds of gr<i.wth 
management initiatives passed by the 
public in recent years shows that the 
time has come to enact a workable 
growth management system for Califor-
nia that promotes economic prosperity, 
meets our social needs, and proteCts the 
environmenL" 6 
Potential Problems "ith Growth \1anagement Bill 
I read with great interest Senator Pres-
ley's proposed new legislation to deal 
with the state's massive growth problem. 
Whtle I agree with most of the stated 
intent, I am not convinced that this bill is 
really the panacea to the Inland Empire's 
potential problems. 
The legislation would set up a new 
state commission, the California Conser-
vation and Development Commission 
~hich would be responsible for formulat~ 
mg a ~ong range plan for growth manage-
ment m the state. 
Regional agencies, in our case the 
Southern California Association of Gov-
ernments (SCAG), would be obligated to 
prepare a single plan for regional growth 
that would include, among other items 
the e.stablishment of criteria by which 
certaJn land use designations would be 
made .. Those land use designations 
would mclude existing urban areas suit-
able for redevelop- ~---=-_, 
ment , extsung 
urbanized areas suit-
able for additional 
infill development, 
suburban and rural 
areas suitable for 
planned growth, 
areas suitable for Jo~tnZM<'*'• 
long term planned 
growth, agricultural land suitable f~r 
conservation and environmentally senst· 
Live areas to be protected from growth· 
Regional agencies would be asked ~ 
submit a reorganization plan to avoid 
conflicts and duplication of effort. 1be 
incentive to those that do is lO the corm 
of priority in the distribution of state 
funds. It is not immediately obvioUS 
what happens to the priority of so called 
"self-help" counties to state 
Please see page 21 
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l.E.B.]. Close-Up: Richard Roth 
resident of Reid & llel/yer, 
the second-largest regional 
law firm in the Inland Empire, 
Riverside-based allorney Richard Roth 
takes a humanistic, people-oriented 
approach to his work. Roth is a Senior 
Allorney, president of the Law Corpora-
tion and member of the Firm Executive 
Commillee which oversees the operation 
of this 119-employee law firm . We at 
/EBJ caught up with this young, power-
ful,frenetically busy auorney just before 
his first of many client meetings and 
depositions one day. His specialty is 
labor law. 
IEBJ: What is the sjngle hottest legal 
issue facing employers in the early 
1990s? 
Rotb: Probably sexual harassment in the 
workplace, which is a big issue in River-
side and San Bernardino counties and all 
over California. Often these cases are 
tied in with wrongful termination law-
suits, and can result in major damage 
awards to successful plaintiffs. The 
potential for sexual harassment lawsuits 
should be of significant concern to just 
about all employers, because a successful 
plaintiff can really nail you. 
IEBJ: What are some of the other hot 
issues facing Inland Empire employers? 
Roth: Complying scrupulously to CAL-
OSHA (Occupational Health and Safety 
Act) guidelines for the health and protec-
tion of workers will continue to be an 
area of major concern for firms engaged 
in almost any kind of industrial and man-
ufacturing activity. It's much cheaper for 
a fmn to avoid these potential problems 
completely than it is to litigate them. 
IEBJ: Are there any hot issues regarding 
construction workers idled due to the 
slow economy? 
Roth: Generally, whenever you have 
workers laid off, you tend to see an 
increase in wage claims. This is federal ly 
enforced. 
IEBJ: What do you think is the solution 
to the embarrassing workers' compensa-
contd. from page 20 
transportation funding (Riverside and 
San Bernardino counties are both self-
help). A press release from Senator 
Presley's office mentions that regional 
and sub-regional planning agencies 
would have the authority to levy devel-
opment fees, but on first reading of the 
draft bill, I could not find this provision 
(I hope that means that it is not there). 
The proposed legislation has some 
good points for the Inland Empire. The 
idea of coordinated planning is a good 
one, as is the consolation of different 
government departments to cut down on 
waste. 
Overall, however, there are some seri-
ous concerns that I have with the legisla-
tion. Presley's press release claims that 
"local cort;~munities can jointly plan" 
growth, but in fact, the structure of the 
new planning guidelines is very much a 
Richard Roth 
Up Close ... 
Age: 40 
Occupation: Senior Attorney 
Hobbies: Golf, Classical Piano 
Family: Married with two 
children 
Lion si tuation? Are workers' comp. con-
tributions eating away unconscionably 
into profits? 
Goal in Life: Balancing active 
demands of a business career. 
Affiliations: M&M Assoc.; I.E. 
Board of Directors; Parkview 
Hosp.; Jr. League; lndust. Rela-
tions Research Assoc.; Ameri-
can , Calif and Georgia Bar 
Assocs.; Lt. Col, USAF 
Roth: Well, we can expect to see more 
and more unfair labor practice charges. 
For a host of reasons, this is an especially 
good region for manufacturers. 
Roth : I don't have a ,..--:;- .------.----~ 
solution. Many people I take a people-ori-
have Iried and failed to ented humanistic 
amend the worker 's 
IEBJ: Is the local 
trained labor pool large 
e nough to s ustain 
many more ind ustri-
al/manufacturing 
employers? 
comp. laws. Premium approach to man-
costs for insurance 
continue to escalate, agement coupled 
and there are major with occasional 
unresolved problems 
here. doses of George Roth: Yes, I think so. With the long-term 
boom in housing con-
struction, and a greater 
push for people to live 
C. Patton 
IEBJ: Considering the '-------------'~ 
re latively weak union 
structure in the R1verside/San Bernardino 
area, do you see this as an ideal location 
for manufacturing businesses? 
"top-down" type of organization. The 
new stale commission formulates its plan 
fust , and the regional plans are reviewed 
for cons istency with the state plan. 
Every regional dislrict currently empow-
ered to participate in the planning pro-
cess must approve the regional plan, and 
if they do not then the state commission 
will adopt a plan for that region. Sub-
regional planning agencies (single or 
multiple county) are provided for under 
the law, but if one does not form, then 
the regional plan for that area will be the 
governing plan. I doubt that most local 
leaders think that it is in the best interests 
of their community to have Sacramento 
making planning decisions on their 
behalf. 
The proposed legislation also states 
that the sub-regional plans shall contain 
"an assessment of the plan's consistency 
with the adopted general plan" of the 
closer to their jobs, this has to be a very 
favorable area for skilled labor to settle 
in. 
cities and counties involved. It also 
states that there should be an "integrated 
plan" to reconcile conflicts ... presented 
by the local general plans." So we 
would then at least have a plan to deal 
with the discrepancies between the 
plans!!? It is unclear, but I would 
assume that there is no provision wh1ch 
actually requires ciues to incorporate the 
state's goals in their general plans. 
The ab1lity of local government to 
control some of their own destiny 1s 
important because it is likely to respond 
more quickly to market forces than the 
plans of larger agencies. One of the 
most onerous provisions of this bill is its 
establishment of "urban phasing lines," 
which will designate areas that arc suit-
able for development and areas that are 
not. One would have to believe that if 
there is s trong demand in a particular 
location for a project, and if people are 
IEBJ: Why, in your opinion, do law 
firms seem to prosper during recessionary 
periods? 
Roth : Unfortunately (or fortunately in 
our case), disputes between parties con-
tinue to arise, just as the purchase and 
sale of businesses continue to occur, dur-
ing good times, as well as bad. 
IEBJ: What is your management style? 
Roth: I take a people-oriented humanis-
tic approach to management coupled with 
occasional doses of George C. Pauon 
(undoubtedly the result of my military 
background--I was an Army "brat" as a 
child). 
IEBJ: What do you foresee as your 
greatest challenge? 
Roth: Guiding Reid & Hellyer through 
this dramatic period of growth in the 
Inland Empire. 
IEBJ: Tell us a little bit about your per-
sonal life. What hobbies do you enjoy? 
Roth : Golf (occasionally); music--I 
studied classical piano through Miami 
University, so I occasionally try to resur-
rect whatever ability I once had. 
IEBJ: lf you had to name three people 
who had made significant conoibutions 
to the Inland Empire, who would they 
be? 
Roth: At the risk of omitting many sig-
nificant conoibutors, I will list the fol-
lowing: Jacques Yeager; Martin Matich; 
and Senator Robert Presley. 
IEBJ: What is your personal goal in 
life? 
Roth: To better balance the demands of 
an active business career so that I have 
more ume to "smell the roses." 6 
By Peier Warner 
anti Phillip DunenJ 
convinced enough to invest substanual 
sums of money in it, then as long as the 
project did not conflict with established 
environmental policy , it should be 
allowed to go forward. One of the prob-
lems with having large planning agencies 
is that they are notoriously s low to 
respond to fast movmg areas. If it were 
up to SCAG , then the entire Inland 
Empire might still be classified as 
unsuitable for developmenL One of the 
great advantages of the free market econ-
omy is the ability to see a need and to ftll 
11, creating economic opportunny where 
perhaps there was none. While acknowl-
edging that regional planning is a good 
idea in principle, it remains questionable 
that it can be effectively brought into 
fruition. 6 
John Zalc.osu is a Financial Analyst wuh 
Lewis Hom£s, the largest homi!buildu in 
So..rhern Califorrna. 
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Real Estate 
Focus ~ 
Inc., wh1ch also owns T/:e Sun. 
The Gannett venture IS descnbed as one 
of San Bemardmo's largest tn recent years. 
15) and Pomona (60) freeways, in addition 
to Ontano lntemauonal Airport, also arc 
withm a four-mile radius !:1 
bo;der on Bundy Canyon Road to the 
nonh with Clinton Ke1th Road to the south. 
The si te will be predevcloped f01 
pnmanly residential usc w1th a small 
(20-acre) semce commercial area adjommg 
the proposed residential mastcrplanncd 
community. Bennett purchased the site for 
an amount significantly below Its "as is" 
appraised value in ovembcr 1990 with an 
existing specific plan in place. 
"lt's a large comrmtment and one wh1ch 
followed a w1de-site search before the State 
College Business Park SHe was selected," 
Consani explamed. 
Harvey said that The Sun JOins Southland 
Corporauon, Color Tile and C&M Fme 
Pack, along with restaurants and lodging 
establishments wh1ch already have a State 
College Business Park presence. !:1 
Predevelopment Land Firm 
Raises Investor Capital for 
Southern California Property -
Industrial Tire Products Leases 
33,500 Square Feet in 
Ontario 
lndustn -
al Ttre Pro-
ducts has 
leased 
approx t-
mately 
33,500 
square feet 
Rancon Names Project 
Manager --------
of warehouse space at 1911 S. Proforma 
Ave., in Ontario for relocation of its dis-
tribuuon faciltty from the City of Indus-
try. 
The five-year lease, signed with 
W.C.S.U. Corporauon of San Dimas, was 
negotiated by Cushman & Wakefield's 
Ontario office, representing the landJord.6 
Rtch So ltys1ak 
has been promoted 
to prOJeCt manger 
for Rancon Realty 
Funds, announced 
Ronald E. Douglas, 
president and ch1ef 
executive officer of 
Rancon Financial. 
As project man-
ager, Soltysiak will 
Del Webb Submits SpeciflC Plan 
to Riverside County 
in October, Del Webb submitted a spe-
cific plan and draft EIR for a new active 
adult commuruty to the Riverside County 
Planmng Department. Sun City Palm 
Sprmgs wtll be located at I-10 and Wash-
ington Street, directly north of Bermuda 
Dunes. 
oversee land development of Rancon 
Business Center, a 590-acre mixed-use 
business park under development in Mur-
rieta, as well as other Rancon Realty Fund 
projects. Soltysiak, a Civil engineer, has 
served as proJeCt e ngineer at Rancon 
Business Center s1nce ApriJ of 1989 and 
was directly mvolved in the development 
of the bus1ness park's fiTSL phase. 
As planned, Sun C ny Palm Springs 
w11l be approximately 1,575 acres with 
smgle-family detached homes malc::ing up 
the largest percentage of residences. 
Plans also include two Casper/Nash-
designed golf courses and two major 
recreauon complexes. as well as acreage 
for suppon commerctal development such 
as financial, medical a nd professwnal 
services , rehgwus facihues and reuul 
establiShments. 
Accordmg to SCPS general manager 
Frank Pankratz, the company worked 
closely w1Lh all the apphcable govern-
mental bo<hes and public agencies 10 
destgmng the plan , wh1ch IS subject to 
approval by the Riverside County Board 
of SuperviSOrs. 
Del Webb hopes to have final plan 
approvals and groundbreaktng 10 mid-
1991. "We hope to have our models open 
by the end of the year." sa.td Panlc:ratz. 
Phoenbt-based Del Webb IS the leadmg 
developer of acuve adult communJUes 10 
the Umted States. 6 
Brokers Help Paper Ink Deal 
for New Printing Facility -
The San Bernardino Counry Sun has 
purchased a 13.2-acre parcel m State Col-
lege Business Park near Interstate 15 and 
Uruversity Parkway as the first step m cre-
aung a new S54 million prinung plant. 
Dave Consani of Coldwell Banlc:er said 
the current plans call for construcuon of a 
90,000-square-foot plant to begm about 
August 1. Three new color presses, due for 
delivery by the sprmg of 1992, will proVIde 
The Sun 24 pages of color capacity seven 
days a week and increase hourly producuon 
to 72,000 papers from the current 42,000. 
The SUII is now pnnled on two presses. 
In addiuon to h1 s duties at Rancon 
Business Center, Soltysialc: will also coor-
dinate developme nt at Rancon's Lake 
Elsinore Square, a proposed 200,000 
square-foot retail center and Rancon Cor-
porate Center, a 24.5-acre corporate com-
plex planned for Mumeta. 
A member of the Rancon family of 
compames smce 1971 , Temecula-based 
Rancon Fmanc1al Corporauor. acqcires, 
develops and manages a diverse blend of 
property holdmgs m Southern California. 
Rancon Financial currently controls more 
than $500 m1lhon worth of industrial, 
office, reta1l and resHienual properues and 
is plannmg the development of more than 
5,000 acres of Southern California real 
estate. Total value of Rancon's ex1sung 
development properties, upon completion, 
1s expected to exceed $1 btlhon. 6 
SDC Development Beats Con-
struction Deadline to Land 
Major Lease With Frito-Lay -
With Fritos and 
Cheetos needing to 
reach Southland 
snackers m time for 
summer, ewport 
Beach-based SOC 
Development con -
densed a seven-month 
construction period 
1010 five months for a 
new major tenant at its Inland Distribuuon 
Center m Fontana. 
Fnto-Lay Inc. of Plano, Texas, a sub-
sidiary of Purchase, N.Y. -based PepSICo 
Inc., has leased 181,032 square feet at the 
44-acre Inland DtsLTJbuuon Center for its 
new Los Angeles regional warehouse facili-
ty. 
The lone press with color capability tS used 
five days a week to print USA Today, a 
national newspaper owned by Gannett Co., 
lnland Dtstr1buuon Center, which totals 
937,000 square feet of leasable space in five 
bwldmgs, 1s located less than one mile from 
the San Bernardino (1-1 0) Freeway at Slover 
Avenue and Jasrnme StreeL The Devore (1-
f 
Scott Rd 
This property was firs t offered for 
investment in July 1990, and, to date, a 
major portion of the capital needed to fund 
the project has been raised . The San 
Ramon and Irvine-based firm has cbtaired 
selling agreements for this private place-
ment offering with several selected broker-
dealer firms, who are marketing the pro-
gram to high, net-worth individuals and 
corporations. Bennett Consolidated spe-
cializes in the acquisition and predevelop-
ment of raw land. !:1 
Bear Valley Plaza Set to Open 
in Late May; Anchor 
Tr.nant Signs 
Murrieta's new shopping center, the $5-
million Bear Valley Plaza, located O•l the 
northwest comer of CEnton Keith Road 
and Palomar Street, is planning a May 20th 
grand opening. 
The Murrieta retail center IS located a 
1/2 mile west of I-15 and was built to serve 
the new residential communities of Bear 
Creek, La Cresta, Vineyard Knolls and 
Bennett Consolidated, a California real 
estate invesanent and development flflll, is 
successfully raising investor capital to pur-
chase and predevelop an r--~---------------, 
885-acre parcel of raw land 
nonh of Rancho California 
in Riverside County. The 
property's two parcels, col-
lectively named "The High-
lands at Rancho Califor-
nia ,'" are located midway 
between the 1-15 and 1-215 
Freeway corndors , and Pl~as~ Turn to Page 38 
fliino CValle.rG[Jank~ 
HIGH-QUALITY 
ASSETS 
PREMIER 
PERFORMER 
CVR a ten-ume recipient of the 
"Prcm&<r Perform•ng" raung for 
Cahforn~a banks, has been aw..rded 
h ndley Report ·, SUPER. 
PRI \.III' R PLRI'ORMING 
BASK mmg for t 989 
PRIME LOCATIONS 
• Arcod&a 
• Chmo 
• Colton 
• Coron21 
• CoVIna 
• Us< Chmo 
• Onuno 
• Ontano 
Airport 
• Pomona 
• R.tvtrstdc: 
Bwmcss Center 
• San lkrnardmo 
• San Gabnd 
• South Arcod&a 
• Tri-C•ry 
Bwincss Center 
• Upland 
YOUR 
.ANK 
SERVICE-ORIENTED 
PERSONNEL 
Our "Value-Added" ervice 
philosophy continues to be a driving 
force for the Company. We are 
committed to this philosophy as 
evidenced by staffing a new 
department dedicated to instilling 
a corporate culture that 
assures truly helpful 
and dependable 
service. 
APRIL 1991 
A Word From the Wyss .. 
Background: Wallace A. Wyss is an 
author of several books. He has an 
extensive background In advertising 
and has served as marketing consul-
tant for several firms, Including major 
automakers. He Is a Detroit native who 
has lived In Gal/torn/a since 1969. Mr. 
Wyss Is noted tor his practical, good-
natured advice on matters of personal 
or financial concern. The Inland 
Empire Business Journal encourages 
you to send your questions. 
Dear Wally: 
I want to buy a house. But I only 
work part-time on an irregular schedule, 
and my income tax doesn't reflect any 
money earning power. I have $10,000 
saved. What do I do? 
Dear Homebuyer: 
You are not in as bad a position as you 
thinlc:. Look for what is called "an assum-
able loan." These arc houses that the pre-
vious owners have transferable loans on. 
Sometimes the owner wants to move to 
another state, or move for some other rea-
son, and he can sell you the house on the 
basis that you pay the difference between 
what he still owes and what the house is 
wonh now. For instance, talc:e a $100,000 
house that the last owner owned for only 
three years. He probably bought it for 
$75,000. You pay maybe $10,000 to 
$15,000 and talc:e over his payments at his 
original interest rate and monthly pay-
ment schedule. On assumables, they may 
try tO asJc: you your income and employer 
but you can avoid these questions 
because, originally, these loans were set 
up to take buyers qualified by the single 
criterion of having the down payment. 
But, look hard, as very few assamables 
are left on the markeL 6 
Dear Wally: 
I want to buy a fairly new car, that's 
dead reliable, but all I can afford is some-
thing for about $2,500, which buys ca-ca 
at a used car lot 
Dear Car Buyer: 
All is not lost. If what you want fiTSt 
and foremost is reliability, consider an 
ex-stolen car. Yes, seriously. There are 
impound lOIS all over town that sell for-
merly stolen cars that have been recov-
ered. Most of them are filthy, have dents 
and some comfort items missing like the 
radio. But maybe they are. only two or 
three years old and have a couple of hun-
dred thousand miles left in them to go. 
So when you bid on one of these, you can 
bid far, far below the "Kelley Blue Book" 
value because of the din, missing items 
and dents. You buy "as is." All you want 
is reliable wheels. So call the biggest 
police station around, and find out what 
impound lots sell their recovered cars. 6 
Dear Wally: 
When I was on my way to Pahrump, 
Nevada, to see a little lion cub I adopted, 
a "cop" nailed me on K-band radar at 73 
mph. Yet my insurance went up in Cali-
fornia. Why? 
Dear Bad Boy: 
You didn't lc:now about a seldom dis-
cussed law passed some years ago where 
at least 36 states trade information on 
tickets. Although there is no national 
speed law, o ther than the 55 mph one 
(which some states rescinded), somehow 
this law was passed, and a ticket in any 
one of these 36 states rolls over onto your 
California driver's license point total. My 
suggesuon is to move to a state that is not 
s ig natory to this agreement (like 
Arkansas), and obtain a new license, by 
telling them you grew up in an overseas 
country as an Army brat. Then come 
back tO California with this clean license 
and get a new California license. Other-
wise for the next three years, you will be 
paying about $200 more a year in insur-
ance for this one lousy tickeL And write 
your congressional representatives 
protesting this trading law which is surely 
unconstituuonal on the face of it. There 
aren't even marriage laws that agree in all 
fifty states! 6 
Dear Wally: 
I jus t moved to the Inland Empire 
from Strawberry Point, Iowa, where I had 
credit because I Jc:new everybody in town 
and everybody knew me. I can't get a 
credit card anywhere, not because I have 
bad credit, but I just haven't established 
iL What do I do? 
Dear Credit Seeker: 
Don't despair. If you are employed, go 
to the banlc: that your employer has a rela-
tionship with, and have the manager, who 
will be auuned tO co-operating with your 
employer, and set up what's called some-
thing l ike a "credit card guarantee 
account" with $1,000 or so in it. Then 
they can issue a credit card with a $1,000 
limit. Pay off your credit card debts 
promptly, and after a while, they will 
elimmate the cash reserve requirement. 
Eventually, you can apply to "up" your 
credit limn tO $2,000. and so fonh. It's 
unfair that you have to post a cash bond, 
so to speak, but, after all, with no credit 
htstory to speak of, they are taking a 
chance on you. 100.6 
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Dear Wally: 
I am savmg up to go to Mar Del Plata, 
Argentina this winter, but I would hlc:e to 
write the trip off as a business expense. 
How do I do it? 
Dear Would Be Traveler: 
Don't pin your hopes on it unless you 
can show the IRS, if you are ever audited, 
that you had business correspondence 
before the trip, business correspondence 
after the trip, a schedule of appointments 
you kept during the trip and some evi-
dence of looking at factories, samples, 
work research, etc. seen during the trip to 
convince them you weren't just soaking 
up the rays down on the sands of Mar Del 
Plata 
"The IRS will watch for someone who 
wntes off a $3,000 trip when they were 
engaging in a business that might make 
only $500. They realize there are start-up 
expenses in a new business, but they 
don't want to pay for your vacation either. 
As it happens, I just went to the same 
place and spent $1,500, but I expect that 
the work I did there will result in at least 
10 limes payback, so I don 't think they 
will question me writing the trip off. 
Just remember, you can' t write o ff 
things hke the pros do unless you con-
duct your busmess like a pro. l:J. 
Dear Wally: 
Someone wants to buy my house and 
wants me to take back a second trust 
deed. Should I do this? After all , I am 
not a banker. 
Dear House Seller: 
It depends on two thmgs: How bad 
you want to sell the house and what pro-
poruon is bemg financed by you. 
For Instance, 1f you have already bought 
another house and are anxious to move, 
then why lie up the sale of your present 
house, which is, say, worth $150,000, 
because the buyer only wants you to talce 
back a second trust deed for a mere 
$10,000 -- which is less than 10% of the 
overall price? 
If you owned your house free and 
clear, you couJd make $10,000 or more in 
interest in just one year from that 
$140,000 in the bank. If you have a pro-
fessional write up the second truSt deed 
and register 1t properly, you will be able 
to foreclose on it If the buyer turns out to 
be a deadbeat, so I would go for it--if, 
again, you are anxious to sell and the sec-
ond trust deed covers a small portion of 
the purchase price. 
The mterest rate can also help. You 
might be able to charge as much as 10% 
interest or as much as a bank. 6 
The purpose of this column IS to so/;c,r 
questions f rom around the In /ana 
Empire and share the mformat1on for 
everyone·s use. So readers. if you are 
troubled about personnel issues. hmng 
practices. compensation. cost-of-hvmg 
mcreases. merit raises. bonuses. or 
stock-option plans. write to: 
Dear Wally 
Wallace Wyss 
CtO The Inland Empire Business 
Journal 
3401 Centrelake Dr. #620 
Ontar io, CA 91764 
----------------------------------------------------------
SUBSCRIBE 
For only $12, you can't afford not to receive a fuJJ 
year's worth of the best business news in the 
Inland Empire. 
Also, the Business ]ounaaJ wiU provitk you 
with sophisticaud, authoritative, concise F= 
information to lulp you operaJe your company 
more effectively and projitobly -you will be 
updated and informed on new strakgies to 
tkal with old problems. 
r---------------------, 
I~ ~ I 
'------------------
: Collllany ___________________ : 
I Address I 
1 City State. ______ Zip. ____ 1 
I Phone Date I 
I 0 Check enclosed ($12 dollars) 1 
~---------------------~ 
"No ooe covers Inland Empire business like tbe Busiaess Jounaal" 
3401 Centrelake Dr., Ste 620 • Ontario, CA • 91764 • (714) 391-1015 
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THE ART 
OF CoNSTRUCTION 
In an exclush•e interview wiJh 
the lnlond Empire Business 
Jourfi(J/, Pardee Construction 
Vice President and Project 
Manager Mike McGee 
exploins how the construction 
industry is learning to ad4pt to 
a changing lnlond 
Empire market. 
IEBJ: Today, how is bmldmg con-
struction changing? 
McGee: In the last housing recess1on, 
the bigger bwlders were able to conun-
ue growing stronger, wh1le smaller 
builders were hit the hardest. Under the 
current market conditions--a housing 
slowdown and the added challenge of 
more conservative lending practices--
the bigger builders that have a healthy 
asset and revenue base will conunue to 
grow stronger, and smaller builders will 
even be hit harder. 
IEBJ: How are contractors changmg 
their services? 
McGee: Contractors are looking to a 
broader base, geographically, for their 
business. Another change IS that con-
tractors are no longer looking at retail 
or bousing exclusively. Increased pro-
fessionalism and better-trained people 
are an ernergmg trend. 
IEBJ: In your opinion, w1ll the Inland 
Empire continue to experience the 
housing boom witnessed over the last 
five years? 
McGee: The Inland Empue has good 
transportation corridors in place and 
still offers the best affordability in rela-
tion to Orange and Los Angeles coun-
ties. Additionally, as housing and JOb 
growth in San Diego county continues 
to the northern parts of the county, more 
and more borne buyers will look to 
Riverside and San Bemardmo counties. 
Pkase su "Constrwction" Page 33 
BIRTCHER 
CONSTRUCTION LIMITED 
XEROX CE~IRE Somt.a Ana, ~~~~~om~ 
Flitttn ..:......., luxu" h·th OK anJ ~tall rbu 
IKEA 1\urhtnl.. C..ahlt'"'• 
HO,C(Xl ~tt f, ... ,. ~ fum~unp ,t,..,t 
ince Birtcher Construction Limited's inception 
in 1939, we have consistently provided expertise 
in building top quality projects. Through the 
years our construction technology has advanced 
but our philosophy remains the same: Build the 
Best, Commit to Service and Guarantee All 
Work. This way of thinking has given Birtcher 
Construction Limited over fifty years in which 
to develop long-term relationships with a select 
list of clients. Our highly skilled team masters 
such diverse projects as high-rise office build-
ings, retail centers, residential communities and 
master-planned industrial parks, in addition to 
tenant improvement and construction manage-
ment work. 
I~ your. project requires more than just a builder, 
gtve Btrtcher Construction Limited a call. Our 
expertise is a form of art ... 
HEADQUARTERS 
Z~l Slwlleo, 1\nod, t..c-na N .... l. CA 91656 
Ttl (714)641-7100 
OTHER OfFICES 
Loo Anetia ..-.I lnbnJ Empt,., CA 
...JPonbnd.OR 
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· ·_ ... Commercial Building Developers 
(Ranked by total square feet developed thru 1990) . 
Company Development C urrent Projects Propmed Projecl~ Location~ or Projects Employees Top Local Executive 
:"'arne Completed Thru 1990 #of I.E. Projects Title 
Address Market Value Phone Number 
Rancon Flnanical 584,413 5 4000,000 San Bernardino 13 Steven Palmer 
650 Hospiulity Lane, Ste. 600 $411.000,000 2 Years Ontar1o Dir of Mkling 
San Bernardino, California 92408 Rancho Cucamonga (714)381 -5301 
Majestic Realty Company 475.000 2 8,000,000 Ontar1o N/A Ed Roski Sr. 
2 13191 Crossroads Parkway S600,000.000 8 Years Chino Pres1dent 
C1ty of Industry, California 91746 (213) 692 -9581 
Magnon Company 429,000 l 56,000 Riverside 18 Ray Magnon 
3 1650 Spruce Street, Ste. 400 $16,795,000 I Year Pres ident / CEO 
Riverside, Califonua 92507 (714) 684-0860 
Ceotremark 353,000 I 125,000 Ontario 3 Denrus Cruzan 
4 3401 Centtelake Drive. Ste. 425 N/A I Year Principal 
Ontano, California 91761 (714) 988 -5654 
Community 1\atiooal Corporation 318,110 I 205,000 Redlands 14 Russ E. Halle 
5 1731 Orange Tree Lane-A Sl5,500,000 I Year President 
Redlands, Californ1a 92374 (714)792-7111 
The Koll Company 300,000 7 5,500,000 Miraloma 15 Wanda Chihak 
6 3350 Shelby, Ste. 100 $75,000,000(est) 7 Years Senior V.P. 
Ontario, California 91764 (714) 944 - 1380 
Tbe Laws Company Ltd. 259,000 3 75,000 N/ A 2 Ned Martm 
7 1300 Bristol St, No., Ste. 200 $45,000,000 I Year Pres I Propen Services 
Newport Beach, California 92660 (714) 252-0606 
Jacobs Development Company 250,000 N/A 370,000 Riverside 16 Douglas Jacobs 
8 6820 Indiana Avenue, Ste. 210 N/A 2 Yean President 
Riverside, California 92506 (714) 788-9887 
Blrtcber 190,00 2 500,000 Riverside 6 Lee R. Redmond ill 
9 701 N Haven, Ste. !50 $120,000,000 3 Yean Rialto Principal 
Ontario, California 91764 Corona (714) 944- 9890 
Trammell Crow Company 164.000 I 950,000 N/A N/A Michael J . Wheeler 
10 3120 Chicago Avenue, Ste. 170 16,000,000 I Year Marketing Rep. 
Riverside, California 92507 (714) 682 - 5720 
Ron Dobson Builders Inc 150,000 1 100,000 Riverside 8 Ronald Dobson 
11 4505 Allstate Drive 1,000,000 I Year President 
Riverside, Califorrua 92501 (714)781 -2990 
The West Way Group 149,425 N/A 55,500 Riverside N/A Robert Johnson 
12 23441 South Pointe Dr., Ste. 210 N/A 2 Yean Project Mgr 
Laguna Hills, California 92653 (714) 455-0400 
Tbe Sunset Group 140.000 5 100,000 Victorville 8 Palriclt Hopkins 
13 275 W. Hopsitilit.y Lane. 11306 41,500.000 2Years San Bernardino Pres1dent 
San Bernardino, California 92408 (714) 381 - 4381 
Bartoo Development Company 160,000 N/A 320,000 Rancho Cucamonga N/A James F. Barton 
14 10535 Foothill Blvd. 11350 N/A 2 Years President 
Rancho Cucamonga, California 91730 (714) 945 - 47(17 
Arkal Properties 129,000 3 N/A Ontario 2 Charles McLaughlin 
15 2900 Bristol St. 110-104 20,000,000 N/A Rancho Cucamonga President 
Costa Mesa, California 92626 (714) 751 - 7884 
Matsubara USA 105,000 N/A N/A N/A N/A Kiyoshi Yokolrura 
16 7(17 Wilshire Blvd. 113270 N/A N/A President 
Los Angeles, California 90017 (213) 624 - 2692 
A.H. ReJter Development Company 98,000 N/A N/A N/A HemyReilcE 
17 3151 Airway Bldg. A, Ste. 3 N/A N/A N/A Owner 
Costa Mesa, California 92626 (714) 980- 1643 
Tbe Isaacs Group 50,000 N/A N/A N/A 0 Davelsucs 
18 750 Alta Vista Way N/A N/A N/A President I CEO 
Laguna Hills, California 92651 (714) 494-2203 
lMiand Enterprises 38,027 1 N/A Ontario 0 James J. Bohan 
19 333 City Blvd West, Ste. 501 5,000,000 N/A Genenl Partner 
Qr.nse, California 92668 (714) 978-2888 
Delmar Enterprises 37,000 N/A 310,000 Rancho Cucamonga 6 Philippe Chiron 
20 I 0300 Fourth St., Ste. 260 N/A 3 Yean President 
Rancho Cucamonga, California 91730 (714) 945-3325 
George Development N/A N/A 84.000 Rancllo Cucmnon&a N/A FeluChen 
21 829 S. San Gabriel Blvd N/A N/A President 
San Gabriel, California 91776 (818) 286 - 3767 
Albert J , Aller & Associates N/A I 52,000 Ontario N/A Albert J. Auer 
22 3300 Irvine Ave., 11100 N/A I Year President 
Newport Beach, California 92660 (714) 756- 0690 
American 'ITading Real Estste Properties 195.000 I 500,000 Ontario 5 William Ham 
23 1055 Wilshire Blvd., Ste. 1504 N/A 5 Yean V.P. Western Region 
Los Angeles, Cailfom1a 90017 (213) 481 -2600 
N/A . Not Applicable WND Would Not D1sclose n/a s not ava1lable The mformat10n In lhe above hst was obtained from the compames hsted To lhe best of our knowledge the ~nlonnabon supplied 11 
accurate as of press bme While every effort 1s made to ensure the accuracy and thoroughness of the hst. om1ss1oos and typograp/11cal errors somobme occur Please send coi'1'8Ciions or addnlons on 
company letterhead to The Inland Emp~re Bus1ness Journal. 340t Centrelake Dr 1620, Ontano, CA 91764 Researched by Stephen Tucker Copyflght 1990 Inland EmPI'fl Business Journal 
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Newly-Incorporated City Boasts Balance 
The city of Temecula 
has worked toward 
resolving many of the 
problems inherited 
upon incorporation. 
N early one hundred fifty years ago the first Butterfield Stage travel-
ing between SL Louis and San Francisco 
pulled up m front of the Magee Store in 
Temecula. With the arrival of the 
stages, came the beginning of change in 
the valley. 
has attracted many 
major corporations, 
adding substantially to 
the economic base of 
the community by 
providing jobs and 
payrolls. The city IS 
fortunate to have more 
than four milli on 
square feet of industn-
al user buildings with 
another 600,000 
square feet under con-
struction. Industrial 
companies provide the 
bulk of the jobs avail-
able in the community, 
including some of the 
following: Advanced 
Cardiovascular Sys-
tems , International 
Rectifier, Bianchi 
International, BW/lP 
International, Inc ., 
Hudson Oxygen Ther-
apy Sales Co., Profes-
Till. lusltNrc TunurJa Haul, bl"rll "' 1882 by 1/u Wtlrys, was ont of 1M. frrsl b~LSIIIUSU ulablrslud 111 Tt-cula 
Wutd!ru/1 111 Old Town, Tt-culD 
Today, Temecula is a newly-incorpo-
rated city in the county of Riverside. 
Upon incorporation in 1989, the voters 
overwhelmingly chose to retain the his-
torical name of Temecula. Legend has it 
that the name "Temecula" was bestowed 
on the valley by Nahachish, an ancient 
Indian chief, and it means "where the 
sun shines through the mist." 
The area has thrived with the influx 
of newcomers, and, in recent years, the 
introduction of a master-planned com-
munity has set the stage for a progres-
sive, dynamic, mnovative community 
with a current population of 37,000 and 
a growth potential of nearly I 00,000. 
The communlly is blessed with a bal-
ance of industnal and commercial space 
and conunues to expenence growth 
m all segments of the economy 
mcluding residential , commercial 
and industnal. The growth of these 
segments prov1des a balance for a 
quality lifestyle second to none. 
sional Hospual Supply, Opto 21, Gener-
al Dynamics, and Moore Business 
Forms. 
Temecula is proud of its commerc1al 
development and has the second highest 
per capita sales tax revenue of any city 
in western Riverside County. The city is 
noted not only for its growth, but the 
quality of its development. The balance 
which exists in the quality of life is 
woven into Temecula's residential, com-
mercial, and industrial projects. 
Ronald J. Parks, Temecula 's first 
mayor, recently commented that 
"Temecula is one of the fastest growing 
communities in Riverside County and 
commissions are made up of communi- sets the tone for an open government 
ty-spirited individuals who arc con- relationship with its constituents. 
tributing their time and The city is fortunate to 
energies toward imp- have nearly 50,000 square. 
roving the quality of feet of retail/commercial 
life in their community. space in place. Temecula has 
They are solving prob- two major shopping areas, 
terns daily, and with both anchored by major ten-
their support, the city ants. The city will continue 
was instrumental in to encourage retail/commer-
starting an innovative cial development to expand 
traffic-control program the economic base of the 
on the 1-15 overcross- Ronald J Parks, community through genera-
ings and Winchester T•-cuJD's FrTSI May<N tion of sales tax revenues. 
and Rancho California Roads. The traf- The city currently has an auto mall 
fie controller program was introduced as which represents 12 major auto manu-
that getting control of the city's ~,...----...,,....._ facturers, adding to the economic health 
of the area. growth was hke grabbing an 
explosion. The city council is 
looking for balanced quality 
growth that will provide excel-
lent employment, shopping, 
housing, and recreational oppor-
tunities. We look for the city of 
Temecula to be the gem of 
Riverside County." 
Temecula is blessed with a variety of 
residential choices ranging from apart-
ments to high-end custom homes. This 
mix of housing is unique to the area and 
provides housing for all segments of the 
economy. Residential, commercial, 
retail, and industrial 
The city of Temecula has 
worked toward resolving many 
Tt-cula rs a prclurtsqut crry Setnrc srghls rncludt 1/u 
wuttrn almbsphtrt of Old Town and 1M. strtM stll111g of 
development have 
been created in 
of the problems mherited upon incorpo-
ration. The city counc1l has established 
1111. pond on Rancho CalrftNniiJ Rood 
an mtenm step, pnor to the installation 
of permanent traffic-control devices. It 
was an 1dea which was Implemented 
with great success and is being copied 
by other communities in Southern Cali-
forma. 
The city council has also developed 
accordance with a 
master plan , and 
the results provide 
security for investments 
and an assurance that 
property values w1ll con-
tinue to appreciate. !:> 
an mnovauve public forum pro- l""lr'2JIII•E--------..., 
v1dmg the Citizens an opportunity Temecula is located on Interstate 
15, approximately 45 rrules south of 
Riverside and 60 rrules north of San 
Diego. It IS situated at the base of 
the piCturesque Santa Rosa moun-
tains and borders Southern Cahfor-
ma's famed wme country. 
OH u Fol R \IIU.IO' 
Svt \RF Fu: 1 oF Rt '1ws' 
Jnd~LSITIIJI Bwldmgs 1/rgh qualrJy col'>vnucUJI & vuirLriTUJI 
spact vcrsll 1/voughouJ 1/u cuy Wrndsor Park I 
to vo1cc the1r opm1ons and dis-
cuss ISSues with elected offic1als 
m an open and friendly environ-
ment each month. A spec1f1c 
tLme 1s set as1de at a c1ty council 
meeung, when the pubhc can 
ra1sc any 1ssue and pose any 
question to the council, w1th the 
assurance that the council 1s lis-
tening and w1ll be respons1vc to 
inquiries. Th1s program clearly 
Temecula offers new opporturuues and 
several major commiSSIOns to address 
plannmg, public safety, traffic safety, 
and parks and recreation 1ssues. These MO<kt 1/~s • Tt-cula 25 of! us a widt wmtly of aurae lrvt, af!ordablt hO'"IIIIg 
APRIL 1991 
Fred£. Jandt 
{C(Otm!bhl~lm~ 
:s:m~alm~Sl~ !llm~ 
:l.\t~~lil~ 
1Trr !1 \Y \tO 
Three factors are 
contributing to a sud-
den increase in travel. 
The end of the war in 
the Persian Gulf has 
cased fears of terror-
1st acts. Positive signs 
mdicate an casying of 
the recession . And 
the airlines and cruise 
lines may continue 
their discounted prices into the summer. 
Now is the time to lock in prices for that vacation--
and with a little planning you can deduct part of the cost. 
You can write off travel only to the extent that ll 
exceeds 2 percent of your adjusted gross income. Only 8 
percen t of food and entertainment expenses are 
deducuble. Call the IRS at 800-424-FOIUvl and request 
Pubhcauon 463 "Travel, Entert.amment and G1ft Expens-
es." Here are some 1dcas based on LA Times travel ups: 
Mix business with leisure. If you perform some 
busmess on a pleasure tnp, you can deduct the hotel, 
local tran ·ponauon fee , meals, and other work expens-
es dtrectl y related to domg that work. 
Mix pleasure with business. Add the weekend 
onto a busmess trip. As long as a busmes trip IS w1thm 
the Umted States, you can stay the weekend and deduct 
all costs. Food and todgmg are deducuble only for the 
days you were on busmess. 
Donate your vacation time. Cons1der donaung 
ume and effort to a charity out of town. If you itemiLc, 
travel expenses related to charttable activities can be 
deducted as chan table contributions not subject to the 2 
percent rule. 
Take seminars out of town. Travel as a form of 
education or travel to take classes out of town to learn a 
new occupation are not deductible, but travel to take 
classes, and the classes themselves, are deductible 1f 
they are essenual to your professiOnal development. If 
you're self-employed, you can charge travel expenses to 
your bus1ness as an expense on Schedule C. But remem-
The real bargain in travel today 
is cruises. You pay one cost for 
airfare, transfers, and all meals 
and entertainment. Total cost 
per day can be as low as $150, 
even lower right now because 
of heavy discounting. 
ber to keep good records. The IRS cons1ders travel 
expenses a pnmary area of taxpayer abuse. 
l'wo specml cautions: foreign tr1ps and crwses. 
For a tr1p out of the country, less than a week m 
length, and primarily for business, all expenses can be 
deducted. For trips more than a week, however, you can-
not spend more than 25 percent of the time on pleasure 
to deduct all costs. And for conventions and seminars, 
you have to show good reason why the activity had to be 
out of the country. 
For cruise ship conventions and meetings, you can 
deduct $2,000 per year if the activities arc directly re_lat-
ed to business and if the ship is registered in the Umted 
States and all of its ports of call are in the U.S. 
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Hawai1 remains Cal1fomia travelers' value destLnauon. 
Instead of Honolulu or Maui, visit the Big Island and 
Kauai. 
Just two hours further west is Tahiti, which has fewer 
tourists in a year than Hawaii has in 10 days. Peace, 
quiet, no sales tax, and no tipping. 
Private villas in Jamaica overlooking the ocean come 
with a complete staff including cook, housekeeper, laun-
dress, and gardener. Two or three couples can experience 
a week of luxury at a reasonable price. 
The real bargain in travel today is cruises. You pay 
one cost for airfare, transfers, and all meals and enter-
tainment. Total cost per day can be as low as $150, even 
lower right now because of heavy discounting. Each 
ship and sometimes each sailing have their own special-
ty. 
Royal Viking Star appeals to the young with gym and 
spa facilities, jogging track, and a large nightclub and 
casino. The Star Princess dedicates an entire deck to 
sunbathing, swimming, lounging, and socializing. 
American Hawaii Cruises is U.S. registry and calls 
only at U.S. pons in Hawaii. It offers three, four and 
seven day cruises. Delta Queen Steamboat Line cruises 
the Mississippi, Ohio, Cumberland and Tennessee rivers. 
Premier Cruise Lmes features three or four night 
cruises to the Bahamas with a free Walt Disney World 
Resort vacation. Speciality lines, like Windjammer 
Barefoot Cruises, have the largest fleet of Tall Ships in 
the World. And you can float through Europe's inland 
waterways on luxury hotel barges. 
Your professional travel consultant can match your 
interests to the right cruise line for you. 6 
Fred E. Jandt is a professor of comnwnicaJion aJ Californio 
Stale University, San Bernardino, and writes on business com· 
17Wl1ication and travel lie has arranged educaJional and 
business travel. 
Succe:-.s never conK~ e'cl'>ilr lt takes years of hard v.'Ork, insight and a personal 
dedic-ation to excellence. 
At American Airlmes, we share that dedication. And work hard to make flying 
ac; hao;sle-free a-. possible. Thats why busine travelers around the world depend 
on American for consistent high-qualiry service whenever they fly. 
Together American Airlines and American Eagle• serve nearly 250 destinations 
worldwide. So if you're going places in business, let American take you there. Call 
your Travel Agent or American Airlines 
at (800) 433-7300 about your next trip. 
Amencan ~is a rql>lered~ mari<ol American ~n charir.lrn' /he~. Alrlmcs. Inc., and Is Amencan~ alrt-lLWldae. ......... , ,..._.,., "15 ~ Ulr. 
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Weekend Time Out 
your weekend hvmg quarters 
than, say, Room 202 down the 
hall to your left off the eleva-
tor?" 
ot exactly your stan-
dard Mega Hote l. Picture : 
You're cuddled by the tiled 
fireplace, fresh fro m the 7-
f oot Jacuzzi there m the cor-
ncr. Ove r the queen-size 
feather bed hovers a bamboo-
thatch canopy to sweeten your 
dreams. Oriental rugs on an 
oak noor. Many touches all 
around. Views from a private 
dec k take in fi ve miles of 
WEEKEDD EscaPE 
D n the dark, there it is again. That "thump-bump-thump." Could it be 
a Lowland Gorilla chest-beating over his 
turf? Elephants on the move? Or just 
plain old ocean breakers on a south 
Orange County beach? 
Sou them California shoreline and the San 
Clemente Pier right across the way. No 
Room 207 is this. This is the Out of 
Africa honeymoon suite at Casa. 
OK, so much for the bed at Casa. 
The mind can play funny tricks when 
you're a guest at Casa Tropicana in San 
Clemente. But that's the whole idea. and 
it's not a bad one. Mind-games to talce 
What about the breakfast part? The 
expected sweet rolls and coffee are only 
pan of a full -morning, noon and evening 
menu at Casa's Tropicana Bar & Grill, 
just downstairs, or hustled to your room 
in swell fashion. We had the steak fajita 
and Baja chicken with cheese scramble. 
Very good. 
you away. 
e:~w~n=~ ~:;:.~ u~&a• I 
a bed & breakfast cut ~[lr!Sllli 
out for those who 
would do an African . 
Safari or a trip to some Paradise Island, 
but have only a few days and a few dol-
lars. 
Probably figuring the plain four walls 
of a hotel room just doesn't cut it for a 
certain type of weekend, Casa owners 
Rick and Christy Anderson did up their 
walls, ceilings and floors--like mini-vec-
sions of Fantasy Island--each with its 
own pet name: Bali Hai; Emerald Forest; 
Jungle Paradise; Key Largo. Rick's got a 
reason: "Aren't those better names for 
Getting away to Casa Tropicana is a 
treat, not just for the unusual accommo-
dations. There are the cute shops, twisty 
streets, and the San Clemente Pice to take 
in. If the decor doesn't do it, a stroll will 
help make you forget about what prob-
lems might be sitting on your desk like a 
Lowland Gorilla come Monday morning. 
Casa Tropicana. 610 Avenida Victoria, 
San Clemente. (714) 492-1234. ll 
--------By Rebecca Ryan 
ll<t<U>In<Dll)}~~ft~ ~~~ UJIJ>ftmirm fim 
'lrrr&"f<ell~ <til<~> UJ~A~ 
11 m <A! liD. ~ ft rr1 <C <m m n fi ft fi <~> m IHl m fin~ 
Consumer Con.{Uknce Index 
Boasts February Increases 
I ndications that leisure and business travel in the United States 
should increase soon was hailed 
by Go USA! , a coalition of prominent 
travel indus try leaders dedicated to 
gelling American business and leisure 
travel back to normal. 
According to Commerce Secretary 
Robert A. Mosbacher, the consumer 
confidence index was showing increueS 
in confidence in February, even before 
the end oC the successful allied operation 
in the Penian Gulf. 
"We expect consumer coafadeace 10 
show signifteant improvement starting 
in March as a res•lt of the end of 
hostilities and the sense of pride and 
security in our country 's future ," 
Mosbacher said. "We expect a strong 
revival in our tourism industry, as a 
resulL" 
lt was pointed out that higbez psoline 
~ces. for example. affect f• more thin 
the motorist who pulls up to the pump to 
have the tank filled. 
"The economy, more than anything 
else, has put a damper on travel, by auto, 
plane and other means," Mosbacher 
noted . "This was true during the 
recessions of 1980 and 1982, as well as 
now. 
"This affects the nation's third-largest 
retail segment and its second-largest 
employer. At risk are nearly six million 
jobs. $74.5 billion in wages and salaries, 
and $42.8 billion in tax revenues. 
"Only health services employ more 
people and only automobile dealers and 
food stores produce more in retail 
business receipts. We spend more on 
travel than we do on clothing, 
accessories, jewelry and personal care 
combined, and more than we do on 
household utilities, including telephone 
service. 
"Let's not forget that one of the things 
our men and women fought for in the 
Gulf was the right for us to travel, that 
precious thing Teddy Roosevelt called 
'the perfect fleedom'. • tl 
W e fish-people are happy that somebody 
figured out why your typ1cal fish has no 
ta te. ot classless, mind you. Just taste-
less. 
What a relief for fish-lovers who are 
ured of getting what could pass for a veal 
cullet, not fish. It's herbs and stuff that 
make the difference, say Sous' chefs 
Steve Agutlar and Calvin Shipley. 
It's this pair's job at Maxwell's-by-the-
Sea to do something nice with fish--tin-
kering with herbs, spices, sultry sauces, 
then applying the resul ts to halibut, ahi, 
swordfish, salmon, mahi-mahi, and ono. 
"A fish isn't a fish," they observe--
"until you do something intelligent with 
it." The difference between good fish and 
great fish is smart seasoning. "The right 
spice makes nice fish," adds Steve, a 14-
year veteran chef at Maxwell's. 
The Sous-duo know ~hat they're 
doing, as those who dine at Maxwell's 
will give as the reason for their frequent 
visits from the Inland Empire to this land-
mark fish eatery in Huntington Beach. 
We had the swordfish. As a devoted 
fish foodie, I was happy. The only prob-
lem was not with the fish . It was with the 
beach-facing booth. A recommendation: 
go to Maxwell's after dark, or get a table 
out of the setting sun. 
Having put to rest appetizer of sauteed 
shrimp scampi, we awaited the pleasure 
of Pacific swordfish. The firSt bite gave 
more than a sneaking suspicion that it 
was rendered in a champagne sauce with 
shallots--charbroiled, lightly brushed with 
garlic butter and old bay sp1cc, it was 
served as a vtsual art framed w1th a nice 
variety of vegetables and potatoes. 
It was pretty on the plate because, as 
philosopher/chef Steve pomted out, "we 
eat with our eyes as well as our mouths." 
Move on, please, to Maxwell 's New 
Zealand ora nge rough y, sauteed in 
creamy lobster sauce; Alaskan halibut 
Cajun (which is another Maxwell's per-
sonal treat), being marinara-tendered with 
fresh herbs; fi rm, center-cut Sashimi-
quality ahi, charbroiled with a pick of 
eight special sauces, ala Maxwell's. Ah. 
Fussiness with seasonings and sauces 
bequeathed upon seafood possibly helps 
account for the popularity of Maxwell's 
as a destination restaurant for gourmands 
all over Southern California. Probably 
the beachy location has something to do 
with its 10-rat ing among the Pisces 
crowd. Where else would you expect a 
prime seafood house to be? 
High above tide-level next to the 
famous Huntington Pier, Maxwell's offers 
views of the beach people in action and 
response and, on a clear day, Catalina--all 
this set to tunes from a soft piano befi t-
ting the nostalgic mood of this historic 
place. 
Maxwell's-by-the-Sea. PCH and Main 
Street. Huntington Beach. For reserva-
tions, call (7 14) 536-2555. tl 
Catering to Groups 
of All Sizes. 
Trust your next meeting ro River-
side's first class, fu ll service 
hotel. • From executive 
retreats in our private 
boardrooms to grander 
functions in our 2,000 
sq. ft ballroom. And, of 
course, there's the 92,000 
sq. ft. Riverside Convention 
Center right next door for those 
really big events. • So next time 
you're planning a function from 
5 to 500, let us carer to all the 
details that add up to your success. 
res'~ . : ~~"' 
3400 ~rket Street 
Riverside, California 92SOJ 
(71-4) 784-8000 
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~usiness And Profit Plans Make Paying Taxes A Pleasure _,g 
W hen 1s paymg more taxes a bless-ing 1n tl1sgu1se? Desp1te our 
someume negauve vtew about paymg 
taXe , h1gher taxes means a company has 
made more money, whtch also translates 
to higher profi ts. 
The Strategic Operating Plan 
Most compantes that are makmg more 
money have everyone in the company 
worktng toward a com-
mon goal . These goals 
are usually set forth m 
a strateg ic busmess 
plan and a de ta iled 
profit plan or budget, 
developed by key man-
agement staff wnh1n 
the compan y. An 
accounting or general 
business advisory firm 
can ass1st compames 
wi th both business and 
profit plans, so that 
management can com-
municate one umfied 
direcuon to a compan} 
When an enure compa-
ny operates w1th the same goal m mmd, 
the result is h1gher revenues, h1gher prof-
its, and maybe even h1gher taxes. 
Vlfluall y all grow1ng bus1nesses 
rcqutrc a stmtegtc operaung plan to guttie 
and control thctr success. The strategtc 
bu mess plan sets the dtrccuon the com-
pany would like to pursue over a finlle 
penod of umc, usually three to five years. 
The plan then prov1des the company with 
a gUtde of what they want to do; when 11 
will be done; exactly who will do 11; and 
what resources are necessary to support 
l l 
The Annual Profit Plan 
The annual profit plan 
or budget, on the other 
hand, IS exactly what 11 
states. This type of plan 
is a more detailed look 
at JUSt one year wtthin 
the larger three to five 
year ume fra me out-
lined tn the strateg tc 
plan. The annual profit 
plan IS the vehtcle that 
te ll s each employee 
what thetr requirements 
are for the next year, 
and how these require-
ments fit mto the over-
all company ObJectives. 
The profi t plan 1S detatled enough to 
enable management to conunuously mea-
sure progress and to take corrective acuon 
on a timely basis, not just m the fourth 
JlD if 1i1 Utl1 1D fr D «: J.R a ~ ~ U 00 JF <DHf® U ~ lD 
irrr 1D "~ n ® rr~ IB3 ®<ID lld [nl~ "illr ii [p)~ fr<ID ill 0 § 0 
4 7 percent of the Amencan Express 
M ore foreign travelers are plan- offices surveyed handled more financ1al ning trips to the U.S., accord- servtces transac-
ing to a new American £! lions for travelers 
Ex pres.' •m ey or i " # _ ..... ...;, ......... ~ '"' " '' m'mh -
lOp travel offices over- ~ . :=::;:;; bers dun ng t e 
seas. F1fty-two percent cl:J: last two weeks _of 
of the offices smveyed saw increased February than earlier 
business and leisure travel bookings to in the month. Another 33 percent report-
the U.S. during the last two weeks of ed no change in the volume of these 
February, as the Gulf war neared its end. acuv!Ues, which include cashmg Amen-
Altogether, eight of every ten offices can Express Travelers Cheques. 
reported that their U.S.-bound bookings 
either increased or held steady from ear-
lier in the month. 
Europe had the most dramauc nse, 
where 70 percent of the offices reported 
higher bookings to the U.S., including 78 
percent of United Kingdom offices. This 
was followed by Latin America (57 per-
cent), Canada (43 percent), and Asia (25 
percent). 
The American Express survey polled 
59 travel offices in Europe, Asia, Latin 
America and Canada, comparing travel 
volume for the last two weeks of Febru-
ary against earlier in the month. 
International Companies 
Reducing Travel Restrictions 
Eighty-s1x percent of the offices sur-
veyed reported that th ei r corporate 
clients had reduced war-related employee 
travel restrictions by the end of February. 
Of these respondents, 45 percent 
described that "most" of their corporate 
clients had reduced such restrictions. 
Financial Services For 
Travelers Rise 
One sign of more travel activity IS that 
Outlook For Further Gain 
American Express travel office man-
agers were opumistic about the pace of 
further travel gains after the war. Sixty-
nine percent predicted additional pick-up 
in business travel within 2-3 weeks of the 
war's end. F1fty-six percent expect fur-
ther increases m leisure travel with in the 
same period. 
No one expects international travel to 
come back to historic levels overnight, 
but we believe momentum wiU continue 
to bu1ld as people grow less apprehen-
sive about travel in the aftermath of the 
war. 
An earlier American Express survey of 
50 U.S. travel offices, conducted Febru-
ary 19-20, indicated that more Ameri-
cans are booking vacation travel. In that 
previously-announced survey, 66 percent 
of the agents reported an increase m 
domestic vacation bookings during the 
month of February, and 30 percent stated 
that there had been either an increase or 
no change in international vacation book-
ings during the month. In addition, 66 
percent of the agenL~ surveyed said that 
they had received advance bookings for 
the summer season. ll 
quarter when 11 may be too late Thts 
measurement benefit of profit planmng tS 
espectally helpful dunng cconomtcally 
troubled umes, ltke we're experienctng 
now. 
mformauon cnucal to the succes~ of the 
bus mess; 
• A fresh, objecuve evaluauon of the 
company's progress toward tts obJecUves. 
If you're interested m strategtc and 
annual profit plans, what do you need to 
do? All that's really reqUired is acuve 
partictpauon on your part and that of your 
key managers. A credtble and competent 
CPA fi rm should revtew your current 
operaung pracuces, your mternal fi nan-
cial and operating reports, and get a rea-
so nab ly good understanding of the 
unique charactensucs of your busmess. 
Then, one to three days of the president's 
or controller's time tS requtred to mter-
view you about your goals, objecu ves 
and concerns, making sure that al l aspects 
of the company have been mcorporated 
into the plan. 
What to Expect 
Once the tnformauonal intervtews 
have been cond ucted and completed, 
what can you expect? 
• A wnuen plan of acuon which, when 
1mplemcnted, w11l produce a deStred level 
of results from a financ1al v1ewpomt; 
• Weekly, monthly and annual proJec-
tions m all key operaung, sellmg and 
fi nancial areas of the busmess. Many of 
these meas ures wtll be non-fi nanctal, 
such as leads, turnover rauos and conver-
sion rates -- measures that really dnve 
acuvity to the bottom lme; 
• A vehicle for assunng that incenuve 
compensation plans reward employees 
for achievmg specific goals that match 
the company's goals; 
• A tool wh1ch changes the culture of a 
company, enabling key company person-
nel to be pro-active rather than re-active 
managers and work together toward pre-
determined, specific results; 
• An opportunity for key management to 
meet and shape Im porta nt ideas and 
A Dream Come True 
V1rtually every maJOr company has 
used annual and strateg1c planning as an 
integral part of 1ts busmess cul ture. For 
most c~pan1es, havmg a worlang busi-
ness plan tS a dream come true. Over and 
over, managers will say, "This ts always 
someth tng I've wanted to do, but never 
sat down and did 11 because I didn't know 
how to approach the subJCct." In short, 
strategtc busmess and profit plans give a 
company control over tts own destiny and 
let everyone know how to achieve com-
mon goals. 
So, the next ume you hear one of your 
peers or business associates complaimng 
about htgher taxes, remember he or she IS 
making more money, too! Strategic buSI-
ness and profit plans are a vital link to 
that success. fl 
The strategic or business 
plan sets the direction the 
company would like to 
pursue over a finite period 
of time, usually 3-5 years. 
Michoe/J 
Rasnwssoa 
IS managing 
partner of 
IM O fllario 
off<e~ of 
Corbm &. 
\Vertz, acu -
II{Led p ubliC 
accounJing 
andbU.fl· 
ness 
con.sultmg 
firm. 
Low Interest Rates? 
Get' em While They're Hot!!! 
L ike the proverbial hot cakes.... low interest rates 
are going fast! As pre-IJIII ___ dicted in our Jan. article m 
Inland Empire Business Journal, inter-
est rates are currently the lowest they 
have been in five years. W1th a return 
of consumer confidence and the 
prospect o renewed m auon, rates are 
level and are expected to rise. NOW is 
the time to LOCK IN rates for fixed-
rate mongages. Be sure to get it in 
writing. If you don't take advantage o 
tl now, you could be paying thousands 
of dollars more over the life of your 
loan. 
LAWNDALE'S TOP MORTGAGE PICKS 
~MiycrOri;ty(714)49l~M<irREHSpm •().a-40Yeas~ 
FIXID ADJ. I Sf 2ND sm:IALNOIFs 
RJUE RAIE m m 
Yes Yes Yes Yes !t:'Rat 11m ft&t 
Yes Yes Yes Yes Be!tARnD 'Yibs 
Yes Ycs Yes Cllir 
R.t 
Yes Yes Yes Cal 
Bala:r Frwaal Yes Yes 
CAl.LDirl&o..n 14 ~12 
Yes Yes Eltallnpa:ntmW:e 
~eu~m. 
Nair:noiMat&al\e~Asr. Yes Yes CAI.Lilr(714)281 'Yes Yes Raskxillbt 
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'? '? A N S W E R S F 0 R T H E I N L A N D E M P I R E ? ? 
Do you favor mandated health care where companies must prov~ 
health care for their employees? What social or economic Impacts 
might mandated health care have on business? 
Donald E. But/«' 
Pr•sJMnt & CEO 
Marchants & 
The 4,000-plus member Merchants and Manu fac turers 
Association is opposed to legislauve efforts to thrust the social 
burden of providing health care for the state's six million 
unemployed, uninsured and uninsurable on employers. The 
fact of the mauer is that state and local governments have 
failed to provide a medical care system necessary to serve indi-
gent and low-income persons because of public revenue con-
straints at both the state and local level. Rather than seek a 
political solution in this era of critical budget deficits, the law-
makers prefer to dump the problem on employers by taxing 
their payrolls. 
,.nufllcturw• 
A•aoclatlon 
Consider AB 321 by Margolin (D-Los Angeles). This bill 
would impose a 2% payroll tax on employers to cover the cost 
of "a comprehensive program to provide prenatal services to 
pregnant women and child health care to children under 12 
years of age for all women and children who are eligible for the 
Medi-Cal program and do not have health insurance coverage ... " 
Consider Margolin's other solution to the health care crisis, AB 14. This measure 
would force small employers to pay up to 8% of gross payroll and employees to pay 
up to 2%. Large employers (those of SO or more employees) would have to compl~ 
with the "pay or play" provisions and with even more onerous requirements. Accord-
ing to a recent annual survey, American corporations now spend an amount equal to 
one-fourth of their earnings to provide coverage for their employees, and well over 80 
percent of the work force is covered. Forcmg employers to msure workers' health 
natiorllllly as spec1fied and mandated by the lawmakers could cost as many as 3.5 mil-
lion jobs, sigruficantly reduce compensation for workers who stay on the JOb, and con-
ceivably price goods and services out of the market place. It would severely reduce 
our 10ternauonal compeutiveness. 6 
"Incenuves, rather than mandates, are 
more effecuve motivators for change. Espe-
cially for small businesses, many feel a 
maJor soluu on to the problem of secunng 
more affordable health coverage for employ-
ees IS to be found 10 seek.mg exemption to 
exisung state mandates requmng the IOClu-
SIOn of "nonessenual" benefits m group 
health plans. 
For example, Blue Sh1eld is acttvely 
involved, along w1th others m our 10dustry, 
m encouragmg leg1slauve reform that would 
allow introduction of bas1c, lower cost pro-
grams offenng the most vital , quality health 
care benefits at a price withm the range 
demanded by the small business communi-
ty." 6 
Susan Blais 
Blue Shield, Calif. 
Development Slow at Norton 
conld.from Page 5 
According to one source, the whole 
project was a pipe dream from the 
beginning. There has been talk of 
developing the area into a municipal 
airport, but after careful analysis, it 
was discovered that a runway would 
have to be oriented over the San Gor-
gonio Pass so that planes can have 
easy access to the faci lity. But to do 
this would cause major potential inter-
ference w1th existing landing and take-
off patterr.s from Palm Spnngs and 
Ontario International Airports. 
Another development alternative 
was to locate a pnson on the base. But 
agrun the question of tox1cs. Regula-
tions clearly state t1 1t captured popu-
lauons cannot be r ..ced w1th10 a one-
mile radius of emiwng toxiC sources. 
Aoot.ber Vacaot Lot? 
So again, the quesuon IS not who 
can aff~Xd to develop the area, but who 
will want to after the Air Force pulls 
out. With envirorunt> J factorS now a 
major concern, many wonder 1f the 
development situation is beyond city 
and county control. Will this be a 
mauer for Washington to solve? 
"If anyone thinks this is going to 
happen overn1ght, they have unrea-
sonable expectations and don't under-
stand the magnitude of the problems 
we're fac1ng ... both the IVDA, the 
master developer and the A1r Force," 
says M1tchell. "The A1r Force can 
walk out of there, tum m the key and 
say, 'here it is,' but that's going to be 
pretty easy on thelf part compared to 
what it w1ll take to move someone 
else 10 to develop the area. It's not an 
easy task for any agency to formulate 
a 'no-fnlls' plan, or to f10d a group 
who can take the ball and run w1th 
iL" 
Accord10g to Mitchell, desp1te the 
setbacks, the development of a re-use 
plan 1s still progress10g, but it will 
not be unul the end of Apnl before 
the board can seriously cons1der re-
evaluating other candidates. 6 
Increasing numbers of Cahforn1ans lack health 
10 urance. It IS a senous proble m because many of 
these people aren't getting access to the h1gh quality of 
medical care that is available to the 10sured. The unin· 
sured suffer needlessly; their conditions deteriorate to a 
point where they have much more serious problems 
and permanent disabilities that could have been pre-
vented by earlier treatment Some have to rely ulti-
mately on state provided services or charity care, and 
as the number of uninsured increases, these safety net 
resources are sttetched to the breaking point 
Since many employers are providing health insur-
ance now, it might appear that one of the easiest ways 
Senator Robert Presley to expand coverage would be to require all employers 
[).36th District to pay for a portion of their employees' health insur-
ance costs. Supporters of th is approach argue that we 
already have in place a business tax credit that would help defray much of the cost of 
the insurance, and because all business would be required to pay for the insurance then 
no one is at a competitive disadvantage. 
Unfortunately, the burden of an employer mandate would be particularly heavy on 
small businesses. They are the least likely to have the profit margins to pay for the 
cost of employee health benefits. They are the most likely to go out of business as the 
costs of the mandate escalate. Consequently, I have advocated an alternative approach 
which minimally impacts employers. It is the creation of a nonprofit statewide associ-
ation to provide health insurance to those who are unable to obtain affordable cover-
age from private insurers. This association would be required to issue health insur-
ance contracts to eligible California residents for medically necessary services and 
would further prov1de ehgib1hty to all California res1dents wllhiO certain specified 
limitation. Th1s approach also attempts to restrain these nsing costs by requmng the 
assocl8tion to engage 10 health care cost contracting w1th built 10 fee schedules, man-
dating 10creased oversight to protect agains t the use of unnecessarily costly proce-
dures, and emphasiZe preventive medicine, thereby reduc10g the use of more co tly 
procedures at a later date. 6 
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Inland Empire 
Calendar - 1991 
DATE EVENT LOCATION CONTACT 
April 9 & II Final IRS Regulations Seminar Los Angeles Hilton Chicago Title 
& Worla Trade Center (213) 488-4339 
April!O Back to the Basics Seminar Canyon Crest 
Count.ry Club. Riv. 
Mary Terhune 
(714) 782-4149 
April!! San Jacinto Valley Outlook Day '91 San Jacinto Valley 
a Valley Economic Development 
Jim Richards (714) 766-0677 
Apri117 
April23 
Program 
M&M's Inland Em~;>ire Office 
Special Board Meetmg 
University of Redlands 
Special High Table Meeting 
Sheraton Hotel 
Riverside 
Orton Center 
(714) 784-9430 
Chaplain's Office (714) 793-2121 
exL 4006 
April25 Financial Opportunities for 
Small and Mmority-and-Women· 
University of 
Southern Califorrua 
Amanda ValiCJO 
(213) 743-0680 
May4 
Owned Businesses 
Inland Empire Small Business 
Tax Day 
Uruversity of CA 
Watkin Theater, Riv. 
Leanne Williams 
(714) 782-4395 
June 27 "Western VIsions" Paclnc Coast 
Builders Conference 
Judy Nakahara 
(213) 557-8336 
Topic: "Where is the Money And 
What Will il Cost" 
The First Annual Women & Business Expo 1991 
May 18, 1991 • Maruko Hotel 
295 North E Street • San Bernardino 
Four Nationally Recognized Keynote Speakers 
60 Seminar Sessions 
Coni act Doug Tucker, Inland Emp•re 8us1ness Journal, (714) 391 .JQ/5 
eight 
GREAT 
reasons to 
ADVERTISE 
L et' s say, for the sake of argu-
ment, that we are in the middle of a 
mild recession. 
You want to cut costs, but where? 
Some companies make a quick deci-
sion to cut advertising first . But, 
you're not so sure. 
The following are solid reasons to 
continue advertising during a reces-
~ion. They might even justify boost-
tng your budget, but only if you are 
prepared to become a market leader 
when the recession period ends. 
1. Aggressive advertising can help 
you capture market share while your 
weaker competitors are slashing ad 
budgets and waiting out the stonn. 
2. Your sales team needs your 
help. While existing customers are 
cutting orders, advertising is needed 
to identify new prospects. 
3. Memories are short. Buyers can 
easily forget your name. If a competi-
tor continues to advertise, he is the 
one most likely to be remembered. 
4. Advertising is an important part 
of your sales team. You aren' t going 
to lay off your sales staff just because 
business is slow. Why would you cut 
off the most important element of 
sales support? 
s. It takes time to make a sale. Ad-
vertising has a cumulative effect. If 
you cut your ads today, you' ll lose 
the ground you' ve gained. Continu-
ity is the single most important factor 
in effective advertising. 
6. Good advertising generates 
sales. If you cut your advertising. the 
sales slump you experience may be 
self-inflicted. 
1. There is more to advertising 
than immediate sales. It is an inex-
pensive way to keep in touch with 
customers, to let them know that you 
are alive and well in spite of the slow 
down. 
8. New conditions create new 
needs. The recession may be creating 
new prospects for your products or 
services and advertising will he I p you 
find them. 
Knt Sethney is an ad~rlising writer 
and crftlli~ director for ADimagination 
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Inland Empire Caucus ~·ormally Established 
A n Inland Empire Caucus of the California LegislaLUre was formal-
In addlllo n to working together on 
s tate legis lation , the Caucus wants to 
involve local offic lllls in identifying and 
ly established today in 
Sacramento. The Cau-
cus, consisting of 
Senators and Assem-
bly members of both 
parties, is intended to 
address issues of 
importance to San 
Bernardino and River-
side Counties, in a 
unified manner. 
solving regional prob-
lems, Eaves indicated. 
It is hoped that a series 
of hearings involving 
state and local officials 
can be held in the area 
this year. Key issues 
identified by the Cau-
cus this year include: 
Mental Health, Cate-
gorical Funding for 
Education , Redistrict-
ing , Transponation 
Funding, Local Gov-
ernment, and Water. 
The Inland Empire 
Caucus was the idea 
of Assemblyman Jim 
Brulte (R - Rancho 
Cucamonga). He and 
other local Legislators 
feel that the best way 
to ensure fai rness for 
the two counties is to 
worlc together in a bi-
partisan way. As an 
example, legislators 
po inted to the San 
Diego delegation, 
"Ours is such a dynamic 
area of the state, that we 
as representatives have 
The ftrSt meeting 
was held on Friday, 
March 8th. The San 
Bernard ino County 
Board of Supervisors, 
the Chief Administta-
tion Officer of River-
side County met, along 
with Chairman Eaves 
to cooperate and demon-
strate our strength." 
Jerry Eaves 
66th District Assemblyman 
which votes together on such issues as 
education, funding and mental health 
services. 
"Ours is such a dynamic area of the 
state, that we as representatives have to 
cooperate and demonstrate our sttength," 
said Assemblyman Jerry Eaves (D -
Rialto). "We would like to have a more 
unified front on issues that affect the two 
county area. " Eaves was elected Chair-
man of the Ca ucus for 1991. Assembly-
man David Kelly (R - Hemet) was elect-
ed V1ce-Chatr. The c ha1rma nsh1p will 
rotate yearly so that a Cha1rman from 
San Bemardmo County w1ll be followed 
by a Chairman from Riverside County. 
Construction ... 
Coni d. from Page 26 
Another reason for continued growth in 
the Inland Empire is its proximity to 
recreational resources--lakes, mountain 
resorts and desat resorts. 1bese features 
continue to make this area an atttactive 
place to live. 
In the Inland Empire itself, IX»' 
pie will continue moving out to more out-
lying areas where builders are able to find 
and develop less expensive land. 
IEBJ: As a builder in the Inland Empire, 
what do you foresee as your greatest 
challenge? 
McGee: Finding affordably priced land 
that can be developed in a reasonable 
amount of time and which is also rela-
tively free of environmental im.-:ts. 
IEBJ: How were builders affected by 
recent MWD sanctions? 
McGee: Every individual and business 
has been affected by MWD's ordered cut-
backs in one way or another. In the 
development industry, those builders who 
can still obtain consttuction wa&er and 
and Vice Chair Kelly 
to discuss how they could work together 
with the county to look at issues of 
importance. "We will ask the same from 
city people," said Eaves . "We just 
haven't got the organization part done 
yet. We plan on having a few Inland 
Empire hearings as they relate to issues 
that we feel as a group are important 
According to Eaves, the group plans to 
meet abo ut once a mo nth at various 
offices in Sacramento. One issue they 
will be focusing on soon is the education 
budget problem. 6 
. by Plullip Diment 
new water meter hook-ups will benefit at 
the expense of those who cannot. 
IEBJ: How was your company affected 
by the water cuts? 
McGee: MWD's adoption of Stage 6 
water conservation measures compelled 
local agencies to adopt steps to meet 
these measures. Pardee's three projects 
are located in the same water district that 
adopted a temporary moratorium on new 
water meter hook-ups. 1llese two stepS 
have halted work completely on these 
projects. This halt in activity will contin-
ue until the moratoria are lifted OF until 
the effects of the drought are mitigaled. 
IEBJ: Is this fair? 
McGee: Everyone is struggling 10 cope 
with the drought, and the dramatic effects 
of the drought require that everyone--
every individual, business, builder, city 
and water dislrict - worit coopentively 
together to develop solutions. 
Pard« COIUtrw:tioft is tJte ltrJut b.iJder ;,. 
Sail Diego COfllfi'J. R«-9. Pard« 1ttu lttJd 
a positiw impoct ill lite 1"'-d &trtpCn will! 
tlte COIIOIIWOOd Hills lkww,- ;,. SOflllt-
-..Riwr.uJeC-,. 
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-<.ldrt tKt ConMr 
. ,,,.,, f"urpk' Hr-•rr ftn:JPtml 
lo Ill<" Gulf " • 
Ci><" Wr<i<f"'3 \\ :JI II< On TN \Wdn<id 
loflo-.1"'\'1 B ~ A 1., , • tt Rr\t'pll()n 
I 
San Gorgonio Pass Area News 
Lew1s 1s a member of !he Wnte ow! Council , 
'' h1ch encouraged area rcs1dents to w m e lenc rs 
to the troops. 
B1ll Gartner, owner of L1thopass Pnnting, pnnt-
ed more than :!,000 coptes of a stgn rcadmg "We 
uppon O ur Troops m Operauon Desert Storm." 
He dtstrtbuted them free of charge, and atd that 
people from Los Ange le s to 29 Palms had 
requested !hem. 
The chambers of commerce from several Pass 
Area commumucs have announced plans fo r 
parades and other events to welcome home local 
scrv1ce men and women. 
Osbo rne Realty. 
Presley Hosts Purple Heart Wedding Tipton Attends Convention 
Pe te r Ucberro th 
was keyno te speake r. 
Tip ton noted that the 
forme r chat rman o f 
the U . S . O ly mpt c · 
OrganlLing Commtucc 
and m aJOr leag ue 
baseball commt stOner 
was "guardedl y o pu -
mtsuc" in ht remarks 
about the future of the 
nation 's eco nomy . 
Smgcr Pat Boone pre-
sented a tribute on 
behalf of Easter Seals Jean Tipton 
Presley of Southern Caltfomia, developer of the Sun 
Lakes Country Club restdenual communny m Bannmg, 
recently hosted the weddtng of Ameri-
Jean Tipton auended the internauonal convenuon of 
Century 21 Real Estate Corp., held this year in Las 
Vegas. She works in the Beaumont office of Clancy 
for Century 21 's corporate support. 
ca's first Purple Heart reciptent of the 
Perstan Gulf war. 
Clarence Conner, 21, tS a avy 
th1rd-class peuy officer who was born 
and ratsed m Banning. He married 
Stephante Denise Lee on the veranda 
of the clubhouse, after whtch a recep-
tion was held m the ballroom. 
Conner was the vtctim of Iraqi 
artillery f tre while stationed at a look-
out post in northern Saudt Arabia ncar 
the Kuwruu border on January 17, the 
first day of Operauon Desert S torm 
bombing. He was a member of the 
Mannes' lst Reconnmssance Battal1on. 
After susuumng a shrapnel wound to 
hts nght shoulder, he was taken to a 
tent hospnal for removal of the s tx· 
ounce p1ece of metal. He then survtved 
an Iraqi Scud misstle attac k on the 
hospttal compound. 
Presley donated all factltues for the 
weddmg and recepuon, tncludmg 
catering, decorations and entcrtatn· 
menL L. C . "Bob" AlbertSOn, Jr., pres-
tdent of the development firm, satd 
'that the company wanted to pay tnbute 
to "one of our fmest soldiers right here 
in our own community." 
Television and print reporters cov-
ered the wedding, and time was set 
aside for an informal news conference 
during which Conner thanked Presley 
and Sun Lakes management for host· 
ing the event. 
Many Pass Area business and com-
munity organizations were active in 
support of U . S. service men and 
women during the recent Persian Gulf 
conflict. The Banning-Beaumont· 
Cbeny Valley Board of Realtors orga-
nized a five-mile walk from Beaumont 
City Hall to Banning Ctty Hall, with 
an estimated 700 flag and sign-waving 
people taking pan. 
The Calimesa Chamber of Com-
merce sponsored a sale of yellow rib-
bon bows to raise funds for sending 
gifts to the troopS. 
Two Banning printing firms made 
important contributions to the military 
morale-building effort. Stagecoach 
Press hosled a leUer-writing party. with 
more than 50 people in aueodance. 
Mayor Bob Hauoo cut a cake provid-
ed by the dietary dcpu1mcot ol San 
G<qOilio Memorial Hospital. Alpha 
Beta donalcd coffee and party sup-
plies. saaaccoacb Press owwa Sieve 
fo capila i17C 
on the bottom-l1ne 
benefib of relocahn~ to 
CenterPomte on the heart 
of Moreno Valley\ explodmg 
bustness dt, tnct 
Economrc mcentrves to qualified rc -
locahng busrnesses 
e 
Large sk1lled pnmary .1nd secondary labor 
pools mean h1gher produchv1ty and beHcr mor,1le 
from employees eager to worl, rn the1r commun1ty 
and clrmmate the stress o f commuhng . 
A des1rable lifestyle m one of the nahon·s fa~test­
growm~ Jreas offers aftordable hous-
m~ plus execuhve homes on the golf 
course or lakesho re shoppmg at the 
new Towngate Reg1onal Mall a wealth 
o f cultural achv1hes. cdu caho nal 
A FtrguS<ln Partnus Drotlopmmt 
f.lcdt !ies .1t the 
Jl(:J rby l.J niVCrs ll\ ol 
Calrforma . Rrvers1de. the 
mountams ,1nd Palm Spnn~s 
for wet•J...end or n~~ort l1vont--: 
Comt-rllent loco non to both the 215 
.1nd 00 freeways for easy acce>s to all 
of Southern Cal1forn1,1. 
Center Pointe, a 300-acre busmess enVIronment 
rncludrng: 
Lllli.! sale, from 0 .5 to so acres 
Pnme reta1l locahons 
lndusrrial. R&D and office srtcs for ownership or for 
lease begmmng at 1.000 square feet 
Budd to-sUit and development opportumhcs 
You can get off the road and down to business 
at CenterPointe. ~ o~AI ·M 
It's your move! ~ .-.., 
For mfonnalion, contact: 714/391-1234 
CENTER POINTE 
Linking L11bor 11nd Loct~tion in Mortno Vt~lley 
... 
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City Hall Construct ion 
Lags 
Construcuon of Bannmg's long-awall 
ed c tty hall ts several months behmd 
schedule. T he nearly $2.6 mlllton faciltty 
was slated to o pen tn Apnl, the n June. 
Now it may well be August, accordmg to 
a spokesman for !he c 1ty. 
Problems wtth several subcontractors 
on !he 20,600 sq. ft. facility have been a 
major cause of the de lay. 
Paul Toor of the planning department 
said that the new complex located in the 
100 block of Ramsey Street in downtown 
Banning will include a drive-through 
window so that local residents won't have 
to leave their cars to pay utility bills. 
Another feature will be a special room 
for reporters covering city council meet· 
ings. 
The former city hall was demolished 
several years ago after it was determined 
that it might not withstand a major earth· 
quake. Since !hen, the city hall has been 
located in a building that once served as a 
Safeway store. 
Community 
Redevelopment Agency 
Beaumont city manager Bob Bounds 
believes the city will soon begin taking 
the initial steps necessary to form a com-
munity redevelopment agency. The c ny 
council has begun holding informal study 
sessions to consider the subject. 
Bounds told the Inland Empire Busi· 
ness Journal that some of the council 
members are not fami liar with all aspects 
of the redevelopment process, so consul-
tants will be brought in. "But I think the 
city of Beaumont will be going ahead to 
have a redevelopment agency," he said. 
Beaumont officials auempted to estab-
lish an agency several years ago, but a 
specific plan drawn up at the time was 
put on the ballot and was defeated by 
local voters. 
C11y offic1als arc on record as saymg 
that area rcs1dcnts arc not agamst !he 1dca 
of redevelopment as a tool to ach1cvc a 
heu e r. more h vablc c u y, but tha t the 
everal Inland Empire nurses are 
links in a humamlarian chain !ha t 
stre tc hes half way around the world. 
They collect surplus medical equipment 
for shipment to lepers and other needy 
people in the African nation of Zambia. 
Employees in the central sup-
ply department of San Gor-
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means to th1s end IS !he quesuon. 
Bounds srud !hat the fliSL step will be 
to h1rc people to work w1lh wy staff to 
develo p a plan to bnng to the people 
every year free 
of charge. The rur ltne also gtves 
her a discount when she exceeds 
that weight limit. Colt said that 
she arranges for a shipment of 
goods about every three months . 
The nurse returned from her 
last trip in November and 
would have had a ship-
Th1s won't happen ovcrn1ght, he sa1d. "It 
w ill take a m1n1mum of n1ne months." 
He e mphasiZed the "mw1mum ." 6 
By Don 1/aley 
gonio Memorial Hospi· 
tal in Banning take the 
first of several steps 
in !he long distance 
operation. They put 
aside cathe ters, 
syringes, surgical 
ins truments. and 
other items that fall 
into the surplus cate· 
gory for various reasons 
Colt has lived ill 
Africa a11d k11ows 
tile plight of tile 
lepers, tile sick, 
a11d tile victims of 
floods a11d other 
disasters there. 
ment ready for 
delivery in Febru· 
ary. However, 
because of 
unseuJed con-
ditions caused 
by the war in 
the Persian 
Gulf, delivery 
was being del-
ayed temporarily. 
and would otherwise be dis-
carded. 
Karen Colt, a registered nurse who 
lives in Wildomar, in the San Jac into 
Valley, picks up this material periodically 
and has it sent to the Zambian capital of 
Lukasa. Sometimes she makes the trip 
herself and stay'S awhile to do volunteer 
work. 
Colt has lived in Africa and knows the 
plight of the lepers. !he sick, and the vic-
tims of floods and other disasters there. 
Seeing !he poor living conditions of the 
Zambian people in the 1960s motivated 
her to take nurses' training so that she 
could be of help to them. In addition to 
medical equipment, she collects clothing, 
tents and blankets donated to aid the 
homeless. 
British Airways transportS the equip· 
ment to Zambia, allowing Colt to send 
Nursing supervisor 
Doro thy Towle is one of 
those involved in collecting and 
Karen Colt (left) willt her tum/ Wilma Jackson who 
has traveled wilh Colt to Africa lUI many various 
occasions. 
storing equipment at the Banning hospi-
tal, along with nurse Barbara Peele, cen-
tral supply aide Sandra Lara, and central 
supply supervisor Charlotte Falcon. 
Towle explained that some medical 
equipment is unsuitable for use by the 
hospital after it is opened and no longer 
sterile. It would have to be discarded if 
not saved and put to this humanitarian 
use. The standards for practice in Africa 
are less stringent than in the U. S., and 
these supplies are very acceptable there, 
Towle added. 
Colt estimates that this project has 
cost her approximately $20,000 during 
the past decade. While her husband con-
tributed money also, they arc now sepa-
rated, and Colt must depend solely on 
her nurse's salary. She is applying for 
tax-exempt status, and hopes meanwhile 
to receive some foundation and corporate 
support. 6 
By Don Haley 
SOUTHERN CALIFORNIA GETAWAYS 
Condominium Resorts offer the utmost in luxury, privacy and space for 
today's value-consciiJus traveler. Condos and homes provide a large liv-
ing room and even a kitchen to maximize meal optiiJns. Check below 
for some exciting possibilities! 
••••.....•....•..........•.•••• 
tt<ID lb><e Aw & rr <dl <e<dl 
The federal government has 
recently announced that over 54 
billion dollars in government con· 
tracts will go to individuals and small 
businesses. Because of new regula· 
lions, many of those contracts have 
been earmarked for distribution to 
entrepreneurs, individuals and small 
businesses. 
Media USA will be one of the 
clearing houses for information 
regarding these opportunities which 
include jobs in Kuwait, government 
contracts available, government bids, 
stateside government jobs and guid· 
ance on doing business with the fed· 
era! government. 
Larry Hales, president of Media 
USA, said, "There will be more than 
15,000 government jobs and opportu· 
nities coming open and we're gearing 
up to handle the crush of those seek· 
ing information." 
Media USA has assisted the CIA, 
State Department, Department of 
Commerce, all military branches and 
many other government agencies as 
well as many large private sector 
industries with research and market· 
ing and lobbying effortS over the past 
20 years. Hales is quick to point out 
that his information service is 
approved by the U.S . Government 
and has helped thousands find work 
within and outside of the govern· 
ment. 
Media USA has established a 24-
hour information hotline to process 
calls for information. The number is 
1-900-468-2437 (GOY-BIDS) (The 
cost of this call is $2.95 per minute). 
"We have been inundated with calls 
about jobs and contraCt opportunities 
in Kuwait, but we've been unable to 
get the necessary information to all of 
the callers,· Hales said. t. 
I 
"(per penon dou-
!Park City, Ut.h ... 1 & 2 beds at $295/Week• •Low Air Fare! 
!Like T•hoe ........... 1, 2 & 3 bedrooms available! 
IMimmoth UOUnt•ln. .. 1-4 bedrooms • sleeps 4-8 
ALL RESORT 
CONDOS 
call toll free~ 
800/445·8967 
' J 
• 
I 
ble ~c:y) •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••• 
BED & 
BREAKFAST 
~ 
mmot unr. .... nn •1-2 
Ski Packages· Breakfa.ta ·Hot 1\lb • 800-874-7368 
I
NOithim Cimotnli .... stiy '" • VICiDrlirilllfiWI I 
. Come and Enjoy Our HoepbUty • c.JII00-445 .. 7 • 
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CORPORATE PROFILE 
· Chino Firm Innovates to Help Environment 
This month in Chino, Envirothene, Inc. opens its doors. As the first plastics recycling plant of its kind in California, it provides the critical 
link that makes possible the conversion of a milk jug to a plastic grocery sack. 
Po.st-coruwmu, ba/Ld HOPE plastic (miiJcjwgs, 
detugelll, shampoo bou ILs) IJJ1d PET plastic (soda 
boulfi) await reprocessing 1n the holding yard at 
Envirothene,/nc . -PIIolo/rySwparmDJtl99/ 
T hese days, environmental sensitivi-ty occupies a very high place on 
the public's agenda, as well it should. 
Manufacturers who see the marketing 
advantage of offering a product that can 
bear the words "made from recycled mate-
rial" face a dilemma, however. Where do 
they find a source for posH:onsumer recy-
cled material that comes in a form ready 
to use in manufacturing? 
This month in Olino, Envirothene, Inc. 
opens its doors. As the first plastics recy-
cling plant of its kind in California, it pro-
vides the critical link that makes possible 
the conversion of a milk jug to a plastic 
grocery sack. 
The facility is an all-important bridge 
between the discarded post-consumer bot-
tle and manufacturers who want to use 
recycled resin in their products . Envi-
rothene purchases post-consumer bottles, 
cleans them, reprocesses them, and ren-
ders them into a form ready to use by a 
variety of manufacturers. When the plant 
opened, 16 million bottles were waiting in 
the holding yard for reprocessing. 
The business forecast for the recycled 
resin is strong, and the market is growing. 
Companies, such as Lever Brothers and 
Proctor and Gamble, have already started 
to use recycled resm in their bottles and 
need more recycled plastic that meets their 
specifications. One Envirothene client, 
Plasco Press, makes grocery bags with up 
to 60 percent post-consumer recycled 
plastic. 
Market Need Recognized 
America throws away 13 billion 
pounds of plastic packagmg annually. 
Although plastics represent a small per-
centage of the total composition of the 
waste stream m Amenca -- some 7 percent 
-- plastic is used in many commonly pur-
chased items. Everything from motor 011 
to peanut butter comes in plastic. lluny 
percent of all plastic bottles are milk and 
water jugs made from opaque high-density 
polyethylene (HDPE). Another 30 percent 
are a variety of solid colored plastic bot-
ties used for shampoos and deter-
gents. The other 40 percent is a mix-
ture of pol yethylene terephalate 
(PET), used for soda bottles, and 
other plastic resins used for such 
things as 
sumer bottles run the gamut from 
municipal curbside collection pro-
grams, recycling centers, and private 
waste haulers to commWlity groups, 
commerc1al recycling programs, and 
new material s 
Plastics have endured a 
diminished reputation in 
recent years as a symbol of 
environmentally destruc-
tive, disposable packaging. 
ketchup, water 
and honey bot-
tl es. While 
nearly all are 
recyclable, 
until now 
there has not 
been a plant in 
California to 
receive, grind, 
wash and reprocess them into pellets 
that can be sold to end-usc manufac-
turers. 
recovery facili-
ties (MRFs). 
Working closely 
with city curb-
side collection 
programs and 
waste haulers, 
Envirothene can 
now make a sig-
nificant contribu-
tion to commWlities that have identi-
Follow1ng the grind1ng, wash111g and drying pro-
ass, these clean flakes will be melted, pllShed 
through the UJruder into spaghew-lilc.e strands, 
chopped 11110 pellets and sold to an end-llSe TMnu-
factwer. -Photo i1y Suparm1.1n /99 I fied recycling as a top priority. By 
providing a sales outlet for the col-
lected post-consumer material, reprocess-Recognizing an opponWlity to use this 
Reprocessing System 
The r~proassing syst~m b~gtns wtth the collection (by cwbside, buy-back and/or drop-off 
programs) of a vari~ty of plastiC bottles that have bun plaud 1nto the recycling sysum by 
the conswnu The bottl~s ar~ shipped to Envirothene. They are groW1d into STMII flalcLs 
approximauly / 14"to 318"' squar~. Theflalc.e IS washed to r~mQv~ any res1dwe (soft drtnlc 
or deterg~nJ. ~tc.), dtrt and to r~mQV~ the labels. The wsed wat~r is pw1jied and recycl~d 
back through the system The flalc.es ar~ dri~d and plac~d in an Ulrtuiu that heals the 
flalc.e and melts it to the consisuncy of taffy. The mLllt~n flalcL 1s then pwshed through a 
small nozzle inJo strings r~sembl•ng spaghetti F1nally, the strtngs ar~ chapp~d and 
cool~d (r~p~ll~tiz~d) inJo approxtmately 1!8" pell~ts These p~llets are sh1pp~d to ~nd-llS~ 
manufactwrers for production of new plastic products. 
tremendous volume of post-consumer ing it and selling 11 to a manufacturer, 
waste, the entrepreneurial execuuves at Env1rothene closes the loop 10 the recy-
Envlrothene set up shop 10 1990 to plan cling system from consumer to collecuon, 
for a plastics recycling fac1lity that would and from reprocessing to reuse. 
take these bottles and reprocess them for 
use 10 manufactunng. Currently, many 
manufacturers reuse plant and mdustrial 
scrap plasuc and call 11 "recycled." This 
matenal has never been 10 the hands of a 
consumer. Env1rothene, however, deals 
only 10 post-consumer plasucs, first used 
Repairing an Undeserved 
Reputation 
Plastics have endured a d1mmished rep-
utallon in recent years as a symbol of 
environmentally destrucllve, disposable 
by the consumer for the -----------.... 
packag1ng Cri11cs 
often voice thci r 
oppos1110n based on a 
var1cty of mcorrect 
assump11ons. While 
some acknowledge 
purpose they were man-
ufactured to perform, 
and then d1scarded or 
collected for recycling. 
carved a Wlique niche in the marketplace." 
Further, Stanton likes to point out that 
plastics have strong environmental bene-
fits. "Plastic is produced from by-products 
of oil and natural gas, and, therefore, Sim-
ply use up a material that would otherwise 
be wasted," he says. 
Less than three percent of all crude oil 
is used in the production of plastics, and 
no new oil is used in recycled plastic. 
Additional benefits cited include the low 
use of energy during manufacture of plas-
tic and the small volume of waste pro-
duced. 
Water Reclamation Capability 
One innovative aspect of the new plant 
certain to draw praise is the water recla-
mation system. An impressive 95 percent 
of all water used to process and repelleuze 
the plastic is captured and reclaimed. "We 
believe in a total concept of responsibili-
ty," srud Stanton of the system. "We are in 
a serious drought, but business does not 
have to suffer as a result of wasteful plan-
nmg -- or lack of plann10g." 
Industry and the env1ronmcnt, contrary 
to belief in some quarters, are not natural 
enemies. But incorporaung sound cnvtron-
mental practices mto a business plan will 
requHe senous strategic planmng. As 
Stanton points out: "From the start, we 
looked at the environmental impact of 
every aspect of our busmcss. We planned 
for the water reclamauon system before 
the drought became acute as part of our 
overall commllment to environmental 
respons1bllny. As mdustry applies its 
skills and knowledge to environmental 
1ssues that present bus10ess opportumties, 
ll will play a very worthwhile part m help-
lOg to solve th1s planet's problems. "8 
Molly McDantt!l u a wrtter and editor who 
freqwently writ~s on ~nvtronmental, business 
and quaiiC)I·oflif~ issues. She cwrmtly works 
for Pac1[iclr~st Comnwmcat1ons Group. Inc. 
the largest u•vtronmt!ntalusue.\ managunenl 
and market1ng commumcat1ons firm on the 
\Vest Coast 
Env1rothene was 
established to fi II 
the availability 
gap in post-con-
sumer resin. 
Less than three percent 
of all crude oil is used in 
the production of plas-
tics, and no new oil is 
used in recycled plastic. that plast1c 1s ~~~~~~ recyclable, they 
also often assert 
that it 1s not 
bemg done on a 
High-Volume Output large enough scale to make a differ-
ence. However, Envirothene presi-
dent Jason Stanton, who prior to JOIO-
mg the firm was responsible for mar-
kellng post-consumer resms for a 
recycling finn in Vancouver, Wash-
mgton, has a different opm1on. 
Envirorhene's IIVIOVatiW! water reclamartOr> system 
w1rn the capac try to pwify IJJ1d rec1rclllate 95 pu-
cefll of the waur wiliud 111 the recycling process. 
-PitovJ/ry~ /991 
With the grand opemng m Apnl 
of phase one of the plant, Envl-
rothene occup1es more than 33,000 
square feet of space and has the 
capacity to process 15 milhon 
pounds of post-consumer plastic 
bottles annually. Phase two of their 
plans will add more capacity to pro-
cess a total of 50 million pounds 
annually by 1993. 
The sources for the post-con-
"Envi rothene pndes nself 10 its 
commitment to post-consumer plas-
tics recycling," says Stanton. "By 
focusing on the reprocessing of dlfly, 
post-consumer bottles mto clean 
marketable resin, the company ha~ 
EnvvOihene's [tnal product 100 peralll posr-con-
swner plastic resin in the form of p~llets that will 
be shtpped dtrectly to manwfacturers for us~ 111 
~plastic products -Piw<o 11y Suparman /991 
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It Has to be 
Your Nickel 
Small business loans are not a 
source of venture capital, or 
start-up capital, or high-risk 
capital. If you want to start a 
business, it has to be your nickel. 
ash is king. So in business, all 
paths to success eventually 
lead to the question -- how can 
cash flow be improved? 
The classic answer is to invest more 
money in the business to increase the cash 
flow. In particular, with the economy 
coming out of a recession, investing now 
to profi t from the coming expansion 
seems simple as a strategy. Gaining 
access to funds to fmance investment is 
the critical issue. 
Many entrepreneurs bootstrapping 
growth see access to credit and loans as 
the road to success. Outside fWldS are the 
ticket to expansion. At first glance, this 
looks like a contradiction. If you have the 
cash flow, what do you need the loan for? 
Many small business people wrap this 
paradox up in the old complaint, "If you 
need money, the bank won't lend it to 
you. If you have money, they want LO lend 
it to you." 
Ftrst, let's state what a business loan, 
particularly a small business loan, is not. 
It is not a source of venture capital, or 
Pau.l A. Meyers 
machines will go, what operations will be 
changed, and how more throughput can 
be pushed through the facility with 
greater efficiency, makes or breaks the 
proposal. All the numbers in the plan now 
have visible life. 
The question that the bankers are ask-
ing is, "Does the head guy have the skill 
to take the funds and tum them into 
enhanced future cash flows? Can this guy 
be trusted to repay the loan?" Repayment 
makes approval of a loan proposal realis-
tic. 
But what excites a banker's interest is 
situations where the loan moves an enter-
prise up LO a new and substantial level of 
profitability and success. Of practical 
importance, this provides an improved 
margin of safety to the bank's investment 
in the business. 
But there is also an important intangi-
ble to the bank. The enterprise becomes a 
bigger pan of the overall communit~, part 
of the commWlity's success. Banks like to 
be seen as being positive contributors to 
the growth of the commu_nity _and the 
community's success. Lendmg sauauons 
that have this potential are of great inter-
est to banks. 
So improved profitability and cash 
flow above and beyond repayment 
start-up capital, 
or high-risk cap-
ital. If you want 
to start a busi-
ness, it has to be 
your nickel. If 
your business is 
losing money 
and you want to 
make it prof-
itable, it is your 
nickel. General-
ly, all this takes 
is lots of nickels. 
But if your 
nickels start to 
send back dol-
lars, then loans 
become a realis-
tic source to 
The owner or president now 
needs to show the bankers 
thai the plan has real life. A 
factory tour with the presi-
dent describing in detail 
where the new machines will 
go, what operations will be 
changed, and how more 
throughput can be pushed 
through the facility with 
greater efficiency makes or 
breaks the proposaL All the 
numbers in the plan now 
requirements should 
be demonstrated. 
To arrive at this 
wonderful objective 
requires going back 
and looking at the 
cash-flow plan or 
model. Typically, 
when an enterprise's 
management starts the 
planning process, it 
has certain ideas and 
assumptions about all 
the wonderful benefits 
that will come from 
the proposed loan. The 
loan becomes some 
son of miracle worker. have visible life. 
finance future expansion of a successful 
small business. 
Axiomatic to preparation of a loan pro-
posal is a plan which shows how the busi-
ness will be able to repay the loan. The 
plan needs to show how an injection of 
funds into the business will increase 
~ture cash flows, and thus be able to pay 
Interest and repay principal. A lot of 
attention will focus on this plan. 
Often these plans are prepared by the 
business's accounting staff or outside 
~untant and then presented to the visit-
tng bankers in well-rehearsed detail. And, 
once again, it has been proven that 
accountants can really bandy numbers 
around -- which proves nothing to the 
bankers. 
After an hour or two, the bankers' eyes 
glaze over. The time for success or failure 
is at hand. 
The owner or president now needs to 
~w the bankers that the plan has real 
hfe. A factory tour, with the president 
describing in detail where the new 
But if a realis-
tic working out of the 
plan is Wldertaken, the plan most li~ely 
will be re-thought through. Assumpuons 
and ideas will change, and a better plan 
will emerge. Management will have a bet-
ter handle on how the numbers work. 
This "penciling out" the numbe~s 
becomes the practice field for the b1g 
game. Get it right, and the loan p~e~ta­
tion will be as good as it can be. Th1s 1s a 
variation of mental rehearsal preached by 
the performance m~gement cr~wd. 
In contrast, projected financ1al_ state-
ments that offer up numbers you. think the 
bank will "like" rarely gets the JO? d~ne. 
It's the journey, more than the des(Jnauon, 
that impresses credit approval commit-
tees. 8 
p ul A Meyers is a CPA with his ownfvm 
in :anci.o c .. camong~ (714-948-7559). 
which rovides accollftllll8 Qlld_ consllltln' 
. pto ---'1 and mediWII bllSINSses. Hu s~rvocts """" · ~ s·1· 
bat:• ·--~ U.Ciwdes a dQuJI years wlln 1 1-~gro~ . 
COil Valley ftnrU as cost_accOWtJ_"'g INJNI8er, 
cOIIIrollu. aJid ftNUtU VIU ptrsidelll. 
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(People, Places & Events 
conwmedfrom Page 6) 
Tom Pierik Elected to Board 
of Lee & Associates, Riverside 
Tom Pierik, one of 
the early sales associ-
ates to JOin the River-
side office of !_ee & 
Associates, has been 
elected to the boara of 
d1rectors of the com-
mercial real estate bro-
kerage fum. 
Pierik joined Lee & Associates in 
1987 as an office specialist in the compa-
ny's Newport Beach office. He joined the 
Riverside office shortly after it opened in 
June of 1989 to set up an office division. 
With 17 brokers, including seven 
shareholders, the Riverside office of Lee 
& Associates is located at 1650 Spruce 
St. just east of the Riverside (91) Free-
way and the Pomona (60) Freeway. 
Lee & Associates has 200 brokers in 
eight offices in Southern California. 
Other offices are in the City of Industry, 
Santa Ana, Newport Beach, the Irvine 
Spectrum, North San Diego County, 
South Bay and Rancho Cucamonga. 8 
:\e'~ Group For \\omen in 
Business y 
Many women m business have differ-
ent concerns than men in business. For 
example, many businesswomen are single 
parents, and must plan child-care sched-
ules in addition to employee work sched-
ules. Of course, women and men both 
have the same needs to increase their 
skills and business contacts. 
The Redlands' YWCA has formed a 
group designed to meet the needs of 
women in business. Called the YWCA 
Business Women's etwork, the group 
meetings will provide some time to pro-
duce solutions to business problems as 
weU as make new business contacts. 
The YWCA Business Women's Net-
work meets every Monday for lunch, 
from 12:00 to I :00, in the Redlands 
YWCA Heritage Room. Phone to 
reserve a catered lunch ($4 person), or 
bring a sack lunch. Call the Redlands 
YWCA at (714) 793-2957. Come see 
your business grow with new friends and 
ideas! 6 
\ld'herson '\amed Ui\i,ion 
(leneral \lanager 
General Dynamics recently announced 
that David L. McPherson has been 
appointed corporate vice president and 
general manager of the company's Air 
Defense Systems Division. 
McPherson, 50, had been division vice 
president - Program Development and 
Advanced Engineering since formation of 
the division in August 1990. He sue-
• ceeds Michael C. Keel, who was recently 
named corporate executive vice president 
- Missiles and Electronics. 8 
lhm Oid You Learn to Speak '! y 
Professional communication skills do 
not come cheap, unless of course you 
have been a member of Toastmasters 
International. Through its members' 
clubs, Toastmasters International helps 
men and women learn the art of speaking, 
listening and thinking--vital skills that 
promote self-actualization, enhance lead-
ership pot.ential and fosaa- human under-
standing. 
Epicenter Toastmaster Group meets 
every Tuesday, 12:00 pm to 1:00pm, 10 
the Veteran's Memorial Hospital on Bar-
ton Rd. (near Mountain View exit off the 
10 Freeway) 10 Lorna Linda. Call (714) 
825-7084 (exL 2755).6 
Lorna Linda Gels ~ew Inter-
im City Manager t 
Former San Bernardino City Adminis-
trator Marshall Julian has been named 
interim City Manager of Lorna L10da. 6 
Thompson .loins LC.-\ t 
Michael J. Thompson 
has been named busi-
ness development coor-
dinator for the fmn of 
LeRoy Crandall and 
Associates (LCA), 
Geotechnical Consul-
Mu:Juull TJ.ompso• tants, Inland Empire 
branch office. 
Thompson will be responsible for the 
marketing of the fimr's services to archi-
tects and governmental agencies in River-
side and San Bernardino counties. These 
services include geotechnical, environ-
mental, and materials engineering. Prior 
to joining LCA in January 1991 , Thomp-
son was vice president-business develop-
ment for ICG Incorporated. 8 
FHP Sponsors Senior Ca .. ino 
I> a~ y 
$ FHP Senior Plan invites senior citizens to try their luck at one of FHP's free Casino Days being held on Saturday, April 30 at 1-5 
p.m. at the City of Montclair CommWlity 
Center, 5111 Bonito Street in Montclair. 
All players will be given $5,000 m 
"play" money to play black jack, craps, 
roulette and wheel of fortune. Drawings 
for prizes will be based on how well 
players do. Playing tables will be staffed 
with professional dealers and pit-bosses. 
FHP Casino Days are free and com-
plementary refreshments will be served. 
Reservations are required. Call 
1/800/225-4347, Operator A. 6 
AD DEADLL~E FOR 
:\F.XT ISSLF.:APRIL 2() 
For only $12 you can 
receive a year's sub-
scription to the Inland 
Empire Business 
Journal. 
You'll receive the most 
comprehensive cover-
age of Inland Empire 
business in the area. 
su order form 011 Page 25 or caU: 
(714) 391-1015 
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Offices Are Best Investment in 
1991 --------
esced their po 1tton a the least desirable, 
are more in line w1th buyer value expec-
tation in the current market. 
In recent 
years, owners of 
commercial and 
industrial real 
estate could ex-
pect to finance 
75 percent to 90 
percent of their 
imputed equny 
in a projecL 
Recently adopted underwriting criteria 
today, however, hmit loan values to the 
65 percent to 70 percent range, not with-
standing increases in debt coverage ratios 
--net operating income divided by the 
debt service. 
The resulting 10 to 20 percent unfi-
nanceable range is requiring an increas-
ing number of commercial and industrial 
real estate owners to sell assets. These 
would not ordinarily be put up for liquid-
ity investors are demanding higher rates 
of return for their cash. 
Office building owners appear to be 
the most amenable to current marlcet con-
ditions and hold the most promise for 
poten rial investors. 
Office buildings fell out of investor 
favor in the 1986-87 period, following 
instituted tax reform changes, and market 
conditions in general. Since that time, 
these owners have been repeatedly bar-
raged by all industry sources advising 
them that their nationally overbuilt prod-
uct type was the least desirable of the 
industrial/retaiVapartment/office invest • 
ment alternatives. The owners wilted 
under this pressure, finding little or no 
interest in their offerings. 
On the other hand, many industrial 
and retail owners of real estate continue 
to perceive the value of their respective 
properties at a time like 1989 and before, 
when the market was more in balance 
between buyers and sellers. 
Office building owners, having acqui-
ml EVIN KIRK IS 
~president of the 
Moreno/Perris Val-
ley's division of Kaufman and 
Broad Horne Corporation, Cali-
fornia's largest smgle-famlly 
home builder and the largest 
builder 1n metropolitan Paris, 
France. K1rk IS responsible for 
oversee10g the div1s1on's overall 
operauons. 1ncludmg land acqm-
As a con equence, 1t's likely the mar-
ket will w11ne more office mvestrnent 
transacuons in wh1ch, on leveraged trans-
action , buyer expectations are in the 7 
percent to 9 percent range as a percent 
return on cash rate, w1th beginning capi-
talization rates ranging from 9.5 percent 
to 12 percent, dependent upon specific 
mvcstment intnnsics. 
This IS a good time to buy office build-
mgs, wh1ch enjoy a specific market niche 
such as tenant mix, relationship to eco-
nomic rents, etc. 
With more and better product on the 
market and inflation fairly stable, this is a 
good time to buy. l!. 
Pepsi Foods Signs Major Lease 
in Rancho Cucamonga 
Distribution Center ----
Pepsi Co. 
Foods, a division of 
Pepsico, has signed 
a major lease to 
occupy 111,35 I 
square feet in Phase 
of Rancho Cucamonga Distribution 
Center n. 
Pepsi Co. Foods will be located in a 
building at 11335 Jersey Boulevard, from 
where it will distribute its products to 
Kentucky Fried Chicken, Pizza Hut and 
Taco Bell outlets throughout Southern 
California. 
Rancho Cucamonga Distribution 
Center II is situated on 133 acres at the 
northwest junction of the 10 and 15 
freeways, immediately adjacent to 
Rancho Cucamonga Distribution Center 
I. 
The fliSt Phase of Distribution Center 
II consists of six buildings with a total of 
635,000 square feet. There will still be 
space available and additional acreage 
for development of build-to-suit projects. 
California Commerce Center at 
Ontario Selling Third Phase-
Land in the third phase of California 
Commerce Center at Ontario, I ,450-acre 
master-planned busmess park, 1 now for 
S<tlc, 1t was announced by David W. 
Ariss, managing director. 
The third phase consists of 372 acres 
bounded by Doubleday Ave nue on the 
east, Haven Avenue on the west, Jurupa 
Street on the south and Airport Drive on 
the north. 
According to Ariss, the third phase 
will include commercial and retail prop-
erty as well as industrial sites. 
Californ ia Commerce Cen te r at 
Ontario, largest business park in the 
Inland Empire, has already sold out its 
first two phases consisting of 699.4 
acres, and 7.3 million square feet of 
buildings have been constructed in the 
Center, including the regional headquar-
ters for BMW of North America, Domi-
no's Pizza, Nestle Foods and GTE Sup-
ply. Some 4,580 jobs have been created 
by the development of the fliSt two phas-
es of the Center, according to Ariss, who 
forecasts that when completed , the 
Ontario project will have created 22,000 
jobs which are expected to be ftlled pri-
marily by local residents. l!. 
UDC Homes at Montero in 
Rancho California 
--.-----...... --.With less 
than a do-
zen homes 
remaining 
for sa le at 
Montero, 
~-------------J U D C 
Homes aims to entice potential 
homebuyers to the new community with 
incentive plans, and low pricing on 
furnished models. The 216-unit single-
family residential development is located 
in Rancho California's master-planned 
community of Alta Murrieta. Montero 
features four disunctive floor plans of 
fTff)'l OREEN DELK 
~ is the regional vice 
president of the 
Inland Empire division of 
AppleOne Employment, wh1ch, 
as shown in our March issue, 
ranked as the number . one 
temporary agency in the Inland 
Empire. Doreen has personally 
APRIL 1991 
three and four bedroom homes, ranging 
in size from 1,493 to 2,3 18 quare feet; 
prices start in the $160,000 . l!. 
Smith Engineering Leases 
40,159-Square-Foot Industrial 
Building in Ontario for $2.5 
Million ---------
Smith Engineenng of Duarte has 
leased a 40,1 59-square-foot industrial 
building in Ontario for 10 years in a 
transaction valued at $2.5 million, 
according to Grubb & Ellis Commercial 
Real Estate Services. 
The building is located at 2837 Cedar 
St. in Cedarpointe Business Park, a 52-
acre industrial park within California 
Commerce Center South. 
Smith Engineering, a manufacturer of 
mdustrial air pollution control systems, 
was slated to occupy its new space in 
March l!. 
Golf Course Grand Opening 
Festivities at the Colony ---
~ 
- s--...., 
- ---- .... 
- ~ ._ 
Celebrat ing the 
completion of the 
new 18- hole golf 
course, The Colony 
will host the First 
Annual Colony 
Golf C lassic on April 6th and 7th, 
announced Perry Williams, director of 
sales and marketing for Brock Homes' 
San Diego/Rancho California divis ion. 
The Colony is a gate-guarded golf 
course community located in the master-
planned area of California Oaks in Murri-
eta. 
For more information on The Colony 
or the First Annual Golf Classic, call 
(7 14) 677-7416 or (714) 677-222 1. 6 
Sillon and development, con- ~~~~a~*=~Jt=~~~===JU 
strucuon, product warranty, pur- li 
been responsible for much of the Doreen Delk 1s the reg1onal v1ce prestdent of the Inland 
growth of AppleOne 1n the Emptre DIVJston of AppleOne Employment, which, as 
Inland Empire which now has shown in our March tssue, ranked as the number one 
eight offices (San Bernardino, temporary agency m the Inland Emp1re. 
K evm Kirk is president of the Moreno/Perns Valley cfvi· 
s10n of Kaufman and Broad, California's largest builder 
of smgle-farrrly homes. 
chas10g, sales and marketing . 
The d1vision encompasses por-
tions of western Rivers1de 
County, 1ncluding the c1ties of 
Pems and Moreno Valley. 
Ktrk flfSt joined Kaufman and Broad 10 1984 as director of development for the 
master planned communny of East H1lls. He, subsequently, held a variety of pos1t10ns 
includmg director of engmeenng, vice president/technical serv1ces, and v1ce presi-
dent/development and engmeenng for the fl!1Tl 's southeast d1vision. He was named to 
his current duues 10 1989 when the Moreno/Perris Valley's diVISion was formed. 
A licensed engmeer, Ktrk has extens1ve background m the home bu1ld10g mdustry. 
He studied c1vll and environmental engmeenng at the Umversny of Colorado and 
worked with several engineenng and bu1lding firms prior to JOmmg Kaufman and 
Broad. l!. 
Riverside,l!p.land, Corona, Fo~tana, Temecula, Diamond Bar and Montcla1r). 
Doreen JOined AppleOne m 1985 in their San Bernardino office. She had her 
chmcc of Orange County or the Inland Empire and quickly chose the Inland Empire 
because she knew the future of business growth truly hes in the Inland Emp1re. 
Doreen quickly increased business by 400 percent in the San Bemardmo office and 
was promoted to her curre~t pos1tion in 1987 to form the Inland Empire Reg1on, wh1ch 
grew from two offices to e1ght by 1989. 
With 10 years expcnence m lhe employment mdustry, Doreen has kepi her 
AppleOne Inland Emp1re team aware of the needs and growth of the Inland Empire by 
h~r conunual comm~mty mvolvemem through one-on-one conversauons and mecungs 
wuh the Inland Emptre busmess community. 
Doreen's heart truly hes m her commitment to her JOb anc! the Inland Emp1re. 
Whe~ a:ked!f she would transfer anywhere else, she quickly gives that "Award 
Wmnmg sm1le and replies, "This is the future. I wouldn't be anywhere else." t:J. 
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Finding a Job in the Inland Empire 
H undrcds of books have been writ-ten about various aspects of find-
ing a job. There are excellent titles on 
career assessment, writing resumes, net-
working and interviewing. But one book, 
"How 10 Find a Job in Southern Califor-
nia," by Thomas M. Camden and 
Jonathan W. Palmer, distills sound advice 
on job search tactics and techniques and 
teams it with a comprehensive directory 
of the area's top 100 employers. The book 
is unique in its attention to the Inland 
Empire marketplace. Camden is a career 
counseling professional , and Palmer is 
director of corporate relations at the Peter 
F. Drucker Graduate Management Center 
of the Claremont Graduate School. The 
following outline identifies six steps that 
can help Inland Empire job seekers set 
themselves apart, and the short vignette 
describes one who did. 
Six Steps to Success 
1. Establish an Objective: 
Spend some time asking yourself 
about your personal preferences, talents 
and interests. Ide ntify your own ambi-
tions and your competencies, for it is the 
point at which these converge that you 
have identified appropriate ca reer 
prospects. 
2. Presenting Yourself: 
Most often the presentation begins 
with a wriuen summary of your past 
experiences and accomplishments, your 
resume. This two-dimens ional represen-
tation of you must include up-to-date 
information that concentrates on your 
accomplishments in past work, c ivic 
activities, and academics. The resume 
should be concise, and while it should be 
phrased positively, it should avoid exag-
Inland Empire Professional Authors' Bes t Seller 
geration or puffery. 
3. Resea r ch th e 
Market: 
,...--- --~~Book Review~~ 
the orgamza-
tion and the 
marketplace 
in which the 
o rganization 
competes. Be 
specific and 
give concrete 
examples. 
Examples of 
your success-
es will be 
This is perhaps the 
most da untin g and 
time consuming of the 
six steps. Our book 
was designed to save 
you much of that time 
by providing a com-
prehensive list of 1500 
Southern California 
organizat ion s with 
contact names, includ-
ing a substantial num-
ber from the Inland 
Empire. Also look to 
professional associa-
tions, trade journals, 
local directories (also 
I Claremont's John Palmer 
more memo-
rable than 
even the most 
eloquent of 
prepared 
r emarks. 
Come pre-
listed in our book), and former and cur-
rent colleagues as sources for informa-
lion. 
4. Networking: 
Making connection with the right peo-
ple takes some effort. Review all of the 
contacts you already have, including 
those you now work with such as cus-
tomers, providers of serv1ces to you, 
friends and acquaintances. Keeping track 
of who told you what about whom is crit-
ical. Your tree of contacts will grow, as 
each new interaction should lead to addi-
tional names. 
5. Interviewing: 
This is where you have the three-
dimensional presentation. It's your oppor-
tunity to expand on the information in 
your resume regarding critical incidents 
in your experience that display your tal-
ents and accomplishments. It is also a 
good time to exhibi t your knowledge of 
pa red with 
questions of your own ·· this is critical to 
your evaluation of the organization as a 
potential employer. 
6. Selecting the Right OfY'er: 
This is the best part of the process, but 
sometimes the most difficult Your review 
of an offer must include a variety of fac-
tors that will renect your individual situa-
uon, but w1ll certamly include compensa-
tion, advancement opportunities, your 
new colleagues, mdependence, security, 
the "feel " or "culture" of the place. 
Byting Into Computer 
Sales 
Jerry Packer put in a long and success-
ful stint as a salesman for Xerox, then got 
an MBA and went to work as a district 
manager for a comparati vely risky, 
aggressive new computer company. We 
asked him about the d1fferences between 
selling for a g1ant and taking a risk with a 
rclauvely unknown firm. 
"Xerox 1s probabl y fairly typical of 
any large corporation," says Jerry, "m that 
they arc very structured. It was a good 
place to work, but it didn't prov1de much 
opportunity for individual decision mak-
ing. A young company offers a fantasuc 
chance to exercise some entrepreneunal 
skills. The corporation sets general goals, 
but 1t's up to me how I meet them. I can 
try out d1fferent new ways, create teams, 
whatever. It's neat to be able to exerc1se 
that kmd of flexibi lity." 
We asked Jerry what it takes to be a 
good salesperson. "A lot of people th ink 
that salespeople are forever buymg peo-
ple lunches and playing golf, but in order 
to be really successful, you have to work 
hard. I don't necessarily mean 80 hours a 
week. But you need to put in sufficient 
time to do the things that are necessary. A 
second important requirement is an abso-
lutely thorough understanding of the 
products you're selling. Not only your 
products but also your competitors'. 
In-high level selling, salespeople have 
to be especially sharp in terms of inter-
personal kills. There's an old saying, and 
u's true: people don't buy from compa-
nies, they buy from people. When you're 
selhng systems that range upward of S5 
million, you're also selling yourself. It's 
important that your clients feel you'll be 
around even after the sale to handle any 
problems that m1ght come up. To estab-
lish that kmd of rapport, you have to look 
presentable and be very articulate. It also 
helps if you have good written communi-
calion skllls." l!. 
lonaJhan W Palmi!r ts director of corporaJe 
relaJtons aJ the Claremonl Graduate School 
For more m[orf711Jlion call (714) 621-8193 
~----~~~ ~~ ~ o ~tm-rorrr=© @[r~rort 
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H ealth insurance mandates are 
surfacing again as the 1991-92 
legislative session begins. The two 
most sweeping bills introduced so far 
are AB 14 (Margolin) and SB 36 
(Pctris). The bills are similar to legisla-
tion carried by the lawmakers in the 
last legislative session. 
Assembly Bill 14 
Assemblyman Bun Margolin's AB 
14 represents a pay or play approach to 
solving the health care access problem. 
The bill allows for a voluntary penod 
under wh1ch employers can purchase 
coverage for employees and thetr 
dependents. Under the mandate, 
employers have the option of euher 
prov1dmg spec1fied health coverage to 
employees or paying a payroll tax to 
cover employees under a government· 
sponsored program. The bill rcqu1res 
that all employers must provide health 
care coverage for employees and their 
dependents and employees must accept 
coverage unless they are covered under 
another plan. Coverage must be con· 
tinued for three months to employees 
who are hospitalized or prevented by 
sickness from workmg. 
Penalties 
Any employer who fails to prov1de 
basic coverage will be liable for any 
medical costs incurred by eligible 
employees and their dependents. In 
addition, large employers will lose their 
tax credit for two years. 
Benefits 
The basic benefit package includes: 
Payment for hospitalization 
and aucndant services; 
tests and other medi-
cations; surgical ser-
vices; rad1ology and 
other diagnostic ser-
vices; physic1an VIS-
Its; pap smears and 
mammogram s; 
stenlllallon; 
com pre-
hens1ve 
matern1ty 
and prena-
tal care; 
emergency care; certam rcconstrucu ve 
surgery; preventauve care for mmor ; 
prcscripuon drugs; and spec1ficd men-
tal health services. 
For the proviSIOns of AB 14 to take 
effect, several thmgs would have to 
occur. The financmg proviSIOns would 
rcqu1re enactment of subsequent legiS· 
Iauon 1mposmg the premiUmS or sur-
charges on employers. A federal 
exempuon from the prov1sions of the 
Employee Rcurcment Income Securuy 
Act would come from Congress. Final-
ly, a constitut ional amendment would 
have to be passed during this session 
and approved by the voters by January 
1993, excmpung revenues raised from 
the Gann limit. 
Senate Bill 36 
Senator N1cholas Petr1s has intro-
duced legi lation that would restruc-
ture the current health care system 
mto a umversal, one-payer system. 
In effect, S B 36 would remove 
health coverage from employer 
benefit packages and replace 11 w1th 
a payroll tax. Funding for the 
program would come 
through a government· 
employer-employee-tax-
payer partnership. Spec-
Ifics of the bill mel ude: 
Ca lifornia Health 
Care Commission . A 
comm1ss1on IS established to create and 
admm1ster a un1versal health care sys-
tem for all Cahforn1ans. 
Bendits 
Coverage must mclude a compre-
hensive package of med1cal care 
mcludmg hosp1talizauon. preventauve 
care, pnmary and teruary care for acute 
and chrome cond1U0ns, rehabll1 tauvc 
care, lol]g-tcrm care, and mental health 
serv1ces, dental care and prescnpuon 
drugs, as spec1fied. Bencfictanes must 
have a choice of receiving their health 
care from a fee-for-service plan or a 
prepaid health plan. 
Financing 
Employers would pay a lO percent 
gross payroll tax . For new businesses 
with fewer than 25 employees, the full 
tax is phased m over a three-year pen-
od. Employees and self-employed per-
sons would pay a two percent tax on 
gross wages or business income in 
excess of 250 percent of the federal 
poverty level. Other fund1ng comes 
from an unspecified gro s rece1pts tax 
on retailers, an unearned 1ncome tax, 
and by rechanneling funds spent on 
current public health programs, 1.e., 
Med1-Cal, Med1cally lnd1gent Serv1ces 
Fund, Propos1uon 99 taxes, etc. 
Cost Containment 
Cost contamment IS expected to be 
ach1evcd through admm1strauon sav-
mgs from a one-payer system, settmg 
of prov1der rates, and adopuon of a 
statewide budget for cap1tal Improve-
ment\. 
A federal exemption would have to 
be obtamed before the Med1-Cal pro-
gram could be mcluded m the statew1de 
health care system. 
Several other b1lls are expected to 
surface before leg1slauve deadlme:;. l!. 
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CQTKIN. COLLINS & FRANSCELL OPENS AN INLAND EMPIRE OFFICE 
CoTKJN. COWNS & FRANsceu.. a 
55-attorney law firm with 
offices in Los Angeles, 
Orange County and San 
Francisco, is opening an 
office in Riverside in May 
to better serve their 
clients in the Inland 
Empire. As the Inland 
Empire grows, Cotkin, 
Collins & Franscell will 
continue to expand to meet 
the needs of the 
community. 
CC&F will continue to 
expand to meet the needs of 
the lnlandEmpire. 
The firm of Cotltin, 
Collins & Franscell was 
formed in 1978 in Los 
Angeles. In the first 10 
years the firm grew from 
three to SO attorneys and 
opened offices in Orange 
County and San Francisco. 
The firm has continued the 
trend of growth with the 
opening of the Inland 
Empire office. CC&F will 
continue growing in order 
to maintain a high level 
of client service and 
expertise in the complex 
areas of its practice. 
The firms' senior 
partners are Raphael 
Cotkin, Phil Collins, and 
George Franscell. 
George Franscell, 
former Los Angeles 
Principal Assistant City 
Attorney, in charge of the 
civil municipal liability 
division, heads the firm's 
governmental, general 
liability defense, and 
employee discipline areas. 
He is recognized 
nationally for his work 
with law enforcement 
agencies. He lectures at 
major seminars on pol ice 
management and training. 
A member of the American 
Board of Trial Advocates 
and the Internatioanl 
Association of Chiefs of 
Police, he has handled 
literally hundreds of 
trials. Also a member of 
the International 
Association of Chiefs of 
Police/Bureau of Justice 
Assistance, U.S. 
Department of Justice 
National Law Enforcement 
Center, he helps develop 
model policies, rules and 
procedures for police 
departments across the 
nation. 
/ 
The firm's insurance 
practice is headed by 
Raphael Cotkin, a 
nationally-known expert in 
insurance coverage law . 
He has lectured and 
written extensively on 
insurance coverage and bad 
faith litigation for 
Continuing Education of 
the Bar, the Practicing 
Law Institute and the 
American Bar Association, 
among others . He is a 
former chairman and long-
time member of the State 
Bar of California's 
Insurance Committee . 
CC&:Fs senior partners are 
nationally known experts in 
their respective areas. 
Phil Collins, 
resident in the firm's 
Orange County office, is 
an experienced trial 
lawyer specializing in 
professional liability and 
business litigation. He 
is a past president of the 
Orange County chapter of 
the Federal Bar 
Association and serves on 
the board of directors of 
the Southern California 
Defense Counsel . He is 
also a contributing editor 
for Matthew Bender's 
Federal Evidence Practice 
Guide Reporter and its 
Federal Litigation Guide. 
Associated with 
these three partners is a 
group of attorneys who 
have achieved significant 
results for their clients . 
These attorneys have the 
experience and maturity to 
handle any matter in the 
firm's major areas of 
expertise, and have tried 
hundreds of trials to a 
verdict. 
Although young in 
years, the firm has 
extensive experience in 
many major areas. CC&F 
specializes in two major 
areas of law: municipal 
liability defense 
including civil rights, 
false arrest, false 
imprisonment, assault and 
battery, wrongful death, 
administrative actions, as 
well as other forms of 
municipal liability; and 
insurance coverage. The 
firm also does a 
substantial amount of work 
in the areas of general 
liability defense, 
insurance regulatory work, 
professional liability, 
business litigation, 
product liability 
litigation, appellate 
work, and family law. 
tral Ave4., Unit A, Chino. Chapter 7. 
Assets: $69,113. Debts: $384,020. 
Michael J. Libby Trucking, Michael 
and Sheryl Libby, 11889 Hickory Ave., 
Hesperia Chapter 7. Assets: Sl\6,014. 
Debts: $870,566. 
Word-S-Mart, Timothy and Rosemary 
Piwarslo, 10411 C1merron Trail Dr., Ade-
lanto. Chapter 7. Assets: $78,355. 
Debts: $107,700. 
Ces Tech Inc., 1401 San Antonio, 
Colton. Chapter 7. Assets: S\05,125. 
Debts: $393,102. 
Cochran Plumbing, Mickey and Nancy 
Cochran, 304 W. 9th St, Beaumont. 
Chapter 7. Assets: $22,750. Debts: 
$183,914. 
Bell Trucking, James and Gloria Bell, 
301 S. Lilac, Rialto. Chapter 7. Assets: 
$13,600. Debts: $51,061. 
Big Rig Express Inc., Lmda Mae and 
Arne H. Hallin, 12805 Riverview Dr., 
Victorville. Chapter 7. Assets : 
$213,717. Debts: $426,329. 
Paul Breslin Enterprises, Paul and Lms 
Jean Brestin, l974 Turqoise Circle, Chino 
H11ls. Chapter 7. Assets: $631,506. 
Debts: $864,121. 
Empire Food Service , M1chael Dav1d 
and Della Sue Rose, 1810 S. Riverside 
Ave., Colton. Assets: $222,100. DebtS: 
$625.976. 
Westland Water Systems , 14250 Cen· 
Bowden Electric , Kevin Edward and 
Betty Jean Bowden, aka Betty Jean Bor-
agine, 3760 Williams Ave., Claremont. 
Chapter 7. Assets: S20,616. Debts: 
$38,066. 
P&M Construction, Patrick Emmett and 
Marlaina McGowan, 20960 Ambusher 
St, Diamond Bar. Assets: Not shown. 
Debts: Not Shown. 
Sorenson Plumbing, James Edward and 
Kathleen Maria Sorenson, 12833 Corian-
der Court, Etiwanda. Chapter 7. Assets: 
S I 55, I 50. DebtS: $150,450. 
Concepts in Motion, Richard R. Ford, 
aka Rick Ford, 2541 Arrow Highway, La 
Verne. Assets: $112,160. Debts: 
S\31,645 
Benton Plating Industrials Inc., 640 E. 
State St., Ontario. Chapter 7. Assets: 
$189,000. Debts: $293,732. 
Southwestern Trenching Inc., Pomona, 
Chapter 7. Assets: Not Shown. Debts: 
Not shown. 
Cash Fow Investments Inc., 655 N. 
Dudley Ave., Pomona. Chapter not 
shown. AssetS: Not shown. Debts: Not 
shown. 
Chapter 7 bankrupty IS liquidation of compa 
ny to pay debts and chapter II bankruptcy 
allows busuu!.U to conlmue ·o operate to pay 
off the dt'bt 
SOMETIMES 
THE BEST 
SOLUTIONS 
AREN'T THE 
MOST SROIAIO 
At Wo:x:iward-Clyde, 
we 11 examine your 
hazardous waste problem 
from a traditional viewroint. 
Then we11 do something 
other firms may not. We11 
twist. yank apd turn your 
problem inside out to see if 
there's a new, more efficient 
solution that hasn't men 
thought of oofore. 
That's just what youd 
exp:d from the industry 
leader in waste 
rninimiwtion, in situ 
bioremediation. fast turnkev 
process design cmd -
implementation cmd other 
cutting-€dge teclmolcgies. 
Call us tcday for a state-of-
the-art approoch to waste 
rninimiwtion or reduction. 
Woodward-Clyde (f 
Consult1ng Eng1neers • Geolog1sts • Enwonmental Sc1ent1sts 
In southern California, call Michael Kiefer or 
Cathy Klossner at 714-835-6886 or 213-581-7164. 
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NEW BUSINESS LISTINGS 
----- A -----
A Hoffmann Group Co., United States 
Film Corp., 75-3 13 14th Green Drive, 
Indian Wells, 9220 I 
A K Harper Construction, Andre Harp-
er, 20805 Dirt Road, Perris, 92370 
ASK Engineers, Brian King, 10 E . Vine 
St., Redlands, 92373 
ALR Engineering Testing, John Longo-
ria, 18361 Syrneron Road, Apple Valley, 
92307 
Act Pipeline, Inc., Weissker Gas, Inc., 
1981 Shoemalcer Ave., Santa Fe Springs, 
90670 
Ace Publishing Productions, Joseph 
Heun, 10335 Branigan Way, Riverside, 
92505 
Adelanto Bulletin, The, Robert Malouf, 
12036 Bartleu Ave. #B, Adelanto, 92301 
American Environmental Industries, 
Bob Ellis, 10570 Foothill Blvd. #130, 
Rancho Cucamonga, 91730 
Apple Valley Emergency Physicians, 
Paul M. Stiegler M.D., A Prof. Corp, 
18300 Hwy 18, Apple Valley, 92307 
Arlen Real F...state , Buddy Plaster, 14049 
Amargosa Road #200A , Victorville, 
92392 
Automatic Test Development, John 
Richer, 1455 Holly Ave., Colton, 92324 
----- B -----
B & D Construction , William Tabor, 
6667 Sunnyh i ll Road, Joshua Tree, 
92252 
B & L Builders, Bret Morrison, 9740 
Lido Coun, Desert Hot Springs, 92240 
Blythe Tank Mfg Inc., Blythe Tank 
Mfg., Inc., 14560 South Broadway, 
Blythe, 92225 
Bryant Builders, Christopher Bryant, 
41892 Enterprise Circle South #E, 
Temecula, 92390 
Builders Escrow Coordinators, Shirley 
Craven, 33253 Schaper St., Lalcc Elsi-
nore, 92330 
----- c -----
C D Publications, Clara Dumais, 1377 
E. Citrus #341 , Redlands, 92374 
Cablevision or Riverside County, 
American Cable TV Investors 5, Ltd., 
239()() Alessandro Blvd. #A, Moreno 
Valley, 92388 
Caliber Investigations, Joseph 
Dumouchelle, 4075 Main St. #350, 
Riverside, 92501 
Caliente Distributing Co., Yolanda Hua-
paya, 13677 Yorba Ave., Chino, 91710 
California Companies, The, California 
Garden Centers, Inc., 7755 Deering Ave., 
Canoga Park, 91304 
California Southern Law School, CiLrus 
Belt Law School, 3775 Elizabeth, River-
side, 92506 
Calwest Air, Stephen Williamson, 11647 
Monterra Drive, Fontana, 92335 
Carbide Saw & Tool, Philip Mackamul, 
336 S. Waterman Ave. #P, San Bemardi-
no,92408 
Chasmon Housing, Perry ChastaJD, 4105 
Harrison, R1verside, 92503 
Chief Concrete Construction , Robert 
Cooper, 24986 WashingtOn Ave., Mum· 
eta, 92362 
Chlorine Factory of Riverside, The , 
Taylor Water Works, Inc., 3410 La Sierra 
Ave., Riverside, 92503 
Coast Publications, Cleveland Johnson, 
12625 Frederick #144, Moreno Valley, 
92388 
Compusoft International, Joseph Wayn· 
ick, 39544 Ramshom Drive, Murrieta, 
92362 
Conexion Publishing , Alberto Hauffen, 
29365 Silverfcm Place, Htghland, 92346 
Continental Construction Co., Walter 
Heath, 856 Georgia St-1, B1g Bear Lake, 
923 15 
Corona Ranch and Land Company, 
Rosemarie Corona Inc., 33320 Hwy 79, 
Temecula, 92390 
----- D -----
D & D Advertising & Public Relations, 
Deborah Smith, 968 W. 7th St. #38, 
Upland, 91768 
We tried to cotnpare apples 
to apples, but they catne up 
a few bushels short. 
What does your office 
rent include? 
lrt .M COMM UITE EXECUTIVl. SUITE 
225-,q .ft utt~ v./Vicw Yc; Yc\ 
Conference Room Yes Ye; 
Loungc/ KIIchcn Facthties Yes Yes 
Fac\imil..: Machmc \ cs Yes 
Po""ge Meter Yes Yes 
Telephone Ans\\enng Sctvicc Yes Yes 
CofTecrrca Service Yes Yes 
Audio VisuaVS.:minar Room Yes No 
Mail Room Ye~ No 
Two Secondar) Lounges Yes No 
10.000-sq -fi Cour1)ard Yes No 
l...ilrgc Administrative StafT Yes No 
Maintenance StafT Yc No 
4 Line Touch Screen Pho ne/ Yc; No 
Computer Tenninal 
Photocopies (500)• Yes No 
ecretarial Sctvicc;, (5 Hours)• Yes No 
L1serjct Printers Yes No 
Computer System in each suite 
w/ thc following capabilities: 
Wo rd Proccs.,ing Yes No 
Accounting Yes No 
Sprcatbhects Yes No 
Data ba~e Access Yes No 
Electron ic Telephone Message Yes No 
Electronic Mall Yes No 
Telex Yes No 
l:lcctronic Rolo<lex Yc\ No 
* AJI01o.o~h."\.l vn .1 month I\ .._ .. .,,, 
"Fortune 100" Amenities Mode Affordable For Small Businesa. 
Cot"nm c....,tere 
ONTARIO COMM CENTER 
3535 Inland Empire Blvd., Ontario 
Phone 941-D333 
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Dave Bre\\er's Moonlight Press, Dav1d 
Brewer, 5924 Orange Knoll, San 
Bernardino, 92404 
Great American Real Estate, Lynn 
Becker, 30130 Cabnllo Ave. , Temecula, 
92390 
----- E -----
El Shaddai Publications, Thomas Back, 
56524 Bonanza Drive, Yucca Valley, 
~?..84 
Electronic Motion Control, Alejandro 
Aguayo, 13595 Via San Remo, Chino 
Hills, 91709 
Executive Communications, Antoinette 
Estep, 1558 Dominguez Ranch Rd., 
Corona,91720 
Executive Property Management, 
Leroy Hansberger, 555 Cajon St., Red-
lands, 92373 
----- F -----
----- I -----
Inland Valley Productions, Mark Saun-
ders, 1235 E. Francis #G, Ontario, 91761 
Inland Water Service, James Holyoak, 
40485-D Murrieta Hot Springs Road, 
Murrieta, 92362 
Int'l Institute for Microbiological, 
Alternative Medical Research Founda-
tion, 1771 North D Street, San Bernardi-
no,92A05 
----- J -----
J & A Small Claims Preparation Ser-
vice, Jess Aguirre, 9139 Placer SL, Ran-
cho Cucamonga, 91730 
Family Health Care, Joseph Asprec, J & B Development, Jeff Smith, 17311 
MD, 32235 Mission Trail Road #B-7, Nolan Lane, Riverside, 92504 
Lalce Elsinore, 92330 
Fmdel Enterprise, Myron Fandel, 6621 
Via Aorencia, Riverside, 92509 
Foothill Bone & Joint Surgery Grp., 
Clyde 0 . Harris, ill, MD, 5475 Walnut 
Ave., Chino, 91710 
Frontera Metals, Eleazar Jimenez, 2355 
Manzanita Road, Corona, 91720 
Fuel Control Systems, Fleet Fueling 
Services, Inc., 12739 Lakewood Blvd. 
Downey, 90242 
----- G -----
G & L Equipment, Gilbert Cruz, 17545 
Walnut, Hesperia, 92345 
G Y Construction, Jesse Youngblood, 
1895 Clemson, San Bernardmo, 92407 
J R H Construction, James Holliday, 
1080 E. Wesley Place, Hemet, 92343 
Jeralin Construction Company, JeraJin 
Conveyor Co., Inc., 26864 Stanford 
Hemet, 92344 
Johnson Appraisal , Susan Johnson, 
14222 Apple Creek Drive, Victorville, 
92392 
----- K -----
K D Mining & Consulting Co., Hahm 
International, Inc. , 23311 Bear Valley 
Rd., Apple Valley, 92308 
Kennedy Construction Co., Jack 
Kennedy, 9722 Balaton St., Alta Lorna, 
91701 
J: PROFESSIONAL DISPLAYS 
,. INLAND EMPIRE 
Announces the Opening of the Ontario Sales Office and Showroom 
Easy to Install-
Easy to Carry! 
(714) 941-2524 
FAX (714) 941-3207 
Take a Pro 
to Your Next 
Trades how! 
3535 Inland Empire Blvd. • Ontario, CA 91764 
----- L -----
Lake Elsinore Materials, Denn1s 
Younger, 33600 Mission Trrul, Lake Elsi-
nore, 92330 
Land Company Realty, The, Craig Mat-
lock, 12060 State Highway #395, Vic-
torville, 92392 
Landmark Real Estate, Habib Golban, 
1944 N. Tustin Ill 06, Orange, 92665 
Liberty Publishing Co., Debra Riley, 
7840 Bolero Drive, Riverside, 92509 
Limbrick AlA Construction, Andrew 
Limbrick, 6445 Sunny Meadow Lane, 
Chino Hills, 91709 
Lorna Linda Eye and Tissue Bank, 
Lorna Linda Eye Foundation For, The, 
11130 Anderson St., Lorna Linda, 92354 
----- M -----
Medical Ancillary Products, Brenda 
Hillenburg, 37185 Applegate Road, Mur-
rieta, 92362 
Miller Services, Richard Miller, 1540 
Barton Road #340, Redlands, 92373 
Minuteman Press Printing Center, 
Morris Manigiapane, 4 North Central, 
Upland, 91786 
----- N -----
National Waste Management, James 
Mooneyham, 10403 Glenoaks Blvd., 
Pacoima, 91331 
----- 0 -----
Orange Crest Companies, Frank White, 
Jr., 13635 Daisy Court, Chino, 91710 
Organization of Unincorporated 
Comm. Patrick Lehr, 22460 Bund y 
Canyon Road, Lake Elsinore, 92330 
----- p -----
Performance Construction , Patnck 
Carmell, 17155 Barbee ,St., Fontana, 
92336 
Pinnacle Con~truct ion, Kenneth K1rker, 
137 14 Burning Tree Drive, VIctorville, 
92392 
----- Q -----
Q E D Systems, Anthony Cummings, 
8470 Kirkwood Ave., Cucamonga, 91730 
Q Med Services, Jose Quintanilla, 15096 
Cornflower Court, Fontana, 92336 
Quali-T Construction, Ernest Dover, 
270 E. Hill St., Lake Elsinore, 92330 
Qualified Equipment Service, Thomas 
Bazer, 1541 West Sixth St. , Corona, 
91720 
----- R -----
R & J Tropical Marine , Rodolfo 
Mirandilla, 10113 Helena St., Montclair, 
91763 
R. Max ConstTuction & Development, 
Raul Rodriguez, 1943 O'Malley Way, 
Upland, 91786 
Riverside Property Management, Nick 
York, 7900 Limonite # 127, Riverside, 
92509 
Romac, Ltd., Kathleen MacDonald, 
4566 Soto St., Riverside, 92509 
Rose Publishing, Rose Fuqua, 2638 S. 
Sandpiper, Ontario, 91761 
Rowes Wharf Associates, Ron Patter-
son, 1503 S. Campus Ave. IIC, Ontario, 
91761 
RusseU & Kaufmann Insurance Agents 
Golden State Mobilehomc Insurance, 400 
S . State St., Hemet, 92343 
----- s -----
S U Diesel-Power Specialist, Samuel 
Unbe, 3655 Placentia Lane 1119, River-
side, 92501 
Salespeople Publications , Rodney 
Thompson, 11740 Calabash Ave., 
Fontana, 92335 
Security Water Systems, Massimo Cas-
torani , 40974 Morning Glory Drive, Mur-
rieta, 92362 
-· ·- - - a a ~~~~ • RIVERSIDE COUNTY .............. 
t. J..v r· .K ..t. ~· -~·- : ~~~£~N~~~~ • SAN DIEGO COUNTY • LOS ANGELES COUNTY 
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Sharp Constructio n Products , James 
Sharp, 42200 Moraga Road, #40E 
Temecula, 92390 
Silver Rose Publishing, Robert Hess-
man, 9587 Arrow Route Blvd. 2, Suite C, 
Rancho Cucamonga, 91730 
Victory Corpo rat ion, Victory Dem1ar, 
I 55 W. Hospitality Lane, San Bernard mo. 
92408 
----- w -----
wrr Entertainment, William Gray, Jr. , 
3303 S. Archibald Ave. 11349, Ontario, Smitty's Wrought Iron & Steel, Robert 9 1761 
Smith, 1495 9th St. Bldg. 503, Upland, 
91786 
Strong Arm Distribution, Keith Ann-
strong, 333 E. Valley Blvd., Colton, 
92324 
Structure & Design , Colunga Cecilio, 
7171 Jurupa Ave.ll3, Riverside, 92504 
WP Systems, Wojciech Puchalski, 1305 
E. 9th Street #4, Upland, 91786 
Walnut Valley Finishing Co., Health-
town Inc., 9972 Rancho Road., Adelanto, 
92301 
Walsworth Workshop, Robert Stephen-
Water $aver Syste ms, Hams Wmdham, 
2840 Camellia Court, Corona, 91720 
----- X -----
X C I Marketing , Michael Campillo, 
3255 Ashgate Way, Ontario, 91761 
----- y -----
Y C A Concrete Construction , Foung 
Yang, 1269 W. Pomona Road 11113, 
Corona, 91720 
Yellow Page Quick Reference Guide, 
Sherry Wynne, 1209 W. Sumner Ave., 
Lake Elsinore, 92330 
Yermo Construct io n Co., Guillermo 
Vega, 13851 L1ve Oak St. , Hesperia, 
92345 
Young Country Enterprises, Chester 
Lee Sackett, Jr., I 05 13 Bergerac Lane, 
Mira Lorna, 91752 
Yucaipa Valley Standard, Steve Allen, 
36134 Serade Drive, Yucaipa, 92399 
----- z -----
Zephyr Products, Stuart Sauer, 2328 
Mesquite Drive, San Bernardino, 92404 
son, 1020 Emerson, Upland, 91786 SunRunn~Devclopm~t.~ter Can- fi~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
zano, 27840 Del Rio Road liE, Temecu-
la, 92390 
Sundown Builders, Randolph Cannon, 
I 0591 Tecopa Road, Apple Valley, 
92308 
----- T -----
T & K Builders, Timothy Karis, 752 
South Magnolia, Rialto, 92376 
T V Classified Production, Chris Nel-
son, 32485 Scandia, Running Springs, 
92382 
Tech Manufacturing Co., Harry 
Miller, 2992 E. Lacadena, Riverside, 
92507 
Tribune Data Publications, Patrick 
Tirone, 43311 Alto Drive, Hemet, 
92344 
Troy Industries, Bernadette Jacoban, 
13174 6th Place, Yucaipa, 92399 
Turner Research Institute, Michael 
Turner, 8405 Haven Ave. 11147, Rancho 
Cucamonga, 91730 
----- u -----
U S Research Company, Hill 
Research Group, Inc., 2156 Montclair 
Plaza Lane, Montclair, 91763 
Ultimate Investigations, Dennis Mar-
tinez, 22797 Barton Road #159, Grand 
Terrace,92324 
Union Supply Co., Lee Seung, 1361 E. 
15th St, Upland, 91786 
Up Most Mail Center, Roy Watson, 
23900 B Ironwood Ave., Moreno Val-
Icy, 92387 
----- v -----
V & C Horse Account, Pete Valcnu, 
1207 1 Bcllegravc Ave., Mira Lorna, 
91752 
Van Lanten Construction, Jerry Van 
Lantcn. 39451-A Ltcfcr Road, Temecu-
la, 92390 
I or over 25 years in the 
Inland Empire, Faust Printing 
has provided the highest 
quality printing and service. 
The only Inland Empire 
printer to have received a 
Prestigious Printing Industries 
of America Award from over 
7,000 entries nationwide. 
In-house capabilities 
include one- to six-color 
printing, foiling, embossing 
and die cutting. 
"Quality & Service ... we've built 
. . " our reputatzon on zt. 
p R N T N G 
(714) 980-1577 • FAX (714) 9 9-9716 
8656 Ut1ca Avenue, utte I 00 • Rancho C ucamonga, CA 917 30 
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Cathedral City Mayor Pro Tern Acquires Nut Kettle Candy Kitchen 
P aim Descn Mayor Walter E. Sny-der and City Manager Bruce Alt-
man recenlly welcomed Cathedral City's 
Mayor Pro Tern George G. Hardie to their 
own Ill Town Ce nter to celebrate the 
opening of Hardie's newest private ven-
ture -- Nut Kettle Candy Kitchen. 
The Nut Kettle Candy Kitchen, former-
ly located at 68-895 Perez Road, has been 
acquired by George G . Hardie, former 
Cathedral City Mayor and current Mayor 
Pro Tern, announced Keith Culverhouse 
and Ed Petty, founders of the company. 
Culverhouse and Peuy will remain with 
the company for the ne)(t several years as 
active consultants to en ure the conunua-
uon of the famous Nut Ketlle quality and 
innovation in the development of their 
world-famous coated corns. 
The Cathedral City store has been 
closed and reopened in Palm Dese rt's 
Mar hall's Ill Town Center. Th1s new 
upscale, state-of-the-an facility features 
an "open view" kitchen which will con-
Construction of Major 
Ontario UPS Facility Pro-
gressing Smoothly 
T he Royal Cut res taurant on South Grove Street in Ontario 
was the site of the Ontario Chamber of 
Commerce March Membership lun-
cheon, held on Friday, March 15. 
The featured speakers were repre-
sentatives from the United Parcel Ser-
vice (UPS), speaking in regards to a 
new UPS facility to open near the 
Ontario Airpon by 1992. 
AI Barnes, UPS District Manager, 
opened his presentation with a brief 
history of UPS, likening it to the 
"American Dream." 
Barnes went on to describe recent 
UPS success. According to Barnes, 
UPS delivered 2.9 billion packages in 
1990, with a total revenue of over S 13 
billion. 
Barnes went on to desc~ how 
UPS will continue to provide solid 
service with over 7 50 facilities, over 
119,000 vehicles and 162 planes. 
"Ontario will be the new national hub 
for UPS service," said Barnes. 
Barnes was somewhat apprehen-
sive in providing e)(act job projec-
uons, stating that he had hoped to see 
some 1,400 jobs provided ... but wtth 
the recession, was not sure if that fig-
ure would be this high. 
Accord1ng to Barnes, the new 
facility will provide a defmite "ground 
advantage" to the Inland Empire, as 
product turnover time will be much 
faster and Inland Empire business peo-
ple will have a decided edge over their 
Orange or LA County competitors, 
simply because of their closeness to 
the facility. "They will have to fight 
the traffic," said Barnes. 
The new facility, to be called, 
"The Ontario Air Gateway," will 
employ some 15 miles of conveyor 
belt and will include one-quaner mile 
of la)(i strip connecting the facility to 
the Ontario International Airport. 
"The project is running according 
to plans," said Barnes. "Right now 
we're progressing with underground 
e)(cavation and construction." 
IJy Phi/lip Diment 
unue to supply ut Ketlle's 
famous vaneues of flavored 
popcorn wnh an e )(panded 
line of roas ted nuts , choco-
lates, gourmet coffees and 
specialty cakes. 
The Nut Ketlle was found-
ed 23 years ago in New Jer-
sey and moved to the Cathe-
dral City location in 1983. 
Last year over 60 tons of 
popcorn confections in a 
variety of flavors were pro-
duced. Among the more 
e)(otic taste treats is "boysen-
be rry pecan ," invented and 
deve loped by Ed Petty for 
(ltftto r~ghl) N w Ktttlt tmployus 
FraN:uco M oreno and Daflltl 
Esputo, and Catntdral C<ry MaJIOr 
Pro Ttm C<org• C flardJ< 
ident Ronald Reagan. 
George G. Hard1e, 
comme ntin g o n hi s 
acquis ition, e)(pressed 
his determination to 
bwld on the outstanding 
quality which has 
marked the success of 
the Nut KeuJe. "Ed and 
Keith have developed 
the finest popcorn prod-
uct I have ever tasted, 
and our business plan is 
to e)(pand to a number 
of re tail outlets 
throughout California, 
Knott's Be rry Farm. A special place has 
been reserved in the Nut Kettle honor roll 
for the "lemon and jelly bean" popcorn 
that Petty specifically developed for Pres-
as well as deve lop an 
intensified corporate and seasonal gift 
catalog business." 
Hardie, an engaging entrepreneur, has 
built a reputation of quality a nd high 
standards fo r all his many bus iness ven-
tures. Hard1e IS no stranger to the confec-
uonery marketplace as he worked a num-
ber of years ago with the Pittsburgh-
based Hardie Brothers, the family candy 
business. 
In confirming the Nut Ketlle acquisi-
tion, Hardie aJso announced the appoint-
ment of Sallie White as the Nut Kettle's 
division manager who will have day-to-
day responsibility for Nut Ketlle opera-
tions. White has significant confectionery 
product e)(perience, including as a candy 
buyer for MarshalJ Fields in Chicago. She 
recently owned candy kitchens in Hawaii 
prior to joining the Nut Ketlle operation. 
The new store opened February 25, at 
Ill Town Center, Palm Desert, right near 
Louise's Kitchen. For more information, 
calJ the Loll-free telephone number 800-
677- 1968. 6 
